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ABSTRACT
Examined in this thesis is the bipolar pair of Chinese critical concept —zheng /qi -
- in terms of Orthodoxy /Anti -orthodoxy , Historicity /Fictionalizaion and Ordinariness /Un -
Expecyedness .
The first possible dimension is dealt with in the discussion of Shuihu zhuan and
Wuthering Heights . Both novels embody an antithesis between two sets of values :
Confucianism vs the ideologies upheld by the outlaws in Shuihu zhuan
established gentry vs the industrial bourgeoisie in Wuthering Heights (socio -economic
Power struggle ).
The second possible dimension is probed into in the analysis of Sanguo yanyi and A
Tale of Two Cities . Whereas the combination of historicity and fictionalization dimon -
Strated in Sanguo hinges on which part of the novel comes from official historiography
(historicity ) and which part of it from folklores and the author ’s imagination (fiction -
"alizaticn ;the latter reveals a much closer marriage of the two : historicity finds itc
Artistic expression in fictionalization .
The last possible dimension receives a thorough discussion in the section on
Hongloumeng and Tess of D’Urbervilles . In both novels ,“unexpectedness "include su -
pernaturalism ,coincidence and indirectness while "ordinary ”refers to inevitability , direct
Description and all the non -supernatural elements in the novels .
1Chapter One : Introduction
A student of the traditional Chincse novel vho has been exposed
to Western fiction is sconer or later struck by the lack of a
systematic thecry of fiction erltlcise . As pointed out by Dr
Ying -hainng Chou 周英雄，fiotion as a genre , lags behlnd others in
terxs of literary criticion :
All along , in chine and the Vest , the quality of
fiction critioiam is inferior to that of poetry .
This phenonnenon has souething to do with the statas
of fiction because being the voice of the populace ,
it cones into conrlict with the authorities . The lov
position it occupies holds little interest for
scholars . Even after it has besn alevated to a much







究小說的方法可以說仍然□□不前。。。。（Chou , 73 ）
Comparatists , being impelled by their task to tahe into aoccunt
both Chinese and Western fiction , will naturslly bear the veight of this
problem with greater acuteness due to the differentiation of traditional
Chinese and Western fiction theories .
From the point of viev of literary critician , it may bi asid that
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before the 20th century , there vas in general no conscious effort to
formulste a comprehensive theory of fiction in China . Practicslly , all
of the critical renarks vere in the form of fragmentary and randon notes
-- often in prefaces and aftervords to individasl vorks of fictlon ,
Nevertheless , two predominant treads may be diseerned . One is that
represented by Hu Yinglin 胡□□，whose critioal study in Shscshi
shanfan biccng 少室山房筆叢includes areas like research on sources and
textual studies of the verke , the anthentieitles of ivints described ,
and even anecdotes about the auther theaselves . (Hu ,33 ) The second
trend is an approach throngh “Function ”. Early oritics like Feng
Menglung 馮夢龍 and Ling Meagchu 凌□初 stressed the educatioaal
funotion and the moral implicstion in works of fiction . Their vievs on
fiction oan be neen in the preface to Paian jingqi □案□奇序(Ling ,
111 ) and preface to Gujin xinosno 古今小說序。(Feag ,1 -2 ) Late Chfng
scholars inherited and continued this traditicnal trcnd . Fiction vas
regarded as a means of educsting the puhlis , expesing sceiol cvils and
reforming aociety 。
Didactic and utilitarian vievs of fiction vere , of course , not
nev . They can , in fact , be traced back to the curliest theories of
Chinese literature . (Liu , The Art of Chinese Poctry ,65 -69 ) In short ,
the traditional Chinese approach to fiction was “function -oriented ”,its
significance as a literary genre was based not so much on ”literariness ”
as on pragmatic considerations . As a consequinci , it was the content
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rather than the form of fiction that received most of the critical
attention . This tendency is also recognized by Andrev Plaks , who
considers the Chinese critical practice of draving content catigerles
within the sphere of fiction as a practice running counter to the basie
assumptions of Western genre theory .(Plaks , 318 )
Comparatively speaking , Western approaches to fiction iay greater
imphasis on the “generic ”and “formal ”distinctions . Shrcder talks about
the novel as a genre in The Theory of the Novel .(Shroder , 15 -29 )
Critieal essays assompled by Spilka bsspeak this tendency as well . Bvea
in the earlier critical vorks such as E .M. Forster ’s Aspects of the
Novel , formal faatures like characterization , plot , pattorn and riythm
are disoussed in chapters entitled "peeple ","The Pleta ', "Pettenm and
Rhythm . (Forster , 51 -151 )
Newdays , comparatists like to apply Western litermy comocp □in
the analysis of Chinese fiction , or even Chinesc literature as a wholo .
A great deal has been vritten on witether Chinese litertewre has ream form
“tragedy ”or whether Hongloumeng 紅樓夢is a Bilaungsroman , a practice
that can easily lead to far -fetched conclusions and distortions as
pointed out by some conscientious scholars in this field :
We must guard ourselves against certain prejudices
fostered by Western or Westernized comparatists who
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treat the study of comparative literatyre East -West
as largely an affinity study , by imposing already
established Western models on eastern literatures ,。
。。。superficial comparison not only distorts the
national and cultural spirit of a literature , and
violates its integrity and indigenous virtue , but
also creates misunderstanding of its esthetie
balues , Yman , 1 -2
So far , there has not heen a critioal theory applioable to bath
Chinsse and Western narratives . Even in his famcns artiole “Tovards a
Critical Theory of Chinese Narrative ”, what Plake doss is just to
clarify sone fundamental issues of Chinese and Western fiction with
reapect to six areas of eritioal concerne . (Plaks , 303 -52 ) So in viev of
this , and in addition to the differentiations of Chiuese and Western
fiction thsories as well as the diffioulties involved in applying
Western models , hare and throughout this thcsis , I am prvposing the use
of a bipolar critioal concopt 正奇zheag /q1 .1 which I shall show , eay
be applicable to both Chinese and Wasters fiction crlticim . The
ultimate sim of this tentative attempt is to stlurlate fupther studies
in the direction of a comprenersive theory desllzg vith chineac and
Western narrative corpus .
The critiosl terms zheng and qi which are so frequently invoked in
traditional discussion of Chinese literature , might at first sight seem
to indicate an operative differentiation between “ordinary ”and
“unusual ”But in the language of Chinese literary criticism , they
embody a much broader range of semantic antic varlations .
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To begin with , zheng seems to imply , in many oritioal essays , an
adherence to Confueianisn and the teaching of the sages . It is also an
equivalent to ya : “ya means zheng ”雅者，正也. (Cheng , I . 2 ) In
Wcnxin diaolung 文心雕龍﹝The Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons ﹞.
Liu Xie 劉韶categorizes literature into eight styles , one of which is
dianya 典雅:
The style which is defiued as elegant and graceful
mcdels itself after the clarsioal forms and adopts
the Coufuoion principles . ﹝2 ﹞
典雅者，鎔成□語，方□儒們者也； (Liu , Wenzin
diaolung . 288 -89 )
Chu Xi 朱熹also invckes the term zheng in explaining the origln
of poetry . To hin . zheng □only be asklsvod by 2ollewing the □of
the sages :
Peetry crigi □from worcs □wxites vien be
co □ into contact ；with thinge . The things be
contacts may be both good and bad , hence the words
he vrites msy be right or vrong . Only by folloving
the way of the □, can man come into contact wity
good things only .
詩者，人之□物而形於言之餘也。心之所感有邪正，故言之
所形有是非。惟聖人在上，則所感者無不正。 ( Chu ,
XXVII , 3 )
Fang Xiaoru 方孝儒，a scholar of the Ming Dynasty , also takes up
and attributes the concept zheng to Congucian influences such as the
imphasis on li 禮and yue 樂. He regards Xunzi 荀子and Zheng Zigu 曾子
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固as zheng because they suit this oriterion :
Xunzi is polite and courteous . His compogition is
mild and serious like a suitably clothed Confucinn
scholar who behav □ according to the noras 。。。。
Zigu is a Confucisn scholar . His composition is pure
and decant in accordamce vith rulws regarding
ceremony and music .
荀卿恭敬好禮，故其文敦厚而嚴正，如大儒老師，衣冠偉然
，揖讓進退，具有法度，子固儼爾儒者，故其文粹白純正，
出入禮樂法度中。( Fang , XII , 16 )
As Confucisnisn is the orthcdox ideology in traditio □l China , and
zheng is □lly associsted with zhebgtoag 正□(orthodoxy ), it in
possihle to i □pret zheng as orthodoxy , implying
anti -orthodoxy .
On □□, zhebg / qi □ to be used in a way si □ to
auother p □ of co □ shi 實 and □虛。﹝3 ﹞Accor □ing to Pla □, the
latter pair indicet □ the “□” of the history and the
manipulation of the fiotor : historioity vs flotlonalization . (Plahs
317 ) Chinese historiography desls primarily with the affairs of stste
and puhlie life . nanely what haooins in the military and the political
arena . (Plaks , 318 ) In the classical language , zheng is in fact as
alternative form for zheng 政(politics ), a case in point being Wang
Cong ’s 王充Lunheng 論衡。which contains a sentence “Culture and
education are good for politide ”化有補於正。(Wang , II , 574 ) The xheng
正aforesaid means exactly the same as zheng (politics ). In the preface
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to Shijing 詩大序，it is vritten that :
ya meaas zheng , recording the ups and dovns in
politlcs . There are two types of politrcs , so we
have xiaoya and daya .
雅者，正也，言王政之所由廢興也。政有小大，故有小雅焉
，有大雅焉。( Cheng , I , 2 )
This pregace spells out the affinity zheng shares with Chinese
historiography . The identification of zhong vith hiatorioity ie meai
explicitly rendarsd in the persinoe to Liangjin yanyi 雨晉演義：
zheng can only be achieved by folloving the outline
of Tougjian [A Connreineaszye History of China from
221 D .C to 960 A .D ] and by tahing naterial from
Jinske [The Book of Jin ] and Shiliuguo oungis
[History of Sixteen States ].
吾請更為之，以《通鑑》為線索，以《晉書》《十六國春秋
》為材料，一歸於正。( Ws , 284 )
Only by adhezing to offiolal hirtery can novelists aohievc zhang in
their vorhs . The vriters ’□ on □ are further □
in their pre □to various histeri □novels :
Wu asserts that like other genres , the historical
novel must first dial with the relation betv □
zheng and qi Being both history and fiction
compels it [the historical novel ] to satisfy the
real historicity in history as well as the
fictionslization of novel . In short , the historical
novel should undergo necessary fictionalization on








(Zheng , 288 )
In a nutshell , since zheng /qi functions similarly as shi /xu
(historicity /fictioualization ) and the initial neaning of zheng has so
much to do with politics –the conteat of Chinese historicity –it can
be intimated that zheng /qi pcssibly indicates a combination of the
expirioim of history and the cssentially history -basel
fictionalization .
Last but not least , aheng /qi of course can denote reapectively
ordinary life and unexpeoted hapearinga ,Both Paian jingqi and Xlmanqi
Btories of the Tang 唐人傳奇contais the character qi in their tities
wherass Liaczhal zhiyi 聊齋誌異has “shiys ”as the syuoayn fer qi .
These hools are extensively devoted to the investigation of the unuaral
and the strange , In faes , more that helf of the gales in Zhuanqi Starlss
of the Tang are about supernatural evants , strange mightly errantry or
adventures in hell . In the preface to Sansui pingyaozhuan 三進平妖傳序。
Zhang Wujin 張無咎expatiates on zheng /qi ‘s relation by relating then
respectively to the ordinary and the unexpected :
Novelists iquate reality to zheng ,the fanastic to
qi . It is said ,”It is easy to drav pictures of
ghost , but not of man . “Xiyouji [Journey to the
West ], being truly fantastic , is inferior to
Shuikuzhran [Outlavs of the Narsh ]；Sanguo yanyi
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[Romance of the Three kingdoms ] depicts reality in a
minute fashion but it lacks a fantastic flavour .
小說家以真為正，以幻為奇，然語有之：”畫鬼易，當人難
。”《西游》幻極矣；所以不建《水滸》；《三國志》人矣
，描寫亦工，所不足者幻矣。( Zhang , 86 )
Zhang equates zheng to zhin 真and ren 人；qi to huan 幻and gui
鬼 By itself , neither is complete in meeting the aesthetic criterion
of a good novel . It is a unity of the otdinary and the strange that he
advocatss :
Including nanners of both man and ghost , reality
and fantasy .
備人怠之態，真幻之長。( Zhang , 85 )
In this study , the tiree pairs of definitious for zheng /qi are
intended as a structuralistic argument , the “zarious klnds of hinery
opposition complement eaeh other ”. (Bagletsn ,xiv ) By no deing , I will
not cquate , for instance , orthodoxy to Confuoianim . Instesd . zheng /qi
in teras of orthodoxy and anti -crthedoxy will to vieved roapsetively as
the status que and sukversive elensnts in flction , the nsin point bolng
that dispite the co -presence of the two in Chinese and Wastirn
narratives , they occupy different realns due to their socisl and
cultural differences . This assumption is comparatively apeaking more
inclusive and less subjective than the imposition of an already
established Western model on Chinese literature .
The analysis of fiction based on aheng /qi , besides , is compatible
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with some Western literary theories . The kiscussion on orthodoxy and
anti -orthodoxy constitutes a thematic approach : reading in terns of
historicity and fictionalization is essentially an approach through
history (Kersode , 23 -30 ) whereas the ordinary and the unexpected nay bi
seen as the more concrete vs the more sbgtract perception of reallty . So
although zheng and qi are derived from the Chinese context , they do not
run counter to the basic assumption of Western critical theory and
consequently can be relied on as a useful tool for dealing with hoth
Cginese and Western fiction .
In this thesis , I would likd to limit my discussion to three
classioal vouks of Chizese flotion ；[4 ] Sangue yanyi 三國演義[Romance of
the Three Kingdoes ]. Shuihyziscs 水滸傳[Outlavs of the Maruh ],
Eonglouneng 紅樓夢[The Drean of the Red Chanbar ] and three Victerica
bovels : A Tale of Tvo Cities , Wuthering Weights . Tese of the
D’Crbervilles since the concspt of zheng /qi seens to be more obviouoly
seen in them .
The thesis consists of five chapters . Chapter Tvo deals vith
orthodoxy vs anti -orthodoxy in Shuihuzhuan and Wuthering Heights . An
attempt is made to show that whereas the anti -orthodxy in Chinese
diction attacks the Chinese trakitional mores such as the concept of
family , loyalty and filial piety ; in English novels , it is the
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socio -eoonomic cods that tesistz violtion .
Chapter Three analyses the propcrtion of gistoricity and
fictionalization in the two historical novels . The actuality of history
in Sanguo yanyi is conveyed by its “historical ”figures and events with
the minor characters and episodes patently fictitious . But it is the
general spirit og a past age and most importantly , the impact which
historical events have on people living through them that the English
historical novel aims to reconstruct . Aside from this , fictional
characters can be intrcduced and their pirsoonal lifi depicted .
Chapter Four contrasts Eongloumeng and Tass of the D ’Drberville .
Qi in both novels include supernaturalien , coincidendes and indireetness
while zhebg regers to inevitability . direet deseription and all the
non -supernatural elemosts in the xovels .
The final chapter gives a bries summstion of what has hoon
aforesaid .
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As I have mentioned in the introduction , I have chessn Shuihu
zhuan 水滸傳(Outlavs of the Marsh ) and Wuthering Heihts to exeaplify
zheng /qi in terms of Orthodoxy and Anti -Otthodoxy . Being the preduet
of Chinese and Western civilization respectively . the emphasis of
zheng /qi in hoth novels lies in different areas . Qver -comcarned with
athtan the chaneae that about lewaltw and sillnl siety -arthedey
morality –in their novels . But in Vietorion Engiand , sooiety
underwent trimcndous changes after the Industrisl Revolution , The
landed gintry was replaced by opportumistic nercgasts and
industrialists ; go in their fiction , zhing /qi manifested itself in the
socio -ecenomie reals –the disruption of the established crdor
(traditional family : yeomanry and aguireareiy ) by suiversive elenaahs
(industrial bourgacisie ) . These two types of zheng /qi will be
digeussed in details in the following asotions on Shuihu zhuan and
Wuthering Eeights .
A .Shuihu zhuan
As indicated in the introduction , this chapter attinpts to apply
the theory zheng /qi in the context of Orthodoxy and Anti -Orthodoxy to
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the two novels . Before I move on , something should be said about
“orthodoxy ”in fiction first . Like drama which is essentially a
struggle between linary elements , fiction can also bi seen , at least
from the structurslistic point of viev [1 ] as two elements in
conflict . If we regard one of the forces as the established orker , the
gtatus que , then the one oppcsing it must bi the subversive elenant .
of course , these two forces alter fron one literary piece to another ,
hinging on the cultural and social bacingronnds . It is not surprising
that the conflict presented in traditional Chinese literature is
largely concerned with merallity baeause the Chinese are hasically a
meralistic race . [2] In this sestion on Stuihu zhuan . I intesd to
demonstrate the moralistic outlook of zheng /qi , Orthodoxy and
Anti -Orehodoxy , in Chinese fiction .
Shuihui zhuan is esseutially about a band of “haohan ”好漢
(good fellows ) gatherea at Liang -shan Po , where they consciestiogly
share a rigid and demasding moral code . The literary oritic C . T . Hsia
has given the folloving deseription of this “hero ’s code ”:
According to this code , a hero has to be honourable ,
though the comcept of honur is not difined in the
trsditional Confucian manner It pays littie
attention to the conjugal relationship so long as a
wife is proved faithful (any suspicion of adultery
or any threat to her honor , however , would call for
heroic action ) . and it exalts the ideal of
friendship to the point of usurping the language of
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brotherhood . This idea not only endorses the
Confucian saying often invcked in the book , “Within
the four seas all men are brothers ”, but encourages
the practice of knight - errantry insofar as it is
preferable to execute justice by one ’s ovn hand
rather than through the official channels ....
Moreover , friendship is not lightly bestovad ,
despite the injunction that all men are brothers .
The existence of an unvritten code implies that all
members of the heroic community are able to spot one
another by unmistakable signs of behaviour , A hero ,
if he doesn ’t excel in gymnastics or the use of some
weapon , is usually fond of these arts , or else he is
in possession of some cunning or skill or aagic lore
which makes him a valuable member of the community .
But , since nearly all bad fellovs covet these arts ,
the glld fellovs must also be distlnguished by their
gemerosity , that is , their rsadineas to hafrlend and
protect all potential menkers of the heroio
community . . . . Another , and perhaps even more
crucial test for a hero is that he should be above
sexual temptation .... For the gymnastically
minded , sexual abstinence was probably at first
regarded as a healty measure , but by the time the
Liangahan legend was being formed , it had heccms a
cardinsl article of the code . Since not too many of
the herces are rich enough to be open - handed and
since all of then could commit murder , thaft , and
arson vithout incurring any disapprehation fron
their fellovs , sexual ahstincnce hearmes their only
test of spiritual strougth ....
In most gooieties , sexual puritanion is usually
accomparied by an equally strong injumction against
indulgence in food and liquor . In The Water Nargin ,
however , the heroes compensate for their sexual
abstinence by their gross delight in meat and vine .
…( Hsia , 87 - 89 )
The components of the heroes ’ code are briefly summsrized in
Huey ’s insightful thesis :
1 . Sense of honor , but not defined in Confucian manner .
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2 . Powerful ideal and constraint of friendship .
3 . This friendship ideal expressed in terms of brotherhood .
4 . Code has categorical priority over all other moral cla □.
5 . Ideal nad constraint of generosity .
6 . Extreme antipathy tovards and fear of female sexuality .
7 . Strong injunction to sexual abstinence .
8 . Devction to physical culture .
9 . Devotion to pleasures of gourmandizing and drinking .
10 . Ideal of hearty , innccint animal exuberance .
11 . Explicit concern with “justice ”, and chivalric concern for
the underdogs .
(Huey , 29 )
The code of the haohan as summarized above appears at first glance
to be analogous to conventional Chinese morality , namely the Confucian
orthocoxy , but in reality , many of the items are anti -orthodox . The most
obvious ones are these tenets concerning the treatment of women . In the
Confucian ethic , male and female relations are accorded considerable
legitimacy . [3] Though the husband -wife relationship is one -sided in
terms of power , a respectnble wife does have a legitimate soolal st □
and □not altogsther powerless . □in Shuiku whuan , the hero ’s ideal
of maxly chastity erndsrs the poaltion of wivas as redundaxcy . The some
ideal moreover clashes with the Confueian □on preducing male
offapring . [4 ] This anti -orthodox attitude tovards wemen is in fact not
merely aganst Confucian , but also against the Chinese tradition as a
whole , as :
A hero devoted to sexual abstinence never takes root in China
….On the contrary , there also exists the concept of hero
matched by a belle , an example of which can even be found in
the fourth chapter of Shuihu zhuan wher Lu Zhishen beholds a3
the fourth chapter of Shuihu zhuan wher Lu Zhishen beholds a
wine -peddler ascending the Mt . Wutai and singing :
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Bdfore Mount Nine Li an old battlefield lies ,
There cowherds fond ancient spears and knives ,
As a breeze stirs the waters of the Wu Rivers ,
We recall Lady Yu ’s farewell to her Lord .
The ‘’Emperor ”is in fact the Chu Xiangyu who has two pupils in
each of his syes and his concert is “Lady Yu ”in the song .
According to Shiji , Liu Bang , the first emperor of Han and






. 他的對手漢高祖劉邦，依史記的記載，也不是不好色的。 ( Sun ,
30 -31 )
The theme of mirogymy which undarlles so many setions and outhreak
of extueme violesoe has heen fully alaborated in the hands of orlties
like C . T . Hsia and Sun Shuyu 孫□宇.[5] Here ,□just want to add that
anong the □hacyen ,there is indeed the preaence of some “family ”man
like Zhu Tong 朱仝，Hu Yanghuo 呼廷灼and Hua Rong 花榮. But with □
□-generalization accorded to then , the less misogynic attitude they
seen to stand for , the less they are likely to have any □□
the ge □□of misogyny . The most □heroes like □李□
，，Wu Song 武松，and LuZ hishen 魯智□adhere more or less to their
strenuous puritaniesl rules . Wu Song and Lu Zhishex –themselves being
Taoist and Buddhist –are often moved to murderous wrath shen seeing
disreputable Taoist or Buddhist priests in the company of young women .
Li Kui abhors the very sight of pretty girls . Once while dining with
Song Jiang in a restaurant , he is so enraged by the officious presence
of a singer that with one push , he reduces her to a state of
17
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unconsciousness .[6 ]
Another three items of the haohan code (Nos . 2 ,3 ,4 ) speak of
both brotherhood and friendship , yi 義. Etymologically , the term yi is
one of the tenets in orthodox Confucian ethics . The great sage Mincius
often advocates yi in dealing with crises or in treatment of human
relationships :
And on dutiful man ever puts his prince last .
未有義而後其君者也( Mancius , 1 )
To igncre dutifulness in serving one ’s ruler , to
disregard the rites in accepting and relinquishing
office , and yet to make calumnious attacks on the
vay of the Former kings is what is meant by “talking
too much “. 君無義，進退無禮，言則非先王之道者，猶沓
沓也。
( Mencius , 172 )
Benvolence isman ’s peaceful abode and rightness his
Benvolence isman ’s peaceful abode and rightness his
proper path .
仁，人之安宅也；義，人之正路也。( Mencius , 187 )
A group of men who are together all day long ….
without ever touching on the subject of morality in
their conversation . 羣居而終日，言不及義。 (
Analects , II , 539 )
It is these things that cause me concern ,….
inability , when I am told what is right , to move to
where it is , and inability to reform myself when I
have defects .
聞義不能徒，不善不能改，是吾憂也。 ( Analects , I ,
18
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221 )
The Confucian yi denotes what is dutiful , suitable and proper . In
short , to attain yi is to “do the right thing ”. But the yi is Shuihu
zhuan has very little connection with “right ”and “wrong ”as Cui
Shengnan 崔省南sees it this way :
yi stresses the relationship between myself and
others and has nothing to do with right and wrong ,
an example of which is the “life -and -death -bornding ”
yi in Shuihuzhuan , It is yi in a private sense
because the one who executes it adheres to it even
though fully aware of its impropriety .
[ 義] 講究的是我和人之間的 ”關係” ，與事情的是非
往往無關，例如水滸小說裡朱武所說的 “ 同生同死 ”的義
。縱然明知為非，也必須一往直前，所以可說 “ 私義 “。
(Cui , 94 )
As a result , the so -called “yi in Shuihuzhuan is actually
anti -orthodox , an instance of which being the second chapter where Shi
Jin 史進，one of the Liangshan haehan , submits to its important
appesl . Shi once captures a bzndit . The bandit ’s sversn brpthers try to
free him by claiming that they wish to surrender to be with their svorn
brother in order to fulill the bond of brotherhood :
Upon hearing them Shi jin thought awhile and he
said to himself , “What a brotherhood , and if I take
them to the magistrate for revard , all good fellovs
will laugh at me for no warrier …..” Therefore ,
Shi Jin said , “If there is such brotherhood as this
between you and if I send you to the magistrate I am
not myself a good fellow . I will free Chen Da and
let him return to you . Will this not be well ?
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陳遼選你如何？　(Shi , I , 30 )
Undoubtedly , Shi set them free because of his belief in the
private sense of yi and not theorthodox concept of righteousness . From
then on , he develops a close friendship with the bandits and later when
troubles arise , he joins them in their base .
A third anti - orthodex element may be said to arise from the
concern mentioned in item 11 . All along , the Liangshan heroes olaim
themselves to be a true constructive force in society –the guardion of
moral integrity and social justice . They make the same assertion each
time they try to lure a renovned hero to join them :
Song Jiang advanced , wine cup in hand , and said
apologetically : I ’m here in this marsh only
temporarily . . . . I an not covetous , I don ’t like
killing , and I never perform unrighteous or
unchivalrous deeds . I devoutly hope you will
sympathize with me , Inspector , and join me in acting
on Hiaven ’s behalf .
宋江執碑向前陪告道，” 見今宋江暫居水泊，…………非
敢貪財好殺，行不義之事。萬望觀察憐此真情，一同替天行
道。( Shi , 947 )
The so -called “acting on Heaven ’s behalf ”替天行道seems an
orthodox ideal since the “Way of Heaven ”天道constitutes one of the
basic beliefs of Chinese people . [ 8 ] But overwhelmed their passions
for power or revenge , the heroes actually bring miseries and
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instabilities instead . C . T . Hsia is quite perceptive when he says :
Shuihu zhuan is a political fable which supports the
paradoxical chservation that , whereas official
injustice is often the condition of individual
heroism , the banding together of heroes frustrates
that heroism and creates a reign of injustice and
terror far more sinister than the regime of corrupt
officials . ( Hsia , 96 )
There are no clear distinctions in moral terms between the things
the teroes do and those their suppcsedly evil opppnents do . They sally
out of their base to steal , to recrult other heroes and to vreak
vengenanse . For all their high -sounding talks about justice , the resxlt
is often the destruction of many people . A case in point is Chapter 48
when the Liangshan teroes raid the Execution Grounds :
Bt Li Kui paid no attention , and continued killing
lives with his big axes like a blaging flare . Chao
Gai ordersd the men carrying Song Jiang to fellow in
the big dark fellow ’s wake . By now bodies of
soldiers and civilians were sprawled all over the
crossroads and blood flowed in rivulets . Countless
more had been felled and wounded ….Li Kui
slaughtered down to the strean ’s edge , his whole
body spattered with blood . He went on killing along




翻的，不計其數。 . . . . 這黑大漢直殺到江邊來，身上
血濺滿身，自在江邊殺人，百姓撞著的，都被他翻筋斗，都
砍下江裡去。 (Shi , II , 647 )
As I have mentioned in the introduction , zhing /qi ,like other
critical terms such as xu /shi 虛實，zhen / jia 真假，are complementary
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to each other . So though chastity and brotherhood are stressed , we see
in Shuihu zhuan not only the chief characters proclaiming their filial
sentiments but the insistence of the band leader upon loyalty to the
emperor . The importance of filial piety and loyalty simply reflects the
strength of the orthodoxy amid the anti -orthodox sentiment .
All along , zhong [loyalty ] and xiao [filial piety ] constitute the
framevork of the Confucian ethics :
The gintry thinks that “Filial piety is the greatest
of all virtues ”, ”All the lands in the impire bilong
to the emperor ” the ethics of the gentry
class is “loyalty ”and “filial piety ”.
紳士以 孝為百善先 ， 率天之下，莫非王土
紳士階級的道德是 忠孝 二字。 ( Sa , 9 - 10 )
“Lcyalty ” is indeed one of the orthodoxy observsble in the □,
Anyone at all familiar with the textbook accounts of Shuihuzhrsn □
expect some mention of their antigovernment stand and revolutionary
ambition . But even though a few violent souls articulate this fecling ,
an anti -government attitude is by no meaus prevalent anong the heroes .
To illuminate this point , I am going to discuss two complementary
figures : Song Jiang and Li Kui . As leader of Liangshanpo , Song is
representative of the general attitude . The loyalty he exhibits
epitomizes the group ’s loyalty to the throne :
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Song Jiang is the leader of Liangshanpo , a
manifestation of the author ’s ideal and the
incarnation of “zhongyi ”. On one hand , he gives
money to the poor , helps people at crises , and
befriends the good fellows . For these , he is called
“Timely ”Rain ”, a proof of his yi . On the other
hand , he observes the Confucian concept of loyalty
and filial piety whole -heartedly …. it is due to
his “loyalty ”that he mever forgets the court .
宋江是梁山軍的領袖，是作者理想的寄託，是 ”忠義”
合流的化身 他一方面” 濟人貧苦，□人之急，扶
人之困 ”，結交江湖好漢，因而被稱為 “ 及時雨 ”，這
是他的 “ 義 ” ；另一方面他深深奉行儒家的忠孝之道，
始終不忘朝廷，這是他的忠。(Ge , I , 136 )
After repeatedly routing the government forces , Song Jiang ,
followed by the Liangshan band , decides on honomrable surrender and □
on to dight the enemies of the state . Though conscious of the corruption
at court and the titular emperor Huizhong 徽宗‘s impotence , he
nevertheless vovs allegiance in face of the temptation offered by Liao
遼as he says :
You are wrongl ! Don ’t mention surrender to Liao
again . Even if the court treats me badly , I vill
never be a traitor .
軍師差矣! 若從大遼，此事不可題。縱使宋朝負我，我忠心
不負宋朝
(Shi , III , 1400 )
The pathos of his words is fully brought out by his almost last
speech after taking the poisonous wine from the imperor : “With my
loyalty , I prdger being betrayed by the court to betraying it .“寧可朝廷
負我，我忠心不負朝廷. (Shi , III , 1811 )
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It is easy to understand the loyalty of those who vere initially
commanding officers , for loyalty not only wins them honour but also
enhances their fame . But even some plebeian heroes , while voicing
discontent under government oppression , still maintain allegiance in
their speeches and gongs , an excellent example is the quatrain sung by
Ruan the Fifth 阮小五:
In the reeds all my life Ifish ,
Rice and himp I do not plant ；
Rapacious officials I kill them all ,
To the Emperor I ’m loyal and true .
打漁一世□兒洼，不種青苗不種麻。
酷吏贓官都殺盡，忠心報答趙官家。
(Shi , I , 273 )
Another pleheian , Li Kui , sccec to depart from Song Jiang on the
issue of “loyalty ”. Eves before Song Jiang has asaumed the leadershig of
the band , Li Kui advooates open rehellion :
With our great strength in troops and horses , we
should orerturn the gonernment –what ’s there to be
afraid of ? Right now let Brother Chao Gai assume the
position of the big imperor of the Song dynasty and
Brother Song Jiang that of the little emperor . Let
Mr . Wu Yung be the prime minister and Gonsun Sheng
the state counselor , and let the rest of us all
become generals . Then we can attack the Eastern
Capital and seize the damned throne and injoy
ourselves . Won ’t that be fun ? Won ’t it be better
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做箇國師。我們都做箇將軍。殺去東京，奪了島位，在那裡
快活，卻不好不強似這箇鳥水泊裡! ( Shi , II , 666 )
When the policy of honourable surrender is initially announced , Wu
Song and Lu Zhishen , who share something of Li Kui ’s wildness , join him
in protest . But it is Li who reacts most explosively :
Popping wide his queer -looking eyes , Li Kui yelled ,
“Amnesty , a ,mesty , who wants this dammned a ,mesty ! ”
With one kick , he hurled the table into space and it
came down to smash into pieces .
黑旋風便睜圓怪眼，大叫道:┌招安，招安!招甚鳥安!┘
只一腳，把桌子踢起，顛做粉碎。 ( Shi , II , 1206 )
On the first occasion , Li ’s words reveal more of his fun -seeking
character rather than any serious rebellious attitude . Fim , to win
an empire is to perpetuate the delights of the Liangshan fellovship and
to have “fun ”on a grander soalo : “Won ’t it be better than staying out
in a stinking marsg ? ”(Shi , II , 666 )
On the □ □, Li ’s action really triggers off Song
Jiang ’s wrath :
Song Jiang also cried out in anger , “This black
fellow is getting completely insolent ! You guards
take him to the execution ground and return with his
head . ”
宋江大喝道: ┌這黑廝怎敢如此無禮! 左右與我推去斬訖報
來。┘(Shi , III , 1206 )
But at that time , both Song and Li are drunk . When the former
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becomes sober , he dismisses Li ’s “insolence ”with a slight grudge only :
I have many men under my command . We ’d have no law
and order whatever if they all behaved as rudely as
you !
我手下許多人馬，都似你這般無禮，不亂了法度? ( Shi ,
III , 1206 )
Obviously , Song does not take it in any serious sense . Li ’s “pro -
government ”stand manifests itself in his non -intervention at the third
issuing of the “amnesty ”. Besidas , after the four campaigns , many
Liangshan heroes either die , fall sick or go abroad . Li Kui is anong the
few who aocepts the royal gift and the position 鎮江潤州都□制[Military
Intendant at Junzhou ] . So instead of being poles apart from Song Jiang ,
as many critics like to believe , even Li Kui , who represents the
“rebellious ”camp of the Liangshan force , follows the orthodox tra □of
loyalty and service to the state .
Filial piety is the second orthcdox trait . While wo □are
condemned and feared in Shuihu zhuan , respect and care are accorded to
parents and blood relations . It is significant that despite the
prominence of fricndship , an outstanding anti -orthodoxy in the book ,
Song Jiang has , on one occasion , placed it below filial piety . After Hua
Rong 花榮has led a coup d ’etat in Qingfong Fortress 清風寨and captured
the great commander Qin Ming 秦明，they intend to join Liangshanpo and
ask Song Jiang to bring them there . Then , out of the blue , Song receives
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the news of his fatyer ’s death , his immediate reaction is that of a
filial son :
Song Jiang cried out in anguish and beat his chest .
“Unfilial son that I am ! How badly I ’ve behaved ! My
fatyer is dead and I am not there to perform my
duties as a son ! I ’m no better than a beast ! ”He
beat his gead against the wall and lamented .
宋江讀罷，叫聲苦不知高低，自把胸脯捶將起來，自罵道:
┌不孝逆子，做下非為，老父身亡，不能畫人子之遵，蓄生
何異!┘自把頭去壁上磕撞，大哭起來。( Shi , I , 552 )
Instead of keeping his words to Hua Rong and Qin Ming , Song
forsakes yi and leaves for home to observe his filial duties . Later on ,
it is adherence to his father ’s vords that postphones Song ’s joining the
Liangshan heroes and gulfilling the bond of brotherhood :
You ’ll be passing Mount Liangshan on your way . If
those brigands come down and rescue you and urge you
to join their babd , don ’t do it , or people will
criticize you for being disloyal and unfilial . Don ’t
forhet what Ihave told you !
宋太公喚宋江到僻靜處叮嚀道: ┌你如今去，正從梁山泊過
。倘或他們下山來奪你入伙，切不渴依隨他，教人罵做不忠
不孝。此一節牢記於心┘。 ( Shi , II , 565 )
Filial piety is also stressed in the case of Li Kui , whose observance of
his duty ends tragically in the slaugher of four tigers . Lei Huang 雷橫
provides a further example with his violent outburst at Bai Xiuying 白秀
英who insults and slaps his mother . According to the Confucian ethics ,
duties towards one ’s parents also extend to other blood relations ,
especially one ’s elder brother :
Page
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the orthodox Confucian view of brothers in the
family context attempts to see them completely in
the framevork of filial relations . Thus , an elder
brother is supposed to be kind towards a younger
brother as a father is to a son . (Huey , 53 )
Wu Song ’s story provides an evidence of this orthodox tthics . From
the very beginning , he rejects his sister -in -law ’s sexual advances and
shows gennine concern on leaving his hen -pecked brother :
My reverend brother .... people may try to take
advantage when I ’m not around . If you sell ten trays
of huns a day usually , from tomorrow on don ’t sell
more than five . Leave the house late and come back
early . Don ’t drink with antbody .... If anyone
insults you , don ’t quarrel . I ’ll take care of hin
when I come back .
大哥在上. . . . 我不在家，恐怕被外人來欺負。假如你
每日賣十扇籠炊餅，你從明日為始，只做五扇籠出去賣。
(Shi , I , 364 )
After Wu Dalang ’s 武大郎 death , Wu Sung fulfills his filial daty
by ritualistically killing Pan Jinlian 潘金蓮 and Zi Ma □西門慶 to
appease the soul of his brother . Offering wine at the tablet of the
dead , he chants :
“Brother , your spirit is near , ”he said , weeping . “Go
up to Heaven ! I have avenged you ! I have killed the
adulterous pair ! New I will burn your memorial
tablet !”
哥哥魂靈不□，早升天界! 兄弟與你報仇，殺了姦夫和淫婦
!今日就行燒化。(Shi , I , 418 )
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The third orthodox trend in Shuihu zhuan is the Taoist morality .
B. ldhism , Taoism and Confucianism has propped up the ideological world
of ancient China . So , to touch upon the elements of orthodoxy leads
inevitably to a discussion of the Taoist morality . One trait of it is
the concept of “pre =destination ”. The one hundred and eight Liangshan
heroes are fated to fulfill their bond of brotherhood because they are
in fact the evil spirits relsased by Marshal Hong 洪太尉. Early in the
prologue , it has already been stressed that :
Once the dark hall from time im □has been
forced open :
Stars of Heavenly Spirits come to earth and Stars of
Earthly Fiends appear among men .
千古幽冥一旦開，天□地煞初來台。(Shi , I , 15 )
This point is repeatedly hrought out during the re □of
heroes , the first instance heing the hetraysl of □Jin by his t □
Li Ji 李吉， the hunter :
It was now the opportunity for the Stars of Heavenly
Spirits to come together , so unexpected events
ensued naturally .
也是天□星合聚會，自然生出機會來。(Shi , I , 32 )
When the government troops are sent out to arrest Shi Jin 史進and
his friends , emphasis is again put on the meeting at this opportune
moment :
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Shi Jin has killed several men and joined a dozen or
more gallants , causing a tumult in the North of the




(Shi , I , 34 )
Song Jiang , the leader of the band , is frequently referred to as
星主“Leader of Evil Spirits ”.[9 ] Li Kui kills only to fulfill his fate
as “the murderous star ”上界天殺星之數.[ 18 ]
The second trait of Taoism is contaised in the sulogy of the
proves of the Taoist deity . The Goddess of Nine Heavens 九天玄女 is
“dignified beyond description ”威嚴形像難畫成. ( Shi , II , 679 ) Her
dwelling place ressmble either a palace or a habitation for godly
prescncc :
Gold nails nail up the russet dcor ,
Sculptured ceiling covered by emerald tiles .
Around the pillars , flying dragons play with pearls ；
At the scraen door , two phcenix sing at the morning sun .
If it is not the paradise ,
It muat be a king ’s palace .
金釘朱戶，碧瓦雕詹，飛龍盤柱戲明珠，雙鳳□屏鳴曉日。”若非天上
神仙府，定是人間帝王家。” ( Shi , II , 678 )
Perhaps , the most impressive of these figures is “Lo the Immcrtsl ”羅真
人，the teacher of Kongsun Sheng 公孫勝，the heroes ’ powerful
magician . Lo is unwilling to let Kongsun leave the hermitage to help
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Song Jiang , so Li kui steals into his study at night and splits him in
two . But much to Li ’s surprise , the Immortal is whole and sound and
takes the occasion to suspend Li in the empty air over a cliff . (Shi ,
II , 883 - 888 ) Simlar power is also accorded to Kongsun Sheng who
befuddles and disccmfit their enemies with magic charus .
The advocacy of non -intervention also sheds light on the influence
of Taoist ideology . Liangshan teross who understand the essence of this
philosophy are rewarded a “happy ending ”. To mention a few , after the
fight against Fang La 方臘，Wu Song tur □a Taoist acolyte and “lives a
good life till ejghty years old “後至八十善終.(Shi , III , 1791 ) Those
who forsske offices in the government also kive a long life and die
without suffering .[ 11 ] Besides , hermit figures are praised in the conrse
of the nevel to inhance the importance of Taoist philosophy , one of
them heing the knight who helps in the campaign against Wang Cing 王慶
but leaves without claiming his due revard . The couplet written for him
is especially telling :
Protecting himself as well as saving others ,
he is now as free as cloud and wild crane .
澤及生靈哲保身，關雲野鶴真超脫
(Shi , III , 1631 )
In Chapter 113 - 114 , there also appear four fishermen teaching the
heroes the virtue of vithdrawal :
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“Though I ’m foolish , I ’ve heard wise men say , Every
success is escorted by failure ；and men must
experience both the ups and downs of fortune
Why don ’t you find yourself a place where you can
thrive when fortune is still smiling at you ?”
小弟雖是愚魯匹夫，曾聞聰明人道: 世事有成必有敗，為
人有興必有衰……何不趁此氣數未盡之時，尋個了身達命
之處。(Shi ,III , 1706 )
At the same time , the author seems to attribute , at least partly
the final tragedy of Song Jiang to his inability to perceive and
practice the Taoist philosopht . The last couplet of the concluding poem
goes like this :
Had I kmown the danger of being poisoned , I would
have learned from
Fan Li leading a carefree life of fishing on a boat .
早知□毒埋黃壤，學取夷□泛鈎船
(Shi ,III ,1878 )
Fan Li , the minister in Warring States Feriod , is remarkable for
his tinely vitydrawal fron politioal struggles after the restoration of
Yue 趙. To learn from him is to lesrn the virtue of withdrawal .
In fact , wgether it is the hard -learned lesson of withdrawal . or
the Confucian tslk about loyalty and filial piety or even the
anti -orthodox treatment of woman and friendship , they are more or less
concerned with an ethical system . Thus , it can be concluded that the
nature of zheng /qi -- orthodoxy and anti -orthodoxy –in Chinese
fiction , as Shuihu zhuan exemplifies , is basically moralistic .
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B . Wuthering Heights
The last section deals with the interplay of orthodoxy and
anti -orthodoxy in Shuihu zhuan . As we see , ideas like loyalty , filial
piety and non -intervention bilnog to the traditional Confucian and
Taoist morality , hence zheng /qi in Chinese fiction is basically in moral
terms . But can we draw the asme conclusion frem its English counterpart ?
All along , Wuthering Heights is regarded as one of the “most
inscrutable ”novels in English literary history . (Eentlsy , 45 ) Some hold
that it has “no conventional ethics or morality ”. (Adams , 180 -81 ) But
others refute such a view :
If her [Emily Bronte ] technique abjures didscticisn ,
however , to describe the novel [ Wuthering Neights ]
as “non -ethicsl ”or a story in which “perverse
values preyail ”is to traduce the subatance of her
work . (Shasnon ,215 )
Admittedly , traditional morality does have its say in the fl □
of Nelly Dean , the book ’s narrater . With a few exceptions , such as the
much quoted but little read artiele maintaining that Nelly is the
villain of Wuthering Heihhts , (Hafley ,182 -97 )
most critios agree Nelly
represents the customary ethics at its best . Charlotte thought Nelly “a
specimen of true benevolence and homely fidelity ”(Bronte , 39 ) David
Cecil added that Nelly and Joseph “provide a standard of normality which
shows up in vivid relidf the thrilling strangeness of the
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protagonists ”.(Cecil , 185 ) Others have it that she is “a norm , beside
which the extremes and excesses of the other characters are measurable ”,
(Spark , 256 ) that she is “the old family retainer representing
the conventions of the humblest moraliom ,”from the perspective of
whose “conventional morality ”the behavior of Heathcliff and Cathy is
defined as “a devastating spectacle of human waste “.(Schoner , 70 ) The
“conventional morality ”Nelly stands for is essentially based on
Christian thinking :
Nelly has all shrewdness and the down to earth
common sense of the intelligent countrywoman
she has a piety which is on one level , no doubt ,
superficial , leading her to irritating moralizing ,
but which is founded , none the less , on ganuine
Christian belidfs . (Duthie , 226 )
One Christian virtue Nelly preaches is forgiving one ’s ousny .
After a serious orisis in vhich Hindley has confined Healtholiff to the
garret , she violates Hindley ’s command by letting him into the mitaher
to eat . It is as that time that Heathcliff vovs his revenge on Hindlay .
but Nelly chooks him at once :
“For shame , Heathcliff !”said I .”It is for God to
punish wicked people ；we should learn to forgive .”
(Buonte , 10 )
She is also warm -hearted and sympatyetic , especially to young
children . Even the boy Heathcliff , discriminated against at first as a
atranger , ends up by turning to her for sympathy . She comports and
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encourages him to think highly of himself at the moment of despair :
You ’re fit for a prince in disguise . Who knows , but
your father was Emperor of China , and your mother an
Indian queen ..... And you were kidnapped by
wicked sailors , and brought to England . (Bronte , 98 )
At the extreme pole of Nelly stands Healthcliff whom she takes
care of at times . He is regarded as a “ghoul ”, a “vampire ”or even as
“incarnate demon ”. His sadism vorld have outraged Nelly ’s comventional
moral sense . To mention a few , his first action , on eloping with
Isaballa , is to kill her pet dog . He kicks and trsmplerg on Mindley when
he is lying uncegneious and he is merciless in his treatmeut of Isabella
when she is at his mercy at the Heights . But even so , it is still
insufficient for us to say that zheng /qi in Wuthering Heights is
Christian morality (Nilly ) vs sadion (Heatheliff ).
To begin with , Welly ’s importauce lies in her role one of the
two presumed narrators and also as a linking charaoter . It is she who
reestablishes the bond between Catherins and Heathcliff after their
three -year separation . Am the last moment of Catherine ’s life , Nelly
helps arrange the fatal meeting between the two lovers and Iater informs
Heathcliff of the manner in which Catherine died . The focus of our
attention , nevertheless remains with the Earnshaws , Lintons and
Heathcliffs . As a result , she herself and comsequently her Cgristion
belidf fails to leave an indelible mark on the readers mind .
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Besides , the virtues she incarnates seem impotent beside the
“wolfish ”energy of Heathcliff . The doctrine of forgiveness poses no
check on his ruthless retaliation , nor does her appeal to humanity and
his need for her sympathy . The inefficacy of conventional mcrality makes
it easy to be bushed aside in the course of the novel .
Besides Heatheliff , other chanacters also fall short of Nelly ’s
ethies . The Earnshaws lack of self control naturally goes against
Nelly ’s moral stand . Even Edgar Linten , who is in general sensihle ,
affectionate and comforting , depresses Nelly by his coldnesn to
Isabella :
“And you won ’t write a little note , sir , ”I asked
imploringly .
“No .”he answered . “It is mecdless . My commuuioation
with Neathcliff ’s fanily shall be as apmring as his
with mine . It shall not exist .”
Mr . Edgar ’s coldness depressed no exceedingly , and
all the way from the Guange , I puzzled my brain how
to put more geart into what he said , when I repeatd
it ; and how to soften his refusal of even a few
lines to console Isabella .”(Bronte , 183 )
The Lintons and Earnshavs are the major characters of
the novel . Though the former with their less passionate nature
and more orderly behavior come come closer to Nelly ’s ideal , we
cannot say the Lintons represent the orthodox morality and
Earnshavs the anti -orthodox . Otherwise , how can we explain old
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Mr . Earnshaw ’s adoption of Heathcliff or the delight in
cruelty Linton Heathcliff and his mother exhibit ? Hence , the
zheng /qi in Wuthering Heights should not be considered only in
terms of morality .
Befre we proceed , it is better to lood at the different
interpretations of Wuthering Heights . Should it be seen as a
mere revenge story similar in theme to the revenge plays of
Chapman or Marston ? But the dissolution of the revenge motif
in the last chapters and the suprsne joy of Heatheliff as he
Prepares for his reunion with Catherine rule out such a
reading . Equally infeasible is to consider it as a romantie
love story of Heatholiff and Catherine for if this is a nore
love story , the importanee of Hindley , Hareton , Cathy and
Linton is misplaccd , the cutire lest half is ill -proportioned ,
and the ending is off key . Melwin R . Watson suggeets that
Wuthering Heights is simply a “typical Victorian novel ”,
(Watoon , 84 ) a novel , like the works of Jane Auston and
Charles Dickens , concerned itself with money and property
because the two protagonists , for instance , marry for mouey
and social position . In opening her heart to Nelly , Catherine
tells her the reason for loving Edgar :
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And he will be rich , and I shall like to be the
greatest woman of the neighbourhood , and I shall be
proud of having such a husband .(Bronte , 118 )
A large part of Heatheliff ’s “evil -doing ”consists in his ways of
getting possession of the Earnshaw ’s and the Linton ’s property . It is ,
as the saying goes , ”Money is the root of all evil ”.
David Cecil interprets Wuthering Heights as the destruction and
re -establishment of an old order —the order of cosnic harmcny . (Ceoil ,
30 ) The over -metaphysioal slant of this interpretation has already been
piupointed by crition ,[12 ] but I do agree with the first pert of the
hypothasis . In my opinion , instead of cosmic harmony , the old order caz
be seen as the two traditional families : the Earnshaws the Lintons ,
as vell as the economic pocer and social position they rsprooatiy .
Heathcliff , in his gradual asount of the sooial ladder may be seen as
the subversive alemant upeetting and trying to disrupt these eatabllate □
forces , a point put forth by Terry Begleton in her bealr :
He [Heatheliff ] is , then , a force vhich springs out
of the Heights yet subverts it . (Eagleton , 112 )
Early in the novel , imphasis has already been placed on the history of
the two families . Both houses are strougly rooted in their native soils .
The Heghts has been the home of the Earnshaws since 1500 . the first of
them being called Hareton . The Grange has , in all probability , been the
property of the Lintons for as many centuries ;there is even a carved
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monument to the family in Gimmerton Chapel . In contrast , Heathcliff is a
nobody , an orphan picked up at the streets of Liverpool ,”a derty ,
ragged . black -haired child repeated over and over again some
gibberish that nobody could understand ”. (Bronte , 77 ) He is , of course
proletarian in appearance , but the obscurity of his ouigin also frees
him from any exact social role , as Nelly says , he might as well be a
prince . (Eagleton , 102 ) His conflict with the two houses , by bringing
them under his control and finally restoring them to the rightful
owners , can be seen clearly in four stages :
1 . Childhood [Before Catherine ’s marriage ] (Chaptar
1 -9 );
2 . Heathcliff ’s return and Catherine ’s death
(Chapter 10 -17 );
3 . The Tkird Generation (Chapter 19 -31 );
4 . □ of the Rarnshaws and the Linta □
(Chapter 32 -34 ).
In □stage , we observe the conflict betweew Heatheliff (the
aubversive element ) and menhers of the two houses ( the □
order ) who try to cheek his advavce . The Chinece complemcntary concspt
of zheng /qi does find its way in English fiction though the content of
it is sovial , the rise of a new class against the landed gentry , rather
than mouality .
1 . Childhood
The intrusion of Heahcliff into the world Wuthering Heights
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has , from the very beginning , upset the established order by bringing
about a “civil war ”within the family :
he bred bad feeling in the horse , and at Mrs .
Earnshaw ’s deaty , which happened in less than two
years after , the young master [Hindley ] had learnt
to regard his father as an oppressor ratyer than a
friend , and Heathcliff as a usurper of his parent ’s
affections , and his privileges . (Bronte , 79 )
So long as Mr . E arnshav –his benefactor –uemains alive ,
Heathcliff is able to maintain his advantageous position over the real
master –Hindley . He can , for instance , force Hindley to exshange the
horse with him by threatening to tell Mr . Earnshaw of his thrasnings . It
is Hindley who is “banished ” from home and sent to college . The
srbversive element triumphs . But with the demise old Mr . Earnshsw ,
the table is immediately turned and the former loser doubles his night
in counterattack . Heatholiff is at once east out Nindley ,culturally
Deprived and reduood to the status of fara -labourar . He is robhpd of
liberty in two ways : explcited as a servamt on the one hand ; allovad to
run wild on the otyer . His condition resembles the exploitation of
proletarian in a bourgeois society :
It is a contradiction which encapsulates a crucial
truth about bourgeois society . If there is no
genuine liberty on its inside – Heathcliff is
oppressed by work and the familial structure –
neither is there more than a caricature of liberty
on the outside , since the release of running wild
is merely a function of cultural impoverishment .
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(Eagleton , 104 )
To complete Heathcliff ’s degradation , Hindley cultivates the
influence of the Lintons on Catherine , hoping to deprive him of any
sympathizer . Hindley wins an apparent victory when Catherins chooses to
marry Linton as she cannot bear Heathcliff ’s low social starts :
Nelly , I see now , you think me a selfish wretch , but
did it never strike you that , if Eeathcliff and I
married , we should be beggars whereas , if I marry
Linton , I can aid Heatheliff to uise , and place him
out of my brother ’s power ? (Bronte , 122 )
With Heathcliff ’s sudden departurs , Wuthering Hights seems seeure
from the danger of disintegration . Bur in fact , disintegration has
already begun with Hindley ’s dissipation . Here , it is worth mwntioning
anotyer “subversive element ”–Hindley ’s wife Frances . Like Eeathcliff .
she is a girl of low origin arorsing doubt and irritation as she firat
appears at the threshold :
What she was , and where she was born , he never
informed us , I had no impulse to sympathize
with her . We don ’t in general tske to foreigners
here , Mr . Lockwcod , unless they take to us first .”
(Bronte , 86 )
Her marriage with Hindley upsets social expectations just as
Heathcliff ’s former supplanting of Hindley in the fanily does . Though
generally an aimable character on her own right , it is her death that
caused Hindley ’s degradation . Thus even begore the re -emergence of
Heathcliff , the subversive element has already undermined , though in a
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subtle way , the root of the established order .
2 .Heathcliff ’s Return and Catherine ’s Death
After two years , Heathcliff , who has mysteriously got some
education and money , reappears . His absence is commented by Eagleton as :
in crder to shackle others more effectively , buying
up the expensive commodity of gentility [education ]
in order punitively to re -enter the society from
which he was punitively expelled . (Eagleton , 104 )
Meanwhile , Catherine narriss Edgar Linton and goes to live at
Thrushoross Grange . So in this stage , the Linton family becomes the main
force incountering Heatheliff ’s advances and the battle between the
established order and subversive elsment takes place in Thrushor □
Grange rather than at Wuthering Heights .
The mild Linton proves a wsak foe for the “wolfish ”Heatholiff .
Like Hindley Earnshaw , he tries to keep him to his position by receiving
him in the kitchen [the servant ’s place ] rather than in the parlour . But
this attempt is immediately vetoed by his wife :
“Here ?” he said , “into the parlour ?”
“Where iles ?” she asked .
He looked vexed , and suggested the kitchen as a more
suitable place for him .
Mrs . Linton eyed him with a droll expression – half
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angry , half laughing at his fastidiousness .
"No ,”she assed , after a while . “I cannot sit in the
kitchen . Set two tables here , Ellen ; ”
(Bronte , 134 )
Henceforward , Linton silently endures his presence in Thrushcross
Grange till it is discovered that Heatholiff has an eye on Isabella , who
is madly infatuated with him . The conflict between the two inevitably
breaks out into an open confrontation :
“I have been so far forbearing with you , sir
your presence is a moral poison that would
contaminate the most virtuous I shall deny
you , hereafter , admission into this house , and give
notice , now that I require your instant departure .
Heathcliff measured the height and breadth of the
speaker with an eye full of derision . “Catyhy , this
lamb of yours threatens like a bull ! (Bronts , 153 )
Linton ’s immediate dismissal of Heathcliff seems to bring him a
sense of viotory . The resrlt is , nevertheless , disastrous . Afteer the
violent scene , Catherine goes on hunger strike and gets a brain fever
which causes her death . Meanvhile , Heatyeliff secures his marriage with
Isabella which gives him a chance to gain possession of the Liution
property . The death of Catherine , morecver , stsels his determination to
bring the house under his grasp in order to wreak vengeauce :
“forgive what you [Catherine ] have done to me . I
love my murderer –but yours [the Lintons ]! How can
I ?”( Bronte , 198 )
In this stage , Wuthering Heights –one of the long established
order –has already been left in his possession . The dissipated Hindley
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simply goes to wreck . His last attempt to restore the old order , to do
Hareton “kindness ”backfires as he himself becomes almost mortally
wounded by his enemy , leaving Hareton in Heathcliff ’s hand and raised as
a mere brute .
He [Hareton ] raised his missile to hurl it a
atring of curses which , whether he comprehended them
or not , were delinered with a practiced emphasis ,
and distorted his baby features into a shocking
expression of malignity . (Bronte , 148 )
By bringing the last successor of a long established family to the
position he himself previously in , the subversive element at last
partially finished the destruction of the established order . But in this
stage , the kind of binary oppositions no longer follows the pattern of
helpless proletarian [Eeatholiff ] vs exploiting bourgecisie [Hiudley ]
for Heathcliff the adult has already become “the atomic capitalist to
whom rational bonds are nothing and knows only the delusory freeden of
exploiting others ”. (Eagleton , 111 )
3 . The Third Generation
“Yes , Nell ,” he added when they had departed , “my
son is a prospective owner of your place , and I
should not wish him to die till I was certain of
being his successor . Besides , he ’s mine , and I want
the triumph of seeing my descendant family lord of
their estates ; my child hiring their children , of
till their fatyer ’s lands for wages ”
(Bronte , 243 )
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Linton Heathcliff –“the child of hate ”is too timid and weak to
resist his father . Being a tool set out to lure the second Catherine , he
is well aware of his “worth ”:
Papa talks enough of my defects , and shows enough
scorn of me , to make it natural I should doubt
myself I doubt whether I am not altogether as
worthless as he calls me , I am worthless , and
bad in temper , and bad in spirit ”(Bronte ,
285 )
But his “worthlessness ”and “covardice ”do not hinder hom from
inflicting agont on a moue “helpless ”victim and thus turns himself into
a useful puppet for his father .
At the opposite pole stands Hareton , the contrasr of the two being
explicitelt voiced by a “disinterested ”Heathcliff :
'But there ’s this difference , one [Hareton ] is gold
put to the use of paving -stone ; and the other is tin
polished to ape the service of silver Mine
has nothing valuable about it ; His had
first -rate qualities , and they are losr ”
(Bronte , 253 )
Buought from the very childhood to scorn everything extra -animal
as silly and weak and to take pride in his brutishness , Hareton is ready
to accept his position as a farm -labourer and devotes himself to
Heathcliff rather than rises against him .
Catyerine Linton does display some of her mother ’s “spirit ”and
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determination during her kidnap , such as seizing the key from Heathcliff
and finally forcing her way back to the Grange . But being alone and
helpless after her father ’s death , she can do nothing but to submit to
Heathcliff ’s power . The image of the two going back to the Heights
heightens her utter impotence :
I watched them , from the window , walk down the
garden , Heathcliff fixed Catherine ’s arm under his ,
though she disputed the act , at first , evidently ,
and with rapid strides , he hurried her into the
alley , whose trees comcealed them . (Buonte , 322 )
By completely dominating the three generation , Heathcliff , the
subversive element qi , reaches the height of his power and the final
restoration of the old order zheng has to wait till events take a sudden
turn .
4 . Restoration of the Earnshaws and Lintons
The restoration of the status quo –rightful owners back to their
geritage –is engineered by the two Catherimes . First , Heathcliff , the
subversive element , has to be made to relinquish his hold on the two
families . This is not due to any change of heart on his part . He never
shows a sign of regret for what he has done . He only stops tormenting
Catherine and Hareton because he is pre -occupied with the image of the
first Catherine and his spiritual reunion with her :
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It is a poor conclusion , I get levers and
mattacks to demolish the two houses and when
everything is ready , and in my power , I find the
will to lift a slate off either roof has vanished !
I cannot look down to this floor , but her
[Catherine ’s ] features are shaped on the flags ! In
everything cloud , in every tree –filling the air
at night , and caught by glimpses in every object
The entire world is a dreadful collection of
memoranda that she did exist , and that I have lost
her . (Bronte , 352 -53 )
The re -establishment of the old order also requires Hareton ’s
sloughing off his brutishness and gaining education that befits a gentry
class . It is the second Catherine who stimulates his ambition to learn
and aids his education after their dramatic re -conciliation . In one
sense , the old values [orthodoxy ] have triumphed over the disruptive
usurper : Hareton has wrested back his birthright , and while preserving
his authentic vigour , will be softened by the civilizing grace which
Catherine can bring . But in a more obvious sense , the winning old crder
is no longer the same as before : the Heights is shut up and Hareton will
become a squire . The last survivor of yeomanry is smcothly incorporated
into the gentry class of the Grange . Over this issue , Eagleton makes the
following comments in her book :
Heathcliff , then , has been the blunt instrument by
which the remnants of the Earnshaw world hare been
transformed into a fully - fledged capitalist class —
the historical medium whereby that world is at once
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Leavis points out that the action of Hareton and Catherine in
replacing the Heights currant –bushes with flowers symbolizes the
victory of capitalist over yeoman .(Leavis , 118 ) It is surely right
because flowers , as a form of surplus values belonging to the capitalist
world gains their way into the spare Heights which can accommodate the
superfluous neither in its horticulture nor its social network .
In Wuthering Heights , the friction between the status quo and the
subversive element is also spelled out by the imago of the two dwelling
places : the Heights and the Grange . Although both the Earnshaws and the
Lintons are long established family , the former leads a yeoman ’s way of
life whereas the latter belongs to the class of educated gentry :
It can be argued that Wuthering Heights shows a
healthy organic yeoman ’s way of life and Thrushcross
Grange for pampered artificial life of the gentry .
. . although sometimes people may that Vuthering
Ileights stands for savage inhumanity and Thrushorcss
Granga for oivilized comfort . (Winnifrith , 59 )
With Nelly ’s general approval of the Grange and Heatholiff ’s
association with the Heights , [13 ] we can consider them as standing
symbols for the two forces .
The Grange represents established order and is a place of
established order . Aloofness between servant and master has to be kept .
Not only does Linton grudgingly grant Heathcliff the reception in his
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parlour , ovon Nelly , the housekeeper , chides her fellow servants for any
“unlawful ”entry . That ’s why she scolds Isabella whom she mistakes as
one of the maids :
My anger was greater than my astonishment for a
minute ; and I cried ,
“Have done ! How dare you show your giddiness , here ?
What would Mr . Linton say if he heard you ?”
(Bronte , 206 )
The Heights , on the contrary , eliminates all the established
order . There is no “parlour ”. Servants and masters relax themselves
arcund a big fire . Even barriers between the animal and the human are
also broken down . Catherine and Heathcliff . the immares of the Heights
at the and , often describe human beings in terms of animals .
Heathcliff regards Edgar as “a lamb ”that “threatens like a bull ”,
(Bronte , 153 ) Isabella “a pitiful ,slavish , mean -minded brach ”. (Bronte ,
180 ) Hindley Earnshaw , whom he hates most , is brutally derised am “the
beast had changed into carrion ”. (Bronts , 221 )
Conclusion
To conclude , the above analysis demonstrates the applicability of
zheng /qi (Orthodoxy and Anti -orthodoxy ) to both Chinese and English
fiction . Their imphasis , however , is laid on different areas . Overly
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concerned with ethics , the Chinese talk about loyalty and filial piety
-- orthodox morality . But in Victorian England , society underwent
tremendous changes after the Industrial Revolution . The landed gentry
was threatened by opportunistic merchants and industrialists . The
struggle between Heathcliff and the Grange reflects that contemporary
conflict between bourgeoisie and landed gentry . As Eagleton says :
The relationship holds in no precise details , since
Heathcliff is not literally an industrial
entrepreneur , but the double - edgedness of his
relation with the Lintons , with its blend of
antagonism and emulation , reproduces the complex
structure of class - forces we found in Charlotte ’s
fiction . Having mysteriously amassed capital outside
agrarian scciety , Heathcliff forces his way into
that society to expropriate the expropriators , and
in this aense his machinations reflect the behavior
of a contemporary bourgeois class increasingly
successful in its penetration of landed property . He
belongs fully to neither Heinhts nor Grange ,
opposing them both ; he embodies a force which at
once destroys the traditional Earnshaw settlement
and effectively confronts the power of the
squirearchy In pitting himself against both
yeomanry [Earnshav ] and large -scale agrarian
capitalism [ Linton ] , Heathcliff is an indirect
symbol of the aggressive industrial bourgeoisie of
Emily Bronte ’s own time (Eagleton , 115 -16 )
So in their fiction , zgeng /qi is manifested in the upsetting of
the establisged order (landed yeomen and landed gentry ) by subveraive
element (industria bourgeoisie ). It aptly validates the fact that
universa motifs do appear in literatures of the world , but
differentiations are allowed in view of cultural and sociological
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discrepancies .
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In this chapter , I shall deal with the connection between
historicity and fictionalization –the second paired dimension of
zheng /qi . But why should the historical novel [Sanguo yanyi 三國演義
and A Tale of Two Cities ], of all the modes and genres , be chosen for
demonstration ? First , the term “historical ”has already indicated the
author ’s attempt to adumbrate a particular segment of the past history
whereas “novel ”is an adumbration in fictional terms . So in other
words , the historical novel is a discourse which will generate tension
between historicity and fictionalization .
The historical novel in the Western sense of the term , of
course , means much more than that . [1 ] While A Tale of Two Cities is
undoubtedly regarded as “one of the finest of all historical novels ”,
(Gibson , ix ) the claim of Sanguo yanyi to this title is much weaker
though it is one of the best Jiangshi xiaoshuo 講史小說 in Chinese
literature . It does not exhibit sufficient historical imagination in
creating ahistorical characters and fictional episodes which are
present in such Western historical novels as some of the works of
Walter Scott . [2 ] Also , historical documents are often quoted in their
entirety , a practice rarely found in the West . [3 ] Nonetheless . it is
not my intention here to prove whether Sanguo yanyi can fit into the
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web of the historical novel . I would rather consider the term in the
broadest sense as “the present writing about the past ”, on which my
following argument will be based .
In view of the different literary conventions between China and
the West , [ 4 ] the nature and proportion of zheng / qi -- Historicity and
Fictionalzation – differs in Chinese and Western fiction . Whereas
historicity in Sanguo yanyi consists in the author ’s close adherence
to historiography regarding characters , incidents , chronology and
geography , its Western counterparts [ 5 ] celebrate a fictional
treatment of events . For them , historicity may merely be the spirit of
a past age or the impact which past events have upon people living
through them . To Western historians , novelists enjoy almost unlimited
freedom in fictionalization . Hence , in Sanguo yanyi , zheng /qi can be
intimated by pointing out which part comes from historiography and
which from folklore or the author ’s imagination , but in A Tale of Two
Cities , the relation between the two is shown by how historicity is
dramatized through fictionalization .
A . Sanguo yanyi
My approach to zheng / qi in Sanguo yonyi is to compare the
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accounts of □□ and portrayals of selected charactsrs
found in the novel with their □in the □history . It
is necessary to point out that this study is limited in scope . First ,
it is centred on a small number of events and characters . Second ,
among the official history , only the most influential one on Sanguo
zhi 三國誌is taken into account . Third , not all known editions of the
novel will be discussed , references are only made to the Jia -jing 嘉靖
version as revised by Mao Zhonggang 毛宗岡and his father Mao Lun 毛綸
，which has been the standard version of Sanguo yanyi for over two
hundred years .
Zhang Xuecheng 章學誠，a Qing scholar , has remarked that
“Seventy percent of the Sanguo yanyi is fact and the rest fiction , so
the ueaders are often befuddled ”唯《三國演義》則七分實事，三分虛構，
以致觀者往往為所惑亂。(Zhang , 14 ) As pointed out by C .T .Hsia ,“there
is no plot to speak of [in Sanguo yanyi ] beyond the plot of
history ”. (Hsia , 36 ) Historicity does account for a large proportion in
Sanguo yanyi . Perhaps , in order to show the novelist ’s intention to
adhere to history , it is worth comparing him with Chen Shou 陳壽，the
author of Sanguo zhi 三國誌regarding their motives of and views on
history .
To begin with , both authors intend to write their books in the
trabition of Chunqiu 春秋[Spring and Autumn ]. Like other historians ,
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Chen Shou carries out the principle of “praise and blame “through his
careful choice of words . A good example is found in his account of Cao
Pei ’s 曹丕forcing Emperor Xian 獻帝to resign in which the expression
“voluntary abdication ”禪位is used instead of “usurpation ”篡位.
(Chen , 2 )Luo Guanzhong 羅貫中inherits this tradition of praise and
blame through words . His view is clearly reflected in Yong yuzi ’s 庸愚
子preface to the Jiajing edition of the novel :
History not only records events of the various
dynasties but also shows clearly the flourishing and
decline in the past and the virtues and evils of
emperors and ministers ; it records the successes and
failures of politics and observes decadence of the
state . Even such matters as cold and hot weather .
calamities and good fortunes , praise and blame ,
giving willingly and seizing by force are all
written about [ in history ]
夫史非獨紀歷代之事，蓋欲昭往昔之盛衰，鑒君臣之善惡，
戴政事之得失，觀人才之吉凶，知邦家之休威；以至寒暑災
祥，褒貶予奪，無一而不筆之 ( Rong , 16 )
Obviously , Sanguo yanyi is intended to inculcate by artistic means
the kind of moral lessons which Chen Shou intends to teach .
Luo Guanzhong also shares Chen ’s Confucian view of history which
distinguishes a legitimate regime from an illegitimate one . And yet it
is also in this area that the two depart and give rise to the
fictionalization in Sanguo yanyi . Apparently , Chen regards Wei 魏as
the legitimate dynasty among the three . It is evident in the variety of
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Rogal Titlos given to the three rulers cao cao 曹操 Is called the
pirst emperor 太祖and the later rulars of wei are emperor 帝wharaso
rulers of shu 蜀are just called sovereing 主as for wu 吳, only
sun chuan 孫槿 is addressed as sovereign his successors are even
referred to by their names noly by contrast , luo shovs symopathy for ths
cause of shu and sees it as the legitimate successor to han liu hei 劉
備 is often referred to as the kin of han 漢王and chuge liang 諸葛亮
as prime minister of han 漢丞相。 on the contrary vcao cao is
denounced as traitor of han 漢女 by rejecting cao cao of wei , the
novel supports and ecxtols the shu leadership .
in fact , ,ost of the fictionalization in sanguo yanyi is
attributed to the last point . in order to ennoble liu be and his
follovers and to villify cao cao su chuan and most of their associates .
luo has deviated from historical facts and resorted to folklore and his
own imagination . this accounts fpr the curious blend of zheng /qi --
historicity and fictionalization -- in the novel . it is . hovever
difficult to determine the exac proportion between zheng and qi
history and fiction though zhan cuexheng has suggestyed the ratio of
seven to three . so in the following section , the battle of guandu 宮渡
and a number of characters will oe scrutinized to shov the ectent to
which lou depends on official histpry and departs therefrom to rely on
popular legends or his own creatiyiyy . these examples are chosen from





so as to demonstrate the different uses he has made of history ,
1 . Battle of Guandu 官渡之戰
In his presentation of this battle , Luo adheres closely to the
official history in most instances . The chief figure in the battle is
Yuan Shao 袁紹and since he belongs neither to the camp of Liu Bei nor
Cao Cao , Luo has not resorted much to fictionalization in his portrayal .
All of Yuan 's "tragic flaws " are historical facts , a case in point being
his indecisiveness . Before the outbreak of the battle , Cao Cao launched
a campaign against Liu Bei . Upon hearing this , Liu asked Yuan to attack
Cao since his main forces were tied down elsewhere . But Yuan failed to
grasp this opportunity due to the fatal illness of his son .
Yuan Shao looked haggard and his clothes was all
awry .
Tian Feng said ,"Why are you like this , my lord ? "
"I am about to die ," replied Yuan .
"But why do you utter such words ? "
"I have five sons , but only the youngest pleases me
most . Nov he is suffering from itchy sores with his
life in jeopardy . What interest would I have in
discussing anything else ? "
"But ," said Tian Feng , "now Cao Cao is going to
attack Liu Bei . . . aft
"I know too this is the best course but my mind is
confused and I am afraid such a move would hurt me ."
said Yuan .
"Why are you confused ? " asked Tian Feng .
"Among my five sons , only the youngest is
exceptional and if anything remiss should happen to




只見紹形客憔悴, 衣冠不整, 豐曰: 『今日主公何故如此?
』
紹曰: 『我將死矣! 』豐曰: 『主公何出此言? 』
紹曰: 『吾生五子, 惟最幼者極合吾意, 今患疥瘡, 命已垂
絕, 吾有何心更論他事乎? 』
豐曰: 『今曹操東征劉玄德……』
紹曰: 『吾亦知此最好, 奈我心中恍惚, 恐有不利. 』
豐曰: 『何恍惚之有? 』
紹曰: 五子中惟此子生得最異, 倘有疏虞, 吾命休矣. 』
(Luo , I , 216 )
This scene is based in the following account provided by Chen Shou in
Sanguo zhi
In the fifth year of Jianan , Cao Cao led an
expeditionary force to attack Liu Bei from the East .
Tian Feng advised Yuan Shao to attack Cao from the
rear . Yuan refused to do so on the ground that his _
son was ill . Tian Feng struck the ground with his
staff and sighed , "When faced with a rare
opportunity , to let it go because of a child 's
illness , how regettable ! " Cao Cao finally defeated
Liu Bei , who then fled to Yuan Shao 's place for
refuge .
建安五年, 太祖自東征備, 田豐說紹襲太祉後, 紹辭以子疾
, 不許. 豐舉杖擊地曰: 『夫遭難遇之機, 而以嬰兒之病夫
其會, 惜哉! 』太祖至, 擊破備, 備奔紹. (Chen , I .
197 )
The account in Sanguo yanyi , slightly expanded , has retained the basic
situation . As to Yuan .Shao 's excessive paternal love for his youngest
son , Sanguo zhi has the following reference to it :
Yuan Shao loved his youngest son , Shang , who was handsome in
appearance .
紹愛少子尚,貌美. (Chen , I , 201 )
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Not only is his hesitation , but the failure to heed vise counsel
of his capable generals also contributes to the ultimate defeat of
Yuan 's force , Yuan Shao has repeatedly rejected the advice of Tian Feng
田豐 and Ju Shou 沮授 . His defect at Baima 白馬, for instance , could
have been avoided , had he followed Ju Shou 's words of caution ;
General Yan Liang was ordered by Yuan Shao to attack
Baima . Ju Shou then remonstrated , "Yan Liang is too
narrow -minded . Although he is brave , he cannot be
depended on to carry out the assignment alone ." "You
people are not qualified to estimate the ability of
my general ," replied Yuan Shao .
紹遺大將顏良作先鋒, 進攻白馬, 沮授諫曰: 『顏良性狹,
雖驍勇, 不可獨任。』紹曰: 『吾之上妁, 非汝等可料。』
(Luo , I , 225 )
The account of Ju Shou 's advice and Yuan 's refusal to accept it is
essentially derived without elaboration from the following passage in
Chen Shou 's history ,.
Yuan Shao advanced his troops to Liyang , sending Yan
Liang to attack Liu Yan at Baima . Ju Shou again
tried to dissuade Yuan from doing it , saying , "Yan
Liang is narrow -minded and fiery in temperament .
Although he is brave , you should not entrust him
with the mission alone ." Yuan Shao refused to listen
to the advice .
紹進軍黎陽，遣顏良攻劉延於白馬。沮授又諫紹：『良性促
狹，雖驍勇不可獨任。紹不聽。(Chen , 1 , 199 )
Despite Duo 's concept of legitimacy , in the crucial battle , Cao
Cao is not vilified . Instead , his foresight and acute judgement is
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fails .
. But even in such a "factual " account of the battle , Luo has
displayed his skill in fictionalization at the death of Yuan Shao . A
moving account of Yuan 's end is given in Sanguo yanyi :
Almost all his men and horses were dead . Yuan Shao
gathered his three sons into his arm and wept
bitterly . Then he fell into a swoon . He was picked
up , but his mouth was full of blood which ran forth
in a bright scarlet stream . He sighed , saying , "Many
battles have I fought and little did I think I would
be driven to this . Heaven is afflicting me . You
return to your own provinces . I swear to fight the
traitor Cao to the end . . IF ." Yuan Shao heard about
Yuan Shang ' s defeat , which came as a heavy shock to
him . His old illness recurred . After vomitting a
huge quantity of blood , he swooned to the ground .
Lady Liu got him to bed as quickly as possible , but
his condition was critical . So she sent for Feng Ji
and Shen Pui to make final arrangements . Yuan Shao
could no longer speak , he only made motions with his
head . Lady Liu asked , " Can Shang succeed you ? " Yuan
Shao nodded his head . Shen wrote out the dying man ' s
will at the bedside . Yuan Shao turned over , uttered
a long cry , vomited another large quantity of blood
and passed away .
…. 軍馬死亡殆盡, 紹袍三子痛哭一場, 不覺昏倒. 眾
人急救紹, 口吐鮮血不止, 歎曰: 『吾自應戰數十場, 不意
今日狼狽如此! 此天地農吾也! 汝等各回本州, 誓與曹賊一決
雌雄! 』袁紹聞袁尚敗回, 又受了一驚, 舊病復發, 吐血數
斗, 昏倒在地. 劉挑人慌救入臥內, 病勢漸危. 劉夫人急請
害配, 逢記, 直至袁紹榻前, 商議後事, 紹但以手指而不能
言, 劉夫人曰: 『尚可繼後嗣否? 』紹點頭, 寄配便就榻前
寫了遺囑. 紹翻身大叫一聲, 又吐血斗餘而死.
(Luo , I , 275 )
In the Sanguo zhi , there is a brief reference to Yuan Shao 's death :
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faithfully dalinnatad without much fictionalization on Luo ' n part .
Before the battle of Guandu actually taken place . Cao had held a mooting
with his counselors , which demonstrates his understanding of Yuan Shao 's
weaknesses and Liu Bei 's strength .
Cheng Yu said , ". . Yuan Shao now has his troops
stationed at Guandu and also has an eye on the
capital . Any attempt on our part to invade the east
will send Liu Bel to him for help and he will take
the opportunity to attack us at once . Then what will
you do ? "
"You are wrong ," replied Cao Cao . "Liu Bei is a hero
and if we wait till he is fully fledged and winged
before attacking him , he will be more difficult to
deal with . Yuan Shao may be strong , but he is
indecisive and not to be feared ."
As they were discussing these things , Guo Jia came
in and Cao Cao suddenly referred the matter to him .
"I want to attack Liu Bei in the east but I have
Yuan Shao to worry about . What should I do ? "
Guo Jia said , "Yuan Shao is by nature dilatory and
hesitating and his advisors are jealous of each
other . He is not to be feared . Liu Bei is getting
together a new army and has not yet von the hearts
of the soldiers . You could settle the east in one
battle ."
Greatly pleased , Cao Cao said , " [Your opinion ] is
in harmony with mine ."
He then mobilized an army of two hundred thousand
men to move in five routes against Xu Zhou ,
昱曰: 『今袁紹屯兵官渡, 常有圖許都之心. 若我一旦東征
, 劉備勢必求於紹. 紹乘虛來襲, 何以當之? 』操曰: 『非
也, 備乃人集也. 今若不擊, 待其羽翼既成, 腮難圖矣. 袁
紹雖強,事多懷疑不決,何足憂乎?』正議問,郭嘉自外而
入, 操問曰: 『吾欲東征劉備天奈有袁紹之憂如何? 』嘉曰
: 『紹性緝而多疑, 其謀各相妒忌, 不足□也。對借訂新整
軍兵，□心未服，丞相引兵東征，一戰可定矣. 』操大喜曰
: 『正合吾意, 』逐起二十萬軍, 分兵五路下徐州.
(Luo , I , 215 )
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This scene . is obviously taken from two passages in Sanguo zhi ;
At that time , Yuan Shao had already destroyed
Gongxun and acquired the territory of four
provinces ; his troops , numbering over one hundred
thousand , were about to launch an attack on Yu . The
various generals thought they could not withstand
the attack , but the lord [Cao Cao ] said , " I know
what kind of man Yuan Shao is : he has great ambition
but little wisdom ; he looks stern but is timid ; he
dislikes the capable but has little charisma
himself ; his force is large but he has no clear
claim of command ; his generals are arrogant , and his
administration and commands are not unified .
Although his territory is vast and provisions
plentiful , they just serve our purpose well !
是時袁紹既井公孫瓚, 有四州之地, 眾十餘萬, 將進軍攻許
, 諸妁以為不可敵, 公曰: 『吾知紹之為人, 志大而智少.
色厲而膽簿, 忌克而少威, 兵多而分畫不明, 將勝而政令不
一 , 土 地 雖 豐 下 月 5 足 以 為 吾 奉 也 . 』 (Chen , I ,
17 )
The Lord said ,"Liu Bei is a hero . If we do not
destroy him now , he will surely make troubles for us
later . Yuan Shao , though ambitious , is indecisive
and he certainly will not make any move ."
公曰: 『夫劉備, 人傑也, 令不擊, 必為後患, 袁紹雖有大
志, 而見事遲, 必不動也. 』
(Chen , I , 18 )
A comparison of Cao ' s strategy meeting in Sanguo yanyi with that
given in Sanguo zhi indicates that the former does not fictionalize or
elaborate much on what is described in official history , but its
description is more effective in bringing out the contrast between Cao
and Yuan . By introducing two counselors [Cheng Yu and Guo Jia ], Luo
shows Cao 's ability to choose and follow good advice whereas Yuan Shao
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fails .
But even in such a "factual " account of the battle , Luo has
displayed his skill in fictionalization at the death of Yuan Shao . A
moving account of Yuan 's end is given in Sanguo yanyi :
Almost all his men and horses were dead . Yuan Shao
gathered his three sons into his arm and wept
bitterly . Then he fell into a swoon . He was picked
up , but his mouth was full of blood which ran forth
in a bright scarlet stream . He sighed , saying , "Many
battles have I fought and little did I think I would
be driven to this . Heaven is afflicting me . You
return to your own provinces . I swear to fight the
traitor Cao to the end , . . ." Yuan Shao heard about
Yuan Shang ' s defeat , which came as a heavy shock to
him . His old illness recurred . After vomitting a
huge quantity of blood , he swooned to the ground .
Lady Liu got him to bed as quickly as possible , but
his condition was critical . So she sent for Feng Ji
and Shen Pui to make final arrangements . Yuan Shao
could no longer speak , he only made motions with his
head . Lady Liu asked , " Can Shang succeed you ? " Yuan
Shao nodded his head . Shen wrote out the dying man 's
will at the bedside . Yuan Shao turned over , uttered
a long cry , vomited another large quantity of blood
and passed away .
* …. 軍馬死亡殆盡, 紹袍三子痛哭一場, 不覺昏倒. 眾
人急救紹, 口吐鮮血不止, 歎曰: 『吾自應戰數十場, 不意
今日狼狽如此! 此天地農吾也! 汝等各回本州, 誓與曹賊一決
雌雄! 』袁紹聞袁尚敗回, 又受了一驚, 舊病復發, 吐血數
斗, 昏倒在地. 劉挑人慌救入臥內, 病勢漸危. 劉夫人急請
害配, 逢記, 直至袁紹榻前, 商議後事, 紹但以手指而不能
言, 劉夫人曰: 『尚可繼後嗣否? 』紹點頭, 寄配便就榻前
寫了遺囑. 紹翻身大叫一聲, 又吐血斗餘而死.
(Luo , I , 275 )
In the Sanguo zhi , there is a brief reference to Yuan Shao 's death :
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Many cities in Ji Zhou rebelled against Yuan Shao
and he quelled them by force . After his defeat , he
fell ill . In the seventh year of Jianan , he died of
worry .
冀州地邑多叛, 紹復擊定之. 自軍敗復發病, 七年憂死.
(Chen , Y , 201 )
The official history provides no details of how Yuan Shao died ,
yet Luo 's fictionalization is not baseless . His partiality towards the
youngest son Yuan Shang is entirely in keeping with Yuan Shao 's
character in history . So from the battle of Guandu , we see the strength
of historicity [ zheng ] which not only dominates so many descriptions ,
but also forms the base of fictionalization and elaboration [ gi ].
2 . Guan Yu 關羽
Unlike the rather "factual " account of the battle of Guandu , Guan
Yu is a mixture of the historical and the folkloristic -- zheng and gi .
As the sworn brother of Liu Bei , Luo cannot help glorifying the brave
warrior as a model of dignity and nobility . Besides , he has to pay due
regard to the great veneration in which Guan 's image is held in popular
esteem . C .T . Hsia is close to the mark when he maintains :
Lo Kuan -chung was writing at a time when Kuan Yu was
already an object of national veneration ( he was to
become a god in Ch ' ing times ) and so he accords him




his imposing looks and marital stature , his long
beard and mighty svord and whenever justified ,
impresses with his surpassing bravery and extrema
nobility . (Hsia , 41 )
One fictitious episode illustrating Guan as a man of nobility is
the one in which he releases Cao Cao at the Huarong Pass 華容道after
the latter 's defeat at the Battle of Red Cliff . Guan was ordered to
guard the pass to intercept Cao , who was expected to flee by that way .
Chuge Liang 諸葛亮gave this assignment to Guan because he had foreseen
that Cao 's fate had not yet come to an end and that Guan would let Cao
escape since he had once been well received by Cao as captive . This
incident in fact has no historical basis . There is no mention of Guan at
the end of the Battle in Chen Shou 's Sanguo zhi :
The Lord fought with Liu Bei at Red Cliff but was
defeated . At that time , a plague broke out and
killed most of the soldiers , Cao Cao withdrew his
troops .
公至赤壁, 與備戰, 不行. 於是大疫, 使士多死者, 乃引軍
還. (Chen , I , 31 )
The late Sovereign , together with the Vu force ,
tried to capture [Cao Cao ] by land and sea . They
went as far as the Province Nan . At that time , a
plague broke out and killed most of Cao 's soldiers .
Cao Cao withdrew his troops .
先主與吳軍永隆並追, 追到南部, 時又疾疫, 北軍多死, 曹
公引歸。 (Chen , IV , 878 )
The dramatic release of Cao comes , instead , from the fictionalized




By night time , Cao reached a great forest . . . .
Cao made for the Hua - rong route , but he had gone
hardly twenty li when General Guan barred his way
with five hundred svordsmen . Cao begged Guan to
remember his former kindness , but Guan said that
Chuguo Liang had given him strict order to stop Cao .
Cao broke through the formation , creating such a
cloud of dust that he was able to escape in it . . .
. Chuge Liang said , "Guan is a kind -hearted and
virtuous man . Formerly , Cao Cao was good to him , so
he let Cao escape ." when Guan heard this , he
remounted his horse in anger , asking leave to go
after Cao once more . Liu Bei said , "Brother , you are
not made of stone . Aren ' t you worn out ? "






( Sanguozhi pinghua , 86 )
Fictionalization of Guan Yu includes not only fantastic details
form the Ping -hu , but also from the Yuan drama as well . A case in point
is Guan 's temporary surrender to Cao Cao . After Liu Bei 's defeat at Xu
Zhou 許州, Guan was well received by Cao . But in view of his loyalty to
Liu , he finally left Cao and killed six generals who tried to detain
him . In Sanguo Zhi , the good treatment by Cao Cao has just one brief
reference :
Cao Cao knew that he ﹝Guan Yu ﹞wanted to leave ,
hence doubling his reward .
曹公之其﹝關公﹞必去，重加賞賜。 ( Chen , IV , 940 )
Details of this treatment bases on Pinghua .
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A small banquet every three days and a big one every
Five days . Taels of gold were bestowed when Guan
mounted the horse and taels of silver as he
dismounted . Guan was also given ten beauties as his
chambermaids .
三日一小宴，五日一大宴，上馬金，下馬銀。又獻美女十人
，與關公為近侍。 ( Pinghua , 57 )
These two sources , however , give no hint to the killing of Cao ’s
generals . This act of bravery is derived instead from the Yuan drama The
Lord of Shouting Killed Six Generals 壽亭侯五關斬將 as cited in The
Creation Theory in Sanguo yanyi 三國演義創作論(Ye , 48 ). It should be
Noted that the killing runs somewhat counter to historical facts because
In Sanguo zhi , Cao Cao has actually prevented his generals from
Catching Guan Yu :
His generals wanted to go after Guan Yu , but Cao Cao
said , “Don ’t go after him , it ’s right he serves his
master .”
左右欲追之，曹公曰：『彼各為其主，匆追也。』( Chen ,
IV , 940 )
Nevertheless , there are still many episodes in the novel which
Show that Luo has portrayed Guan by adhering closely to the images
presented in the official history . “Strong -willed and haughty ”are the
four -word summary in Chen Shou ’s final evaluation of Guan Yu :
Both Guan and Chang were known as a match of ten
thousand men , who served their sovereign as brave as
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tigers . Guan requited Cao for the favours he had
received and Chang magnanimously restored freedom to
Yun Yun ; in these acts , they showed that they were
First gentlemen of the land , But Guan was obstinate
and haughty ; Chang was violent and ungracious . That
they met their sad ends because of these defeats is
in accord with the law of fate .
關羽，張飛皆稱萬人之敵，為世虎臣，羽報效曹公，飛義釋
嚴顏，並有國士之風。然羽剛而自矜，飛暴而吳恩，以短取
敗，理數之長也。 (Chen , II , 623 )
In Sanguo yanyi , Luo borrows this comment from chen and makes Chuge
Liang utter it to Liu Bei upon learning Guan ’s death :
" My lord , please restrain your sadness . It has been
said since ancient times , ‘Birth and death are all
controlled by fate .’ Guan Yu , who ordinarily was
obstinate and haughty , brought this disaster upon
himself . You must now take good care of your health
and consider revenge later .’’
王上少憂: 自古道: 『生死有命』關公平日剛而自矜，故今
日有此禍。王上且宜保養尊體，徐圖報仇。 (Luo , II ,
668 )
Guan Yu ’s haughtiness is vividly brought out in his intend contest
with Ma Zhao 馬超 to decide who is the best warrior . Upon receiving this
request , Liu Bei was shocked . But Chuge Liang who understood Guan ’s
character , simply sent him a letter of flattery to cool him off :
" I understand you are anxious to have a contest with
Mengqi . In my estimation , though Mengqi is unusually
brave , he is but the class of Qingpu and Pangyue . It
is fitting that he should compete with Yide but
surely he cannot approach your unrivaled
excellence ." After finishing the letter , Guan Yu
stroked his beard and said with a satisfied smile ,
" Gongming knows me thoroughly ." He circulated the
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明知我心也。』將書遍示賓客。 (Luo , II , 568 )
The above episode evidently demonstrates Guan 's extreme vanity and
naviety . Like many other instances employed by Luo to expose Guan 's
weakness , it is recorded in Sanguo Zhi :
Guan Yu wrote to Chuge Liang to ask with whom Mengqi
should be compared . Liang , who know that Guan was
proud of himself , answered , "Mengqi has military and
civilian talents and is unusually brave ; he can be
regarded as a true hero of our time . However , he is
but of the class of Qingpu and Pangyue . It is
fitting that he should compete with Yide but surely
he cannot approach your unrivaled excellence . " Guan
had a beautiful beard , so Liang called him "beard ".
After reading the letter , Guan became greatly





(Chen , IV , 940 )
A comparison between the two accounts of Guan intimates that in the
present instance , Luo has merely slightly elaborated what is found in
the official history .
So from the portrayal of Guan Yu , we see another proportion
between historicity zheng and fictionalization qi . On one hand , Luo
follows official history by showing Guan 's arrogance ; vanity and
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naivety . Yet on the hand , fictionalized details pertaining to Guan Yu 's
bravery , loyalty and nobility are adapted . Unlike the battle of Guandu ,
fictionalization in the present instance is no longer based on history .
Taken from the folkloristic source like Pinghua and Yuan drama ,
fantastic details may even at time distort history and create a gap
between historicity and fictionalization .
3 . Chuge Liang
Chuge Liang shares with Guan Yu the virtue of loyalty , nobility
and generosity . But his portrayal in Sanguo yanyi involves more
elaboration and brings to the foreground the tension between historical
facts and fiction . Perhaps , it is interesting and rewarding to first
look at Chen Shou 's appraisal of the great stateman :
As prime minister of the state , Chuge Liang
cherished the people , proclaimed rules and
regulations , simplified the official hierarchy ,
complied with circumstances , opened up his sincere
heart , and spread fairness and justice . Those who
served loyally and assidously he would always reward
even if they were his enemies ; those who violated
laws or were remiss in their duties , he would always
punish even if they were his relatives . Those who
recognized their guilt and apologized , he would
always pardon even if their misdeeds were heavy
He could be said to be a man of outstanding
ability who knew how to govern , a peer of Guan Zhong
and Xiao He . Nevertheless , he made campaigns
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every year without achieving results . It would seem
that resourceful generalship in response to changing






(Chen , IV , 934 )
Beisong zhi 北宋志 [ The Chonicle of the North Song Dynasty ] also has a
high regard for Chu 's allegiance to Liu Bei :
Liang 's joining Liu Bei can be called ''something
rare in a generation .'' From beginning to end , who
could come between them ? Supposing Sun Chuan
had held him in high regard , would he simply go off
to [Wu ]? Guan Yu was once captured by Cao
Cao who treated him generously . It can be said that
Guan did his best to sever Cao , but he did not turn
his back on his original master in his
righteousness . How can it be said that Liang was not




之不若云長乎? (Chen , IV , 916 )
In brief , we can deduce that Liang as a historical figure is
benevolent , loyal and trustworthy with the lack of military capability
as his one ''tragic flaw ''. But instead of adhering to this historical
image of Liang , Luo has portrayed him as a man of military genius ,
obviously against historiography . For instance , Luo enlarges Liang 's
involvement in the battle of Red Cliff by making him direct the famous




weather , Cao Cao ordered his solders to shoot at the boats sent by
Chuge Liang :
If their fleet has suddenly arrived in a heavy fog
like this , they must be up to some trick . Don 't do
anything rash . Get the bowman in our fleet to shoot
them at will .
重霧迷江，彼軍忽至，必有埋伏，切不可輕動。可撥水軍馬
弩手亂箭射之。 (Luo , I , 402 )
In official hostory , this famous episode is accorded to Sun Chuan while
the Pinghua assigns it to Zhou Yu :
Cao Cao ordered his bowmen to shoot Very
soon , the boat was covered with arrows Zhou
returned , happily saluting , ''Prime Minister , thanks
for the arrows ! '' Upon hearing this , Cao was
infuriated .
曹操一發箭 移時，箭滿於船。周瑜回 喜
道：『丞相，謝箭！』曹公聽的大怒。 (Pinghua , 81 )
But Luo Guanzhong has deliberately opted for fictionalization by
''transplanting '' this historical even to the person he makes every
endeavour to glorify . To enhance Liang 's image as an undefeatable
military commander , Luo makes him look like a Taoist magician for he can
borrow the South -eastern wind and read future events in the stars . This
legendary attributes of Taois wizardry emphasized in the novel is quite
contrary to the prudent , cautious nature of the ''historical '' Chuge
Liang . It is probably taken from the folk version in which Liang is an
immortal , capable of dictating winds and rain and transforming into
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soldiers beans thrown into the air ''. (Pinghua , 67 )
The gap between historicity [ zheng ] and fictionalization [ qi ]
poses a problem . In the official history , Liang 's weakness in military
campaigns leads naturally to the final defeat of Shu . But now the
fictional Chuge Liang possesses magical arts and martial prowess that
the historical Chuge Liang does not have . This impels one to ask : Why
should the empire Shu still fail since it is not only composed of a
benevolent ruler and his couragous generals , but also under the
direction of the omnipotent Chuge Liang ? A more careful scrutiny shows
that throughout the novel though his preternatural intelligence and
wizardry enable him to beat any human adversary , Chuge Liang is not
immune to the vagaries of chance and fate .
In Sanguo yanyi , fatalism is used to bridge the gap between
historiography and fictionalization :
To adhere to historical facts , Luo attributes all
human events to fatalism in order to solve the
dilemma between historicity and fictionalization in
the course of writing .
羅貫中為了堅持其忠實於歷史事實的重大原則，把一切委諸
於天命，以解決他創作時所遭遇得無法與史實相符合的難局
。(Wang , 173 )
In view of this , Chuge Liang 's magica arts are often shown to be
nullified by fate , thus failing in his grand design to restore the Han
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Empire . Such fatalism is probably best illustrated by passages dealing
with Liang 's death . During his last campaign , Chuge Liang falls ill and
he decides to invoke the Great Dipper 北斗星(Luo , II , 900 ) to prolong
his life for twelve years . But this hope is dashed by Wei Yan 魏延 who
knocks out and extinguishes the lamp of Chuge Liang 's fate . Chuge heaves
a sigh and says :
Life and death are foredained ; no prayers can alter
them . 生死有命，不可得而懹也！( Luo , II , 901 )
As Jiang Wei 姜維 draws his sword and intends to kill Wei Yan , Chuge
Liang remonstrates :
It is my fate , not Wei Yan 's fault .
此吾命當絕，非文長之遇也。 ( Luo , II , 902 )
At this points , there occurs the following couplet form the narrator :
of myriad things none is for man to manipulate ,
Even with an undivided mind he cannot contend with
fate .
萬事不由人做主，一心難與命爭衡。
(Luo , II , 901 )
As I have mentioned at the beginning , Luo departs quite
significantly from the historical account in his portrayal of Chuge
Liang . By transplanting historical facts and adapting folkloristic
sources , he changes Chuge into an essentially different fictional
character . Nonetheless , he also introduces the inscrutable working of
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heaven to nullify Liang 's accurate predictions and magical arts so that
they can hardly affect the general course of history . Thus , the great
provess attributed to Liang only succeeds in turning him into a tragic
figure , fighting hopelessly against what is his fate . Like the case of
Guan Yu , what Luo Guanzhong has done with his character portrayal of
Chuang Liang is to weave together the historical [ zheng ] and the
folkloristic [ qi ] concept of the great stateman though with a slightly
greater emphasis upon the latter .
Ni Heng 禰衡
So far , what we have discussed are great historical events [Battle
of Guandu ] and prominent figures [Chuge Liang and Guan Yu ], so
well -know are they that Luo has to adhere to the general course of
history [ zheng ] whereas his fictionalization [ qi ] consists only of
the descriptions , dialogues and actions of historical personages . But in
the case of minor figures , he can follow the free play of imagination
and purposely deviate from history to such an extent that only the name
of the character remains historical . Ni Heng is indeed a charcter of
Luo 's own creation in which the element of qi dominates . The fictitious
part is utilized to expose all the bad traits of Cao Cao and also as a
comic interval between ponderous events . The first interview between Cao
and Ni is interesting enough ：
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Cao Cao duly summoned Ni Heng . He came , but after
the formal salutations were over he was left
standing and not invited to sit down . Looking up to
heaven , he sighed , saying , ''Wide as the universe is ,
why is it that there is nobody in it ? ''
' ' Under my command there are scores of men whom the
world calls heroes .
What do you mean by saying that there is nobody ?''
said Cao .
''I should be glad to hear who they are , '' said Ni .
''Xun Huo and Xun You , Guo Jia and Cheng Yu are all
men of profound skill and great wisdom , superior to
Xiao He and Cheng Ping ; Chang Liao and Xu Chu , Li
Tian and Yue Jin are incomparably brave , surpassing
Ma Wu and Shen Pang How can you say that
there is nobody ?''
''Sir , you are quite misttaken , ''said Li Heng , with a
smile . ''I know all about them . Xun is qualified to
be a tomb guardian . Cheng Yu might be sent to shut
doors and bolt windows . and Guo Jia can be asked to
recite poetry ; Chang Liao might be asked to beat
drums and clang gongs ; Xu Chu might be asked to lead
cattle to pasture ; Yue Jin would make a fair
confidential clerk of the court ; Li Tian could carry
despatches and notices
''And what special gifts have you ? '' asked Cao Cao
angrily .
''I know everything in heaven above and on earth
below . I am conversant with the There religions and
the Nine Schools of philosophy . I could make my
prince the rival of Yao and Shun and I myself could
compare in virtue with Confucius and Yan Hui . Can I
be mentioned in the same breadth with the common
people ? ''
Cao said , ''He has an empty reputation and people far
and near have heard of him . If I put him to death ,
people will say I am intolerant . As he thinks he has

















(Luo , I , 206 -7)
The above meeting of course has no historical ground whatsoever . It
foreground Cao 's contemptuous treatment of talents which serves as a
contrast to the generous Liu Bei . Secondly , Cao 's hyprocrisy is also
shown as he reveals his reason for not killing Ni Heng is in fact due to
public opinion . Besides , through the mouth of Ni , Luo provides a
sardonic commentary on men immersed in politices . The powerful , afterall ,
are just ''wind -butts '' and ''meat -bags ''. (Luo , I , 206 ) But in a sense , Ni
Heng is rather comic . Through his scorn for politice and comparison with
Confucius and Yan Hui , he appears as a sort of Confucian ''beatnik '', a
suitable guy who reduces Cao to his proper size .
Of course , not all the episodes concerning Ni are imaginative . The
famous ''Cigu ma Cao '' 擊鼓罵曹[ beating the drum and scolding Cao Cao ]
for instance , is elaborated on Beisongzhi 's brief account of a banquet
given by Cao Cao :
When Cao Cao heard of Ni 's reputation , he intended
to insult him by making him his drummer . Later in
the Eighth month , [Cao ] gave a banquet during which
the drummers played and they all changed to new
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clothes . When it was Ni 's turn to play , he performed
the ''Yu -yang ''. His appearance was unusual and his
performance excellent . All the guests in the banquet
hall heard the music and were deeply moved . But he
did not change his clothes . and other drummers
scolded him . He then took off his clothes before Cao
and stood naked . Slowly he put on his clothes and
continued his performance . His appearance remained
unruffled . Cao laughed loudly , saying to his guests
at the banquet , ''I intended to insult Ni originally






告座曰，『本欲辱衡，衡反辱孤。』 ( Chen , II , 312 )
The account in Sanguo yanyi is far more dramatic with considerable
details added to it :
One day , Cao gave a banquet in the hall and asked
the drummers to beat their drums . All the drummers
were ordered to wear new clothes . But Ni Heng clad
in old garments and played ''Yu -yang '' Right in
front of them , Ni stripped off his old rode and
stood naked Cao shouted , ''Why do you behave
so rudely at court ? ''
''To flout one 's prince is real rudeness , ''said Ni .
''I just exposed my natural body as an emblem of my
purity .''
''If you are pure , who are foul ? ''asked Cao .
''You cannot distinguish between the wise and the
fool , that means you have a foul vision ; you
cannot tolerate the nobles , which accounts for your
foul belly ; you harbour thoughts of rebellion , which
accounts for yours foul heart . I am one of the most
famous scholars in the world and you make me a
drummer , that is just like Yaug Huo belittling
Confucius or Cang Cang vilifying Mencius . You desire
to be chief and arbitrator of th great nobles , Yet
you treat me with such contempt !
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顯清白之體耳 ! 』操曰：『汝為清白，誰為汙濁 ? 』衡曰：
『汝不識賢愚，是眼濁也，……不容諸侯，是腹濁也；常
懷篡逆，是新濁也 ! 吾乃天下名仕，用為鼓史，是猶陽貨輕
仲尼，藏倉毀孟子耳 ! 欲成王霸之業，而如此輕人耶 ? 』
(Luo , I , 207 )
A comparison of the two versions reveals that Luo has exploitef
the historical material for his own purpose . Like its source , the scene
in Sango yanyi begins as a light comedy , the mood of which changes to
solemnity when Ni denounces and embarasses Cao to his heart 's content .
Ni 's denunciation , which is not recorded in official histoy , is either
a product of Luo 's imagination or popular legends .
In order to ennoble Liu Bei and vilify Cao Cao , Luo as a matter of
design , makes use of minor characters in order to avoid direct narrative
comment . To give weight to their commentary , it is better to create the
illusion of historicity [ zheng ] . So instead of giving a new name for
such a character , he simply borrows the name of the historical figure
like Ni Heng . By so doing , he has succeeded in portraying a comic , vivid
character as well as in denouncing Cao Cao .
V . Fictional Characters
C .T . Hsia has said that hardly a single character in Sanguo yanyi




Coming entirely from the author ’s imagination . From strict history
[ Battle of Guandu ] to history in name [Ni Heng ], we have also the
Strictly fictional at the other end of the spectrum . All of them are
Minor characters created for the sake of 興劉扶漢[Restoring the Han
Empire and Helping Liu Bei ]. Most of them are women . This may be related
to the habit of historians who tend to neglect the fair sex in their
work . The lack of historical records makes total fictionalization
possible . Two outstanding examples are Xu Shu ’s 徐庶mother and the wife
of Ma Miao 馬邋.
Xu Shu had been Liu Bei ’s counselor , but he was cheated by Cao to
Leave Bei . Upon seeing him come home , his mother scolded him with great
wrath :
His mother suddenly grew very angry . Striking the
table , she cried , ‘’You shameful and degenerate son !
For years you have been a vagabond in spite of all
my teaching . You are a student and know the books .
You must then know that loyalty and filial piety are
Often opposed . Did you not recognize in Cao a
traitor , a man who flouts his king and insults the
might ones ? Did you not see that Liu Bei was
virtuous and upright as all the world knows ?
Moreover , he is of the House of Han and when you
were with him , you were serving a fitting master .
Now on the strength of a scrap of forged writing ,
with not attempt at any enquiry , you have left the
light and plunged into darkness and earned a
disgraceful reputation . Truly you are stupid ! How
can I bear to look upon you ? You have besmirched
the fair fame of your forefathers and are of no use
in the world .’’
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汝沾辱祖宗，空生於天地問耳! 』 ( Luo , I , 321 )
The old lady 's patriotic sentiment is completely shared by Madam Li ,
wife of the Shu general Ma Miao who planned to defect to Wei . Hardly had
he said anything about defection , he was utterly denounced of treason :
His wife was filled with fury , spit on his face and
said , ''You call yourself a man ! Have you such a
dialogue and treacherous heart ? Is it nothing to
have held office and taken pay for years ? How can I
bear to look upon your face ! ''Ma Miao was too
ashamed to attempt to reply .
其妻大怒，唾邈而：『汝為男子，先懷不忠不義之心，枉
受國家爵祿，吾有何面目與汝相見耶! 』 馬邈著慚無語。
(Luo , II , 1008 )
Both women hanged themselves to prove their ''loyalty ''. Through their
acts , not only has the author expressed his standpoint , but he has also
succeeded in sneering at those whom , he thinks , are devoid of loyalty
and propriety 不忠不義 .
B . A Tale of Two Cities
The last section has dwelled on the different combinations of
historicity [zheng ] and fictionalization [ qi ] in Sanguo yanyi . As
we see , the general framework of the novel is based on the official
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history . All the main figures are historical personages with occasional
minor incidents and obscure characters which are fictitious . On the
contrary , as a historical novel during the Victorian period , A Tale of
Two Cities exhibits a different texture and combination of zheng /qi ,
the discrepancy between the two being largely caused by literary
conventions . A look at the definition of the historical novel is
certainly helpful :
The Historical novel is a novel which reconstructs a
personage , a series of events , a movement , or the
spirit of a past age and pays the debt of serious
scholarship to the facts of the age being re -created
Fictional personages are introduced who
participate in actual historical events and move
among actual personages from history . These
fictional characters undergo and give expression to
the impact which the historical events had upon
people living through them with the result that a
picture of a bygone age is given in personal and
immediate terms . ( Holman , 214 - 15 )
In Georg Lukacs 's discussion of the historical novel , what is of
greatest interest to him is the hero who must be a minor character
caught willy nailly in the overall historical movement and culminates in
him all the forces for future social changes (Luckacs , 133 ). In brief ,
it can be concluded that historicity in English historical novel does
not depend on following certain official historiography or in portraying
real historical figures , but in ''re -creating '' the spirit and impact of
the past . And since the heroes must be ''minor characters '', they have to
be fictionalized to a large extent because ''a nobody '' supposedly
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occcupies no place in history . The relation between historicity and
fictionalizations , therefore , is far closer : historicity finds its
artistic expression in fictionalization . So instead of pointing out
which episode is based on which historical account , the purpose of this
section is to probe into the issue of how historicity [ zheng ] is
depicted through fictionalization [ qi ].
The event being delineated in A Tale of Two Cities is the French
Revolution . But from the chronology of the main events in novel , we see
that only a certain period during the Revolution is being adumbrated .
1757 December 22 : Dr Manette is summoned by the
Evremonde brothers to attend a patient .
1757 December 31 : Dr Manette is imprisoned in the
Bastille .
1775 November : Dr Manettr is released .
1781 Autumn : The Marquis d ' Evermonde is murdred .
1789 July 14 : Capture of the Bastille .
1789 Autumn : The Evremonde Chateau is burnt .
1792 : Darnay returns to Paris and is imprisoned .
1793 December :Darnay 's first trial .
1793 December : Carton is executed in place of
Darnay .
The period from 1757 to 1793 covers more or less the Eva of the
French Revolution [Book the First and Book the Second Chapter 1 -20 ], the
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Outbreak of the Revolution [Book the Second Chapter 21 -24 ] and the Reign
Of Terror [ Book the Third ].
A The Eva of Revolution
This period sees an exploitation of peasants by the landowning
nobles :
Throughout the latter part of the century [18 th
century ], many seigneurs had been busily rewriting
old charters and contracts in order to squeeze more
money and produce from their tenants . (Lewis , 21 )
To recapitulate this trait , Dickens has created the fictional character
of Marquis St . Evremonde . The Marquis is an emblem of his class , the
personification of oppression and cruelty which Dickens sees as giving
rise to the Revolution . His inhumanity is seen in his ‘’mask -like ’’face ,
with its ‘’thin straight lines of the setting of the eyes , and the thin
straight lips ’’. (Dickens , 99 ) This and the frequent references to the
two dints above his nostrils make him a horrifying mixture of the human
and the inhuman . With this , Dickens makes it highly probable that the
can , therefore , act with ‘’unbelievable ’’cruelty , a fictional episode of
which being his knowing down a child . When his carriage runs over and
kills a little child , he shows his utter heartlessness and




‘’ You dogs ! ‘’said Marquis . But smoothly . and with
an unchanged front , except as to the sports on his
nose . ‘’I would ride over any of you very willingly ,
and exterminate you from the earth ‘’
Monsieur the Marquis ran his eyes over them all , as
If they had been mere rats come out of their noles .
(Dickens , 100 -01 )
It is indeed due to such exploitations that the poor people lead a
highly miserable life before the Revolution . As recorded in history , on
the eve of the Revolution :
If we turn our attention to the houses of the poor ,
we find signs of misery everywhere The French
peasant is badly dressed and the rags that cover his
nakedness afford him little protection against the
rigour of the seasons led astray by suffering
and deprived of everything , they even eat grass and
share the food of wild beasts From one end
of the kingdom to the other , a national cry rose up
against the lack of food and there is almost no town
whose food supply has not been threatened . (Kaplow ,
4 - 5 )
This phenomenon is faithfully reflected in A Tale of Two Cities .
Symbolically , the novel begins with an uphill journey in mud and fog .
The mist is like ‘’an evil spirit , seeking rest and finding nose ’. The
horses are ‘’mutinous ’’ and steam into the mist ‘’as if they had made it
all ’’ (Dickens , 33 -4 ) The mud clogs impede the horses . Here , the
restless mist can be regarded as the coming revolution which only dies
down when its pent -up energy finds release in bloodshed and violence .
The mutinous horses are the French people and the mud their oppressors .
The half -mutinous , clogged horses vividly suggest the social phenomenon
Of intolerable misery they want to revolt . (Thurley , 256 )
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Dickens also ''realistically '' mirrors the starving life of the poor
through the fictitious episode of ''wine -drinking ''. A large cask of red
wine happens to fall and break on the street , magnetizing lots of poor
people to the spot . The hunger they manifest in their wild movement is
conveyed by a whole battery of world like ''licking and even champing
the moister wine - rotted fragments with eager relish '', ''handkerchiefs
from woman 's heads dipped in the puddles were squeezed dry into
infants ' mouth '' , '' darted here to cut of little streams of wine that
started away in new directions ''. As if to further enhance his effect ,
Dickens then describes the environment of this scene , beginning each
sentence with the word ''Hunger '' again and again so that the miserable
situation of that age is hammered unforgettably into our mind :
Hunger was pushed out if the tall houses , in the
wretched clothing that hung upon poles and lines ;
Hunger stared down from the smokeless
chimneys , and started up from the filthy streets
that had no offal Hunger was the inscrip -
tion on the baker 's shelves , written in every small
loaf of his scanty stock of bad bread ; Hunger was
shred into atomies in every farthing porringer of
husky chips of potato , fried with some reluctant
drops of oil . (Dickens , 30 -31 )
By the force of anaphora , hunger becomes a visible , tangible
presence instead of just a statistic in a book . Of course , this
''realistic '' episode is in anticipation of the Revolution . The spilling
of wine foreshadows the spilling of blood . [Both have the same color . ]
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In order to strike home his point , Dickens adds the fictitious stroke of
the ''blood '' inscription on the wall .
Those who had been greedy with the staves of the
cask , had acquired a tigerish smear about the mouth ;
and one tall joker so bemirched , his head more out
of a long squalid bag of a night -cap than in it ,
scrawled upon a wall with his finger dipped in muddy
wine - less ---- BLOOD . (Dickens , 30 )
Oppression naturally breeds violence . According to historical
record , ''the latent violence of the countryside erupted in the form of
pillage , assassination and briandage . Many chateaux have been burnt ,
other plundered , the seigneurs hunted down like wide beasts , their
wives and daughters ravished , their papers and titles burnt and all
their property destroyed ''. (Lewis , 22 ) In A Take of Two Cities , the is
outbreak of violence before the Revolution takes place in the murder of
Marquis St . Evremonde . By making the trampling of the little child
almost immediately precede the Marquis 's death , Dickens does not fail to
link his assassination with his own cruel acts . To suggest it is an
inevitable destiny for the '' aristocratic '' class , Dickens establishes an
analogy between the dead Marquis and the stone gargoyles decorating his
chateau . The corpse is described as :
Driven home into the heart of the stone figure
attached to it , was a knife . (Dickens , 117 )
Through the exercise of long - term inhumanity and oppression , the
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aristocracy has been finally turned into stones inviting nemesis .
Seeing the widespread chaos , some noblemen have , even before the
Revolution , ''dropped their titles and reconciled themselves to living in
semi -obscurity ''. (Lewis , 26 ) This class of aristocracy finds its
expression in the fictional character Charles Darnay . Darnay is nobel by
character and noble by birth . Appalled by the wrong doings of his own
aristocratic family , he relinquishes his title for a life of exile in
England . The sense of guilt he feels reflects the turbulent mind of the
French expatriates . Think , for instance , of the meek way he accepts
Carton 's insolence after the English trial and the modest way he pressed
his claim to Lucy when he asks her father not to oppose coutship :
I have felt , and do feel even nov , that to bring my
love --even mind -- between you , is to touch your
history with something not quite so good as iteslf .
(Dickens , 121 )
It is also this sense of guilt and shame that impels him to return
to France for the sake of saving his servant and using his influence to
moderate the Revolution . Dickens writes , ''His latent uneasiness had
been , that bad aims were being worked out in his unhappy land by bad
instruments , and that he , who could not fail to know that he was better
than they , was not there trying to do something to stay the bloodshed ,
and assert the claims of mercy and humanity .''(Dickens , 216 -17 )
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Hence , through the fictional characters Marquis Evremonde and
Charles Darnay , the inhumanity and self -exile of the French aristocracy
are shown . As for the general poverty , suffering and disorder before the
Revolution , they are also vividly brought out in fictitious episoees ,
resulting in a close blend of historicity [ zheng ] and fictionalization
[ qi ].
B. Outbreak of Revolution
The outbreak of the Revolution is marked by the seizure of
Bastille which Dickens particularly devotes a whole chapter to .
(Dickens , 187 -97 ) The revolutionaries who participated in this event
were ' ' work - shop master , the shop - keeper , apprentice , the inn - keeper , the
butcher , the building -worker assisted spasmodically by the colourful ,
often violent and occasionally criminal floating population of the
capital - - which impelled the Revolution forward and towards more
radical objectives ''. (Lewis , 98 ) So in reality , the Revolution is not
led by the very poor though they have suffered most . These relatively
better off revolutionaries are best represented by the Defarges . Indeed
the Defarges are one of the most successful fictional chatacters ever
created by Dickens because in them we see not only the image of the
revolutinary class , but also memorable personal traits .
The initial description of Ernest Defarge evokes the picture of a
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resentful proletarita , ready for revolution . He seems , says Dickens , ''a
man not desirable to be met , rushing down a narrow pass with a gulf in
either side , for nothing would turn the man ''. (Dickens , 32 ) His wife is
an equally ruthless emblem of class determinism , her steady knitting the
symbol for the grim vengeance -storing memory of the repressed class . But
there is a difference between them . The husband does show sign of
humanity when he is unwilling to send the innocent Luck and her child to
death . He is also memorable for being the loyal servant who helps
''restore '' Dr . Manette to life . Analogously , his wife is not just a
representative of her class , her uniqueness exhibits in terms of her own
personal mannerism such as the ''stern kind of coquetry '' with which she
flirts with Barsad and that her eyebrow is often lifted ''by the breadth
of a line ''.
Of course , the outbreak of Revolution is most characterized by an
incontrollable plague of violence . As history book figures , during the
Revolution :
Paris witnessed scenes of violence unparalleled in
what was a fairly violent century . During the
storming of the Thileries on 10 August , having lost
over 300 of their own men , the insurgents
slaughtered over 600 royal troops . In the worst
paroxysm of collective , although not altogether
spontaneous violence well over 1000 prisoners , the
majority guilty of no poitical crimes , were
butchered during the September Massacres in
peculiarly distressing circumstances . Other acts of
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extreme cruelty were also committed (Lewis ,
124 )
Such violence is portrayed in the book in two fictitious episodes .
One is the beheading of the governor on the day of Bastille . Another is
the persecution of an aristocrat Old Foulon . Both of them are depicted
in great details :
When he [ the governor ] dropped dead under it , that
suddenly animated , she [ Madame Defarges ] put her
foot upon his neck , and with her cruel knife -- long
ready -- hawed off his head ! (Dickens , 196 )
now , on his [ Foulon 's ] knees ; now on his feet ; now
on his back ; dragged and struck at and stifled by
the bunches of grass and staw that were thrust into
his face by hundreds of hands ; torn , bruised ,
panting , bleeding , yet always entreating and
beseeching for mercy ; his head was soon upon
a pick , with grass enough in the mouth for all Saint
Antoine to dance at the sight of . (Dickens , 200 -01 )
But Dickens seems more inclined to portray the extreme violence by
comparing it to some unleashed forces in nature like the rising of the
sea , the fire and the mysterious appearance of some ''ghostly '' figure .
While the Defarges assume the role of revolutionary leader , people like
the road mender stands for the ordinary mass , sheepishly following the
dictates of what is supposed to be his own will . The great apparition
who appears on the road to terrify him is nothing but the Revolution
personified .
a shaggy - haired man , of almost barbarian aspect ,
tall , in wooden shoes that were clumsy even to the
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eyes of a mender of roads , grim , rough , swart ,
steeped in the mud and dust of many highways , dark
with the marshy moisture of many low grounds ,
sprinkled with the thorns and leaves and moss of
many byways through woods . (Dickens , 203 )
The sea imager is also significant in symbolically revealing the
omnipotence of revolutionary vigor . In fact , it appears in the books as
early as the uphill journey in which the mist is depicted in terms of
the sea :
A clammy and intensely cold mist , it made its slow
way through the air in ripples that visibly followed
and overspread one another , as the waves of an
unwholesome sea might do . (Dickens , 10 )
The storming of the Bastille is again described in the same set of
imagery :
The sea of black and threatening waters , and of
destructive upheaving of wave against wave , whose
depths were yet unfathomed and whose forces were yet
unknown . The remorseless sea of turbulently swaying
shapes , voices of vengeance and faces hardened in
the furnaces of suffering until the touch of pity
could make no mark on them . (Dickens , 196 )
The eruption of violence during the Revolution is a also compared to
the infernal fire . The chateau , for instance , is burnt by ''a red -hot
wind , driving straight from the infernal regions ''. (Dickens , 207 ) It is
but the revolutionary fire that inflames the whole of France .




appearance . Dickens has emblematically recapture the irrational and
Contagious spirit of the Revolution while the use of realistic details ,
on the other hand , helps deepen the overall impression . In this way ,
historical facts [ zheng ] really find expression in fictionalization [
qi ].
C .Reign of Terror
The Reign of Terror commenced as spontaneous outburst of violece
was converted to systematic persecution and the ''revolutionary class ''
replaced the old aristocracy as a new tool of repression , controlling
the government and the institution of judiciary .
During the summer of 1793 , the [Revolutionary ]
government began to re -establish control over a
country torn by internal dissension and war
By the lay of Frimaire (4 December 1793 ) the
Jacobins reimposed a form of centralization , al
those who were not for the Revolution were branded
as potential traitors The infamous Law of
Suspects of 17 September 1793 which laid down the
broadest possible definition of treachery , was
passed . The Revolutionary Tribunal had first been
created in March 1793 Less than thirty
prisoners were condemned to death in August and
September 1793 ; six times this number went to the
guillotine in the following there months if
there were not enough Queens or Dukes to go around ,
one could , always find a foreign agent , a banker or
a refactory priest . (Lewis , 126 -28 )
The experience of Charles Darnay in ''Book the Third '' aptly
illuminates the situation under the Reign of Terroe . By the time Darnay
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returns to revolutionary France in answer to Gabelle 's appeal , the
enraged revolutionaries have hardened into the uniformed bureaucrats of
the proletarian dictatorship . It is the aristocrats , on the other hand ,
that retain the traditional elegance and fineness :
So strangely clouded were these refinements by the
prison manners and gloom , so spectral did they
[aristocrats ] become in the inappropriate squalor
and misery through which they were seen , that
Charles Darnay seemed to stand in a company of the
dead . Ghost all ! The ghost of beauty , the ghost of
stateliness , the ghost of elegance ,， all
waiting their dismissal from the desolate shore ,
(Dickens , 229 )
In France , Darnay is arrested not once , but twice . For the first time ,
he is released amid a raucous popular rejoicing somehow more frightening
than anger . But he is immediately rearrested again . This sudden shift of
opinion on the part of ''revolutionaries '' demonstrates the completely
irrationality and dictatorial rule of the new government .
Dickens also makes use of biblical allusions to show how
oppressive the new republic is . By demanding its citizen ''sacrifice ''
everything for it , the republic , as a kind of false god , parodies god
who could demand of Abraham the sacrifice of Isaac :
If the Republic should demand of you the sacrifice
of your child herself , you would have no duty but to
sacrifice her . (Dickens , 284 )
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The reference to an omniscient stare also elucidates the intrusion
of the republic on its citizens . One such personification is Madame
Defarge , who always ''looks steadily '' at the people she enters in her
knitted record . Once the Revolution establishes itself , the stare
becomes a national characteristic . When Darnay returns to France , he
encounters the ''universal watchfulness '' that ''one only stopped him on
the high -way twenty times in a stage '', but ''riding after him and taking
backs , riding before him and stopping him by anticipation ''. (Dickens ,
221 )
Soon after the radicals were split into two camps , ''the popular
demagogue Herbert and his sympathisers called for more bloodshed , a
tightening -up of the terror : Danton , Desmonlins and their followers
sought an end to the purges and the blood -letting .''(Lewis , 133 )
This situation is again mirrored by the Defarge in A Tale of Two
cities . Madame Defarge favours utter extermination while her husband
senses the need to stop violence and restore order . The following
conversation is revealing of this fact :
"It is true what madame says ,'' observed Jacques
Three .''why stop ? There is great force in that . Why stop ?''
''Well , well ,'' reasoned Defarge , ''but one must stop
somewhere . Afterall , the question is still where ?''
''At extermination ,'' said Madame . (Dickens , 303 )
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Manette lands on a similar situation . He wishes to preserve Darnay as
his daughter 's husband . But in the public , he is finally compelled to
testify against him .
Conclusion
From the above discussion , we can see that the bipolar pair [
zheng /qi ] in terms of historicity and fictionalization are applicable
to both Chinese and English narratives . As the basic make -up of
historical novel , their nature and combination , nevertheless , vary in
accordance with the literary convention of these two nations . The
English historical novel , which provides sufficient room for
fictionalization , is made up of a close blend of historicity [ zheng ]
and fictionalization [ qi ] with the former [namely the spirit and
impact of a certain past age ] artistically expressed in the latter
[fictitious character and episodes , imagery so on ]. On the other hand ,
the compound of historicity [ zheng ] and fictionalization [ qi ] in
Chinese Jiangshi Xiaoshuo hinges on the extent to which the author takes
his material form historiography and how he deviates therefrom to rely
on legends or his imagination .
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In this chapter , I shall deal with the last possible meaning of
zheng /qi , namely the ordinary and the unexpected . The
''unexpectedness '' of Chinese narrative literature presumably issues
from different realms . Consequently , we have different types of qi ,
one of them being shenhuadeqi 神話的奇[qi the mythical ] as suggested
by some critics :
Qi the mythical , ubiquitous in classical novels , not
only stimulates the readers ' interest , but also
guides their imagination .
神話的奇，在古典小說中很多，也最能引起讀者的興趣，啟
發讀者的想象。( Jia , 105 )
''Myth , in its most inclusive definition , can also refer to legends or
even ghost stories :
Qi the superstitious is not lacking in classical
novels , such as the presence of ghosts , of man being
haunted by revengeful spirits and the idea of karma .
Except for a few good ones , they are merely the
stuff of feudal superstition . So no matter how
strange they are , they should not be included for





(Jia , 108 )
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Besides the obvious Marxist dialectic it exhibits , the quotation
does show us the expanding realm of qi the mythical . In a nutshell ,
''unexpectedness '' in Chinese fiction can be said to include all the
references to supernaturalism . It is , however , not right to equate the
two because early in the Ming Dynasty , several novelists and critics
have already put forth the paradoxical concept of ''ordinary
unexpectedness '' 正常的奇 [ ''unexpectedctedness '' comes from ordinary
life ] , a case in point being found in preface to Paian jingqi 拍案驚奇:
Nowadays , people regard supernaturalism outside the
human realm as strange and unexpected . Little do
they know that unexpectedness also consists in
ordinary life within our vision and hearing .
今之人但知耳目之外，牛鬼蛇神之為奇，而不知耳目之內，
日用起居，其為譎詭幻怪，非可以常理側者固多也。
(Ling , 111 )
His point is championed by the editor of Jingu qiguan 今古奇觀，
who boldly claims that :
The true ''unexpectedness '' in the world comes from
the most ordinary .
故夫天下真奇，未有不出于庸常者也。 ( The Master of
Flower 花花主人，128 )
But these early critics have not yet clarified how
'unexpectedness '' can come from the ''ordinary ''. One way of doing it , as
modern critics suggest , is the use of coincidence :
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[The author ] creates the effect of ''unexpectedness ''
through coincidences in ordinary life For
example , in ''Fifteen Strings of Cash '', it is the
coincidence of a joke and fifteen strings of cash
that leads to the death [ of the protagonists ]. Is it
strange enough ?
利用日常生活中的偶然性，由偶然性中產生的奇。
象 《 十 五 貫 戲 言 成 巧 禍 》 ， 不 還 是 由 一 句 戲 言 ， 由 十 五 貫 錢
的偶然巧合，就釀成一場殺身大禍。這事奇不奇? ( Jia ,
108 )
Another way to achieve ''unexpectedness '' is through one of the Chiinese
critical concept - - qubi 曲筆[Indirectness ]:
''Unexpectedness '' is in fact another form of
''indirectness ''.
這奇與巧，正是圓與曲的另一種表現形式。(Hwang , 115 )
Talks about the supremacy of ''indirectness '' are scattered in many of the
classical critical essays .
Write indirectly whenever one want to compose
anything Because indirectness is better than
directness , obviousness is not so good as
concealment .
風人著當，不可直言而曲折見之 蓋頭著之路，不
若隱約之微妙也；直言之淺，不若曲折之探婉也。 ( Jin ,
III , 12 )
Indirectness reigns as the cream of art . 文章之妙，
無遇曲折。( Jin , III , 13 )
Hence , qi in terms of ''unexpectedness '' can be interpreted as
coming from supernaturalism , coincidence and indirectness , all of which
are found in the two texts I have selected -- Hongloumeng and Tess of
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the D 'Urebervilles . But perhaps owing to the different literary
convention of East West , they exhibit slight differentiations in the
use of these three techniques which we shall see in the ensuing
discussion . A since zheng and qi are two bipolar concepts , it can be
deduced that which qi issues from indirectness . coincidence and
supernatualism , zheng involves direct description (vs . indirectness ) of
things within the haman realm (vs . supernaturalism ), which will also




Despite its claim to realism , Honloumeng does contain a lot of
mythical element . Lucien Miller , in his discussion of the book ,divides
it into three modes : myth , mimesis [the realistic mode ] and persona [the
narrative mode ] . (Miler , 3 ) The difference between Hongloumeng and Tess
of the D 'Urbervilles rests not only in the promience and degree of
mythical figures the former exhbits ,but also in the degree of
integration the mythical part [qi ] has with the ''realistic '' mode [
zheng ] of the novel .
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In Hongloumeng , mythical figures like Stone -in waiting 神瑛使者
,[1 ] Crimson Pearl Herb 綠珠仙草 , Fairy Disenchantment 警幻仙子,
Taoist Vanitas 空空道人are treated as real presence existing in both
the supernatural and human real . They appear at critical moments and
help voice the themes of the novel . There are practically three ways by
which the mythical word exerts its influence on the mimetic world of
Hongloumeng :
A . Taoist Vanitas , Taoist Illuminate Mysterioso 茫茫道士，Buddhist
Mahasattva Impervioso 渺渺憎人
They encroach upon the Mundane world of Red Dust 紅塵by their
frequent tour to the earth . The mangy monk , Buddhist Mahasattva
Impervioso and the lame priest , Taoist Illuminate Mysterioso , for
instance , are responsible for going down to the earth to warn Shiyin 士
隱 of his daughter 's coming misfortune . Individually , the mangy monk
transforms the stone into Baoyu 's 寶玉jade pendant , attempts to convert
Daiyu 黛玉 to the Buddhist order , prescribes a cure for Baochai 's 寶釵
chronic illness , and revives Baoyu and Xifeng 熙鳳from their comas .The
lame priest , on the other hand , converts Zhen Shiyin and Liu Xianglian
柳湘蓮to his order , and brings Jia Rui 賈瑞 the Mirror for the Romantic
風月寶鑑 when he is dying of lust for Xifeng .
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Given their omnipotence , their earthly sojourns not just affects
the fate of one or two characters , but also makes it possible for them
to play the role of spokesman for the author 's views and attitudes . As
their names ''Miaomiao ''渺渺(Mahasattva Impervioso ) and ''Mengmeng ''茫茫
(Illuminate Mysterioso ) suggest , they represent a world which transcends
the disillusionment of human entanglements . So they are especially
suited to voice the futility of humsn existence , a truth the author
contrives to bring out in his novel . One good illustration of it is the
Won -done song 好了歌sung by the lame priest :
Men all know that salvation should be won ,
But with ambition won 't have done , have done .
Where are the famous ones of days gone by ?
In grassy graves they lie now , every one .
世人都曉神仙好，惟有功名忘不了!
古今將相在何方，荒冢一推草沒了。
Men all know that salvation should be won ,
But with their riches won 't have done , have done .
Each day they grumble they 've not made enough .
When they 've enough , it 's goodnight everyone !
世人都曉神仙好，只有金銀忘不了!
終朝只恨聚無多，集到多時間閉了。
Men all know that salvation should be won ,
But with their loving wives they won 't have done .
The darlings everyday protest their love ,
But once you 're dead , they 're off with another one .
世人都曉神仙好，只有絞妻忘不了!
君生日日說恩情，君死又隨人去了。
Men all know that salvation should be won ,
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Yet though of parents fond there is no lack ,
Of grateful children saw I ne 'er a one .
世人都曉神仙好，只有兒孫忘不了!
痴心父母古來多，孝順子孫誰見了?
(Cao , I , 11 )
Like Taoist Illuminate Mysterioso and Buddhist Mahasattva
Impervioso , Taoist Vanitas also voices the theme of renunciation by his
own change of name and renaming of the novel . It is written that :
As a consequence of all this , Vanitas , starting off
in the Void (which is Truth ) came to the
contemplation of Form (which is illusion ); and from
Form enoughed Passion , entered again into Form ;
and Form awoke to the Void (which is Truth ). He
therefore changed his name from Vanitas to Brother
Amor , or the Passionate monk , ( because he had
approached Truth by way of passion ), and changed the
title of the book from The Story of the Stone to The
Tale of Brother Amor .
從此空空道人因空見色，由色生情，傳情入色，自色悟空，
遂改名情增，改石頭記為情增錄。 (Cao , I , 3 -4 )
After experiencing ''Passion '', he arrives at the ultimate truth
that human existence is all disillusionment and emptiness . This final
truth touches the chord of the novel as effectively as what the Won -done
Song has done . So by changing the destiny of several characters and
bringing out the theme of disillusionment which every character is going
to taste in the course of the novel , these mythical figures [ qi ]are
linked with the realistic realm [ zheng ] of Hongloumeng .
B . Stone -in -waiting and Crimson Pearl flower
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These two figures integrate with the realistic mode not only by
mixing occasionally with the mortals on earth , but by actually being
reborn as mortals to play an important role in the Red Dust . They are ,
in fact , the two protagonists : Jia Baoyu and Lin Daiyu . References to
their mythical origin are ubiquitous , such as the chapter - hard couplet
after Daiyu ' s death :
Crimson Pearl 's suffering spirit returns to he Realm
of Separation ;
And the convalescent Stone -in -waiting weeps at the
scene of past affection .
苦絳珠魂歸離恨天，病神瑛渡洒相思她。 ( Cao , I , 7 )
In Daiyu 's case , her primordial existence as plant is also
suggested by the surname Lin [forest ]. Other indications of her
''vegetable '' nature , as Andrew Plaks elucidates , include :
her birthday in the second lunar month , the height
of spring , and by the name of her apartments in the
garden : Hsiao -hsiang Kuan 瀟湘館, evoking
associations of luxuriant bamboos , which is in fact
grow in her yard . Tai -yu herself clearly
acknowledges her elemental identity in a bitter
comment in Chapter 28 ( I , 339 ) : 比不得寶姑娘什麼金哪
玉的，我們部過是個草木人兒罷了 ('' How can I compare
with Pao -chai 's gold and jade ? I am nothing but a
maid of grsaa and wood '') (Plaks ,62 )
To complete the list , we should also take into consideration her
poetic woks which intimate a close identification with plants . For the
sake of reference , the famous Zanghuaci 葬花詞[Flower Burial Song ] is
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worthwhile to look at
As petals dtop and spring begins to fail ,
The bloom of younth ,too ,sickens and turns pale .
One day , when spring has gone and youth has fled ,
The maiden and the flowers will both be dead .
試看春殘花漸落，便是紅顏老死時，
一昭春盡紅顏死，花落人亡兩不知。
（Cao , I , 323 )
These last lines push the parallel betveen the flover and the maiden to
the extreme ,clearly evearly evoking the mythical origin of their compser .
Like Daiyu ,Baoyu is the Stone - in -vaiting reborn in the Red Dust .
His story is revealed in the conversation between the mangy monk and the
lame prlest ,vhich Zhem shiyin overhears in a dream ,prom time to time ,
his mythical backgtound comes to the foreground ,During Bakochai 's visit
to The House of Green Delights 怡红院, for instance , Baoyu
uncosciously shrieks in his dream :
Baochai had ,during this while ,managed to embroider
two or there petals , when she heard Baoyu begin to
shout abusingly in his dreams ." How can ," he cried ,
" one ever believe what bonzes and Taoist priests
say ? what about a match between gold and jade ? My
impression is that it ' s to be a union between wood
and stone ? "
這里寶釵只做了兩三個花瓣，忽見寶玉在夢中喊罵，說：
和尚道士的話如何信得？什麽金玉姻緣？我偏說木石姻緣
( Cao , II , 434 )
By directly incaring into the human vorld [zheng ],these tvo
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mythical figures [ qi ] are even more closely blended vith the
"realistic " mode than the mangy monk and the Taoist priests .
0 . Fairy of Disillusionment
Comparatively speaking , this mythical figure [ gi ] seems less
integrated with the realistic part [ zheng ] of the novel . Neither does
she go down to the mundane world like the monk and the priests , nor is
she incarnated as cousins of the two protagonists . She only appears to
Baoyu in his dream . In the dream , she takes him on a guided tour of the
Taixuhuanjing 太虛幻境[Thy Land of Illusion ], shows him the -Register
Books , and arranges a performance of the " Songs of the Red Chamber
Dream " so that Baoyu [and the reader also ] is shown what is to come of
all the major characters and the Jig family as a vhale . In this way ,
this mythical personage [ gi ] integrates herself with the realistic
realm [ zheng ] of the novel .
Of course , there are also some passing references to mythical
figures which are not so closely associated with the human realm [ zhen
]. Examples of this type are abound in poems and conversations :
Like the Goddess of frost who loves the cold ,
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(Cao , II , 452 )
Weep they because the shadows stole away
Their Moon Goddess , who now makes dark night day ?
豳情欲向嫦娥訴，無那虛廊月色昏。
(Cao , II , 452 )
"When the Emperor Shun died , his two queens are
supposed to have gone along the banks of the River
Xiang looking for him . According to the myth , the
two queens turned into River Goddess and their tears
became the spots you find on the bamboos that grow
along the banks of the river . That 's why there 's a
kind of bamboo called " Naiad ' s Tears ". Well now ,
cousin Dal lives in the Naiad 's House and she cries
so much that I shouldn ' t be surprised if one of
these days , the bamboos in her courtyard all turned
out to have spots on them , so I think the best





(Cao , II , 442 -43 )
Tess of the D ' Urbervilles
Unlike the major mythical figures in Hongloumeng which have so
well affiliated themselves with the mimetic mode of the novel , those in
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles exist in allusions only and do not appear as
characters of the novel . In Chapter 1 , the account of the annual May Day
club -walking in Marlott alludes to the myth of Ceres and her daughter
Prosperine :
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It was an interesting event to the younger
inhabitants of Marlott , though its real interest was
not observed by the participators in the ceremony .
Its singularity lay less in the retention of a
custom of walking in procession and dancing on each
anniversary than the members being solely women . In
men 's clubs such celebrations were , though expiring ,
less uncommon ; but either the natural shyness of the
softer sex , or a sarcastic attitude on the part of
male relatives , had denuded such women 's clubs as
remained (if any other did ) of this their glory and
consummation . The clubs of Marlott alone lived to
uphold the local Cerealia . It had walked for
hundreds of years , if not as benefit -club , as votive
sisterhood of somesort ; and it walked still . (Hardy ,
49 )
Hardy calls the club -walking a Cerealia , indicating that he
intends it to be the rite celebrating the coming of spring and the
return of Ceres ' daughter Prosperine . But he neither makes this mythical
figure appear in people 's dreams or in the pastoral world of Vessex .
Like the Goddess of Spring , the Sun God is another figure alluded
to . In describing the sun over the fields where Tess works after the
birth of her child , hardy suggests the traditional associations of the
harvest and evokes the past when the sun was worshipped as a god :
The sun , on account of the mist , had a curious
sentient , personal look , demanding the masculine
pronoun for its adequate expression . His present
aspect . . . . explained the old - time heliolatries in
a moment . One could feel that a saner religion had
never prevailed under the sky . The luminary was a
golden -haired , beaming , mild -eyed , God -like
creature , gazing down in the vigour and intentness
of youth upon an earth that was brimming with
interest for him . (Hardy , 136 )
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This reference to the Sun -god worship is reiterated in the last
scene when Tess comes to Stonehenge . Tess does not want to leave the
place , although Clare fears they are being pursued . She tells him that
she feels at home among the great monoliths and then she lies down on
the Stone of Sacrifice . Tess asks Angel whether sacrifices to god were
made at Stonehenge , and he replies :
I believe to the Sun . That lofty stone set avay by
itself is in the direction of the sun , which viii
presently rise behind it . (Hardy , 485 )
The mention of sun -worship recalls the passage describing the
harvest at Marlott , where the autumn sun shines on Tess and her child .
But like Ceres and Prosperine , the Sun God only passes as a reference
without actually appearing in the novel as what the Stone -in -waiting ,
the Fairy Disillusionment do in Hongloumeng .
The allusion to mythical figures , of course , cannot be said to be
ornamental only . As Rosemary L . Eakins suggests in her critical paper ,
the local Cerealia of the club -walking , the Sun -god myth and other
legendary material helps to :
Strengthen and dignify the figure of the woman
[Tess ], it transforms her from simply a dairymaid
and farm labourer to a woman of universal
significance . (Eakins , 121 )
But in comparison with Hongloumeng , gi the mythical as manifested
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in Tess of the D'Urbervilles seems less related with the non -mythical [
zheng ] part of the novel .
II . Legendary , Superstitious Belief and Ghost Spirits
Hongloumeng
In Hongloumeng , ghosts and witchcraft are real presences seen by
characters of the mimetic world . In chapter 25 , both Baoyu and Xifeng
are unde the spell of Mother Ma 馬道婆．Representing the
quintessential power and graceful living which are the twin attributes
of the Jia family in its height of glory , the two are obvious targets
for vengeance by underdogs such as Aunt Zhao 趙姨娘. Their exordinary
plight [ gi ] does cause an upheaval among the characters belonging to
the realistic world [ zheng ]:
Jia She and Jia Zheng , afraid that their mother 's
health would suffer , displayed their concern by
keeping themselves and everyone else up throughout
most of the night . There were lights burning
everywhere for monks and exorcists reputed able to
cure diseases of the mind . . . . By the third day
the patients were so weakened that they lay on their
beds motionless and their breathing was scarcely
perceptible . The whole family had by now abandoned
hope and were already making preparations for their
laying -out . Grandmother Jia , Lady Wang , Jia Lian ,
Patience and Aroma had cried themselves into a state
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兒、襲人等更哭得死去活來。 ( Cao , I , 296 )
It is not until the intervention of the mythical monk that the
spell over them is broken . Connected to this witchcraft is Aunt Zhao 's
death which involves the superstitious belief of karma 因果and haunting
spirit . However incredible it may be seen by modern readers , this
strange event [ gi ] achieves full integration with the realistic mode [
zheng ] by happening after Grandma Jia 's funeral in the presence of the
entire Jia family :
Aunt Zhao remained prostrate . . . .her eyes staring
blankly , her tongue lolling out . "I 've served the
old lady all my life ," she said said . " The Elder
Master wouldn 't take no for an answer , and tried all
sorts of tricks to get hold of me . So I asked Mother
Ma to help me . get my own back , spending all that
silver for nothing -- neither of them was killed .
Nov I 'm going back , I don 't know who 'll plot against
me again ! ". . . . Serving women reported to





我！婆子們回說：『趙姨娘中了邪！』 ( Cao , IV ,
1421 )
The ghosts in Hongloumeng do not just haunt the house , but
actually appear to their relatives or friends to voice their opinions .
Xifeng , for instance , is varned by the apparition of Ke - qing 可卿
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check the excessive luxury of the Jia family . Again the mimetic world of
zheng is encroached upon by the world of "spirits ":
Our house has nov enjoyed nearly a century of
dazzling success . Suppose one day 'joy at its height
engenders sorrow '. And suppose that , in the words of
another proverb , 'when the tree falls , the monkeys
scatter '. Will not our reputation as one of the
great , cultured households of the age then turn into
a hollow mockery ? . . . . Honour and disgrace follow
each other in an unending cycle . No human power can





能常保的； (Cao , I , 143 )
Of course ，there are also some references to ghosts ［qi 〕which
contribute less to the main dramatic action taking place in the human
realm [ zheng ], a case in point being Qinzhong ’s 秦鍾encounter with
the ghosts from hell . They refuse to let him return to life until he
reals to them the identity of the friend who has come . Then aved by
the pover of Baoyu , the Magistrate of the Nether World lets go of
Qinzhong ’s spirit . This episode is clearly disgressive . As Qinzhong begs
for respite before Baoyu arrives , we read :
But none of these ghost spirits would grant him any
favour . On the contrary , they scolded him soundly :
"Here you are , someone who has studied and read
books . Don 't you know the common saying : 'If the
king of Hades order you to die at the third watch ,
who dares to retain you till the fifth ? ' All of us
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in the dark abode , high as well as low , have faces
made of iron and are absolutely impartial . Unlike
your mortal world where you have to take note of
friendships and relations and end up with numerous




多的關礙處。』( Cao , I , 184 )
After Baoyu arrives , the ghost spirits learn of his identity and become
shaken thoroughly :
"What ? " screamed the officer in charge of the party
in great alarm . He turned angrily on his demon
minions : " I told you we ought to let him go back for
a bit , but you wouldn 't listen . Now look what 's
happened ! He ' s gone and called up a person full of
life and health to come here right in our midst ?
This is terrible !
那判官聽了，先就唬的謊張起來，忙喝罵那些小鬼道： 『我
說你們放了你回去走吧，你們不依我的話。如今閙的請出個
運旺時盛的人來了。什麼好？』 ( Cao , I , 184 )
The episode is obviously meant to be a sharp satire on official
toadying to the powerful , which also happens in Hongloumeng though
technically it does not have much connection with the main plot since
Qinzhong is rather a minor character .
Tess of the D'Urbervilles
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , there are references to the local
belief of conjurors and witches . Tess ' s mother , for instance , lives in
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such dread of her witch 's book -- The Compleat Fortune Teller -- that
she will not let it remain in the house overnight . When she persuades
Tess to visit the D 'Urbervilles at Trantridge , she tells Tess 's fortune
with this book and convinces herself that her daughter will marry a
gentleman .
Dairyman Cricks also thinks of consulting a conjuror when the
butter will not come in the churn at Talbothays . A discussion of several
local conjurors ensues :
'Tis years since I went to Conjuror Trendle 's son in .
Bgdon -- Years ! ' said the dairyman bitterly . 'And
he was nothing to what his father had been . . . .'
'Conjuror Fall , t 'other side of Casterbridge , that
they used to call "Wide -O ", was a very good man when
I was a boy ,' said Jonathan Kail . 'But he 's rotten
as touchwood by now .' 'My grandfather used to go to
Conjuror Mynterne , out at Owlscombe , and a clever
man a 'were , so I 've heard grandf 'er say ,' continued
Mr Crick .
The conversation takes a more cheerful turn , however , when Mrs
Crick suggests that the butter will not come because somebody in the
house is in love .
The most significant local belief is , however , the legendary
D'Urberville coach . Unlike the spirit of Ke -qing , this ghostly coach
never appears . In fact , Hardy does not reveal the legend until rather
late in the novel through the mouth of Alec , the sham D'Urberville :
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It is that this sound of a non - existent coach can
only be heard by one of the D 'Urberville blood , and
it is held to be of ill - omen to the one who hears
it . It has to do with a murder , committed by one of
the family , centuries ago . . . . One of the family
is said to have abducted some beautiful woman , who
tried to escape from the coach in which he was
carrying her off , and in the struggle he killed her
-- or she killed him -- I forget which . Such is one
version of the tale . (Hardy , 437 )
When the story is fully stated , it recalls and illuminates earlier
passages in which the "coach " -- be it the horse cart , Tess 's wedding
carriage or Alec ' s gig -- appears to cause or presage disasters . Early
in the club -walking , Hardy has already begun to introduce the legend of
the D 'Urberville coach . As Tess walks with her compansions , her father
rides by in a carriage , drunkenly muttering to himself :
I 've -got -a -gr 't -family -vault -at -kingsbere -- and
knighted -forefathers -in -lead -coffins there ! (Hardy ,
51 )
Hardy has hinted at , by John Durbeyfield ' s tipsiness , the disaster
that association with the D 'Urbervilles will bring to his family .
The Durbeyfields ' troubles begin shortly after this episode when
Tess 's momentary inattention causes the death of Prince on which their
livelihood hinges . This incident suggests , again , the legend of the
D'Urberville coach since something unlucky also occurs when riding a
coach . As a result of the horse 's death , Tess is persuaded by her mother
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to claim " kins " at Trantridge . As she is aboard Alec ' s gig , she
resembles the kidnapped woman in the legend and Alec re -enacts the role
of the doomed abductor .
On her wedding day , Tess is again disturbed by the ancient coach
which Angel arranges as transport :
I seem to have seen this carriage before , to be very
well acquainted with it . It is very odd -- I must
have seen it in a dream . ( Hardy , 280 )
All these episodes can be taken as prophetic of what happens to Tess at
the end though they can still be distinguished from their Chinese
counterpart by the lack of real presence of the legendary figures .
In a nutshell , no matter it is myth , legend , superstitious belief
or ghostly presence , gi [unexpectedness ] in terms of supernaturalism
reigns in both novels . But perhaps due to the different literary
conventions , while mythical figures and legends are only alluded to and
talked about in Hardy 's novel ; in Hongloumeng , they can also appear as
characters and thus seem to be more fully integrated with the realistic
mode of the novel [ zheng ].
B. Coincidence
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Hongloumeng
Though most of the events in Hongloumeng are linked in a causal
way , coincidence , which generates ordinary "unexpectedness ", are not
lacking . Some of them do play an important part in accelerating the
final catastrophe , a case in point being the "jade and gold marriage ".
The coincidence that Baochai has a golden locket which matches Baoyu 's
jade pendant forever casts an ominous shadow over the relationship
between Baoyu and Daiyu . It occupies Daiyu 's mind so frequently that she
often bickers with Baoyu because of this :
I ' m not in the gold and jade class like you and
cousin Bao . I 'm only a common little grass -wood
person .
我 沒 有 這 麼 大 福 氣 禁 受 ， 比 不 得 寶 姑 娘 ， 什 麼 金 哪 玉 的 ， 我
們不過是個草木人兒吧了！( Cao , I , 339 )
Hearing this , Baoyu makes a solemn oath that he will never pay attention
to such talk . On another day when Daiyu again brings up this subject of
gold and jade , Baoyu becomes so seized with rage that he frenziedly
dashes the jade against the floor with all his strength .
I ' ll smash you to pieces and put an end to this once
and for all .
什麼勞什子！我砸了你，就完了事了！(Cao , I , 353 )
But the jade proves too hard for him to destroy and soon the quarrel is
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mediated by his maid Aroma 襲人.
A possible union between Baoyu and Baochai does loom large in the
circle of the Jia family because of this coincidence of gold and jade .
So when Grandma Jia and Lady Wang are discussing Baoyu ' s marriage ,
Xifeng suggests to them the ready -made heavenly match between the
"precious jade " [Baoyu ] and the "golden locket " [Baochai ] 金玉良緣.
Though this marriage is also settled in consideration of Baochai 's
family background , health and character , coincidence does play an vital
role in its sanction . Again , unexpectedness [ qi ] has its voice in the
realistic realm of the ordinary [ zheng ].
Sometimes , zheng and qi are not so closely bound together . The
latter dust functions to presage what happens in the main action , for
example , the coincidence that the Jia family has an exact resemblance in
the Zhen family 殷家. The Zhen family is located in the South , Jinling
金陵and the Jia family in the North , Beijing 北京. Both families are
hereditary gentry , have many branches , and possess luxurious and
magnificant mansions . Though unlike the "gold and jade match ", this
coincidence does not affect the main action of the story , the ups and
downs of the Zhen family forshadows the destiny of the Jia family . In
chapter 75 , we are told in brief that the Zhen family has got into
trouble , the property has been confiscated and they have been taken to
the capital for punishment . This presages the same fate of confiscation
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and punishment the Jia family suffers 30 chapters later . In chapter 114 ,
we learn that the Zhen family has recently had its hereditary title
restored by the Emperor , and this leads to the final revival of the Jia
family -- the Elder Master is pardoned , the other members reinherit the
noble titles , and the confiscated property is returned by the favour of
the Emperor . So by being the voice of prophesy , unexpectedness [ qi ] in
terms of coincidence connects itself with the main plot of the novel .
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , coincidences and accidents occupy
the narrative system of the book . To name but a few , it is an accident
that Angel does not meet Tess at the club -walking when she was "pure "
and when he might have begun to court her ; coincidence that the mail
cart rams Tess 's wagon and kills Prince ; coincidence that Tess and Angel
meet at Talbothays after her "trouble " rather than before ; accident that
the letter slips under the rug ; coincidence that Angel 's parents are not
at home when she comes to the vicarage ; and so on .
Such an accumulation of coincidences [ qi ] functions to enhance
themes which the author tries to convey through the realistic details [
zheng ] of the novel . The main theme is that chance , mishap , accident
and coincidence affect our lives while they remain far beyond our
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control .
Significantly , the occurrence of these coincidences often ensues
by references to the helplessness of the human state and nature ' s
indifference to man . The comment of Tess 's little brother , after the
death of Prince , articulates this point :
When Abraham realized all , the furrows of fifty
years were extemporized on his young face .
'Why I danced and laughed only yesterday ! ' she went
on to herself . 'To think that I was such a fool ! '
Tis because we be on a blighted star , and not a
sound one , isn ' t it , Tess ? ' murmured Abraham
through his tears . ( Hardy , 72 )
The coincidence that Angel does not choose Tess as his dancing
partner , thus leaving Alec the chance to seduce her later on also
receives a detailed explanation attributed to nature ' s cruelty and
unconcern :
In the ill -Judged execution of the well -judged plan
of things , the call seldom produces the comer , the
man to love rarely coincides with the hour for
loving . Nature does not often say ' See ! ' to her
poor creature at a time when seeing can lead to
happy doing ; or reply 'Here ! " to a body 's cry of
'Where ? ' till the hide -and -seek has become an
irksome , outworn game . . . . it was not the two
halves of a perfect whole that confronted each other
at the perfect moment ; a missing counterpart
wandered independently about the earth waiting in
crass obtuseness till the late time came . Out of
which maladroit delay sprang anxieties ,
disappointments , shocks , catastrophes , and
passing -strange destinies . (Hardy , 82 -83 )
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By creating a universe of mischances and cross -purposes , the author is
able to keep coincidence [ qi ] in line with the general philosophy
epitomized at the end :
'Justice ' was done , and the President of the
Immortals , in Aeschylean phrase , had ended his sport
with Tess . ( Hardy , 489 )
To borrow a line from Shakespeare , the philosophy conveyed by the novel
is :
As flies to wanton boy are we to God
They kill us for their sport .
Hence , coincidence which enhances a fatalistic atmosphere is congruous
with the theme of the novel .
C . Indirectness
"Indirectness " or its Chinese term qubi . abound in Hongloumeng and
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles . Qubi involves a great deal of techniques
like beimianfufen 背面傅粉, tonghuayiguo 同花異果, langhouboven 浪後波
紋etc . (Hwang , 116 ) Since the purpose of this paper is not to study the
full range of "qubi " but just to demonstrate the relation of zheng /qi in
fiction , only a few areas will be examined , namely the use of omen and
prophetic poems , characterization , symbolism , and repetition of minor
details .
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I . Characterization
Hongloumeng
In Hongloumeng , characters are seldom flat and stereotyped . The
more complex the character is , the more indirect [qi ] its portrayal
becomes . One way of indirectness is to create discrepancies between the
reported information and dramatized facts of a certain character , an
excellent example being the case of Xue Baochai .
Before any of her action is dramatized , Baochai is described in
two reports :
[Aunt Xue ] has a daughter who is younger than Xue
Fan by two years . She was beautiful in appearance ,
and elegant and refined in deportment .
還有一女比薛蟠小兩歲，生得肌骨瑩潤，舉止嫻雅。( Cao
I , 47 )
Though not much older in years , she was nevertheless
in manner so correct and in appearance so beautiful
that everybody said Daiyu could not come to her
standard . What is more , in her ways Baochai was so
full of good tact , so accomodating , so unlike Daiyu ,
who was supercilious , self - confident , and without
any regard for other people , that the natural
consequence was that she soon completely won the
hearts of the servants . Even the little
waiting -maids would like to befriend Miss Baochai .
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o (Cao , I , 51 )
On the basis of these two reports , Baochai appears to be beautiful ,
pleasant , easy -going and considerate . Her general reticence is
pinpointed by Xifeng 's observation :
She had made up her mind not to open her mouth in
anything that doesn ' t concern her . When she ' s
questioned about anything , she simply shakes her
head , and repeats thrice : ' I don ' t know . . . '
一個是拿定了主意，『不干己事不張口，一問搖頭三不知』
(Cao ,II , 701 )
In action , she really seems to adopt a policy of non -involvement .
No incident illustrates this better than her apparent unconcern over the
loss of Ying -chun 's 迎春pearl -and -gold phoenix . While Chess 司棋,
Patience and Tanchun 探春engage in a heated exchange with Wang Zhu -er 's
wife 王住兒家的, Baochai just sits by and reads the Tai - shang ' s
Heavenly Rewards and Punishment 太上感應篇with Yingchun .
This policy of non - involvement is not total but selective ,
however . In spite of her general reticence , she does not hesitate to
speak out when an opportunity to cultivate the good will of people ,
especially important personages like Grandma Jia , presents itself . For
example , at her own birthday party , Baochai is asked by Grandma Jia to
suggest items for the theatrical program . Baochai anticipates all the
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old lady 's wishes . By so doing , she has turned the celebration of her
own birthday into an occasion of winning the Matriarch 's heart .
Though as reported information shows , she enjoys the good will of
almost everyone , yet in her action she demonstrates to be deficient in
true compassion . When she learns the death of Golden , for example , her
only response is to say "this is indeed a remarkable thing "這也奇了
(Cao , II , 392 ) and then hurries off to comfort Lady Wang . Analously ,
when her mother tells her that Sanjie 尤三姐has killed herself and Liu
Xiangliang has disappeared , she responds by saying :
Human fortune is just as incalculable as the
weather , it can change greatly from morn to eve .
This is the destiny they deserve for what they did
in their past lives . Now , whoever is dead is dead
and whoever is gone is gone . It seems to me that the
best we can do is to let the whole thing rest .
天有不測風雲，人有旦夕禍福。這也是他們前生命定。如今
己經死的死了，走的走了，依我說，也只好由他吧了。
(Cao , III , 859 )
Her advice to Aunt Xue is indeed sensible , but the complete lack of
feeling is chilling .
Nor is she always so upright in her behaviour . In her chase of
butterflies , she comes upon two maids : Crimson 小紅and Trinket 墜兒and
overhears their conversation . In order to steer her way clear of the
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Daiyu is the culprit . So through such an accumulation of dramatized
facts ; a very complex image of Baochai emerges , Against the general
report of being reticent , considerate and correct in behaviour , she is
at once unfeeling , unscrupulous and ingratiating to the point of
sycophantic . This conclusion can only be arrived at through the indirect
presentation [ qi ] of reported information vs . dramatic action .
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles
The same indirectness in terms of characterization is also
applicable in Tess of the D 'Urbervilles . A case in point is Angel
Clare . The general report of Angel is very much to his favour . He is the
"admirable and poetic man ever have descended into the Valley of
Humiliation ." (Hardy , 181 ) By working at the dairyfarm and rejecting a
life at Cambridge , Angel shows himself to be liberal , unconventional and
revolutionary in thought . A point the dairyman expounds emphatically :
Mr Clare , is one of the most rebellet rozums you
ever knowed -- not a bit like the rest of his
family ; and if there 's one thing that he do hate
more than another 'tis the notion of what 's called
a ' old family . ( Hardy , 183 )
Not only is he adored and loved by the maids who secretly kiss his
shadow against the wall , he seems able to break though all the social
conventions and class barriers in choosing Tess , a countrygirl to be his
wife .
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But is he really such a brave "revolutionary "? As his action
shows , he cannot flee from the double sex mores conventionally endorsed .
It is true that Angel and Tess do not fall in love at first sight , but
Angel 's memory of the first sight of Tess is later used as a basis for
choosing her when they meet again at Talbothays :
He concluded that he had beheld her before ; when he
could not tell . A casual encounter during some
country ramble it certainly had been , and he was not
greatly curious about it . But the circumstance was
sufficient to lead him to select Tess in preference
to the other pretty milkmaids when he wished to
contemplate " contiguous womankind ." ( Hardy , 176 )
This " love at first sight " indicates that the lover has in mind a
prior , idealized image that the suddenly encountered object appears to
match . And this image is one of rustic innocence and virgin purity , the
two virtues that convention imposes upon woman . It is significant that
Angel ' s first comment about Tess is , " What a fresh and virginal daughter
of nature that milkmaid is ! " (Hardy , 176 ) When walking together in the
midsummer dawn to do the milking , she " was no longer the milkmaid , but a
visionary essence of woman -- a whole sex condensed into one typical
form . He called her Artemis , Demeter , and other fanciful names ," (Hardy ,
187 ) When she says , "Call me Tess ," he does , but he persists in
idealizing her . At the heart of his image of her is an expectation of
virginity so strong as to be virtually a demand . That 's why after Tess
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has revealed her "un -intact state ", she becomes so altered in his eyes
that she seems to be a different person :
I repeat , the woman I have been loving is not you .
(Hardy , 299 )
Although at the end Angel appears to overcome the convention
against the "impure " woman , it is doubtful how long his "forgiveness "
lasts . Hardy has analysed his hero in this way :
A sensitive man like Angel Clare could never have
been happy with her . After the first few months he
could inevitably have thrown her failings in her
face . He did not recoil from her after the murder it
is true . He was in love with her failings then I
suppose ; he had not seen her for a long tome ; with
the consistency of human nature he forgave the
greater sin when he could not pardon the lesser .
(Hardy , ix )
So from the reports and the dramatic action , Angel demonstrates himself
to be both liberal and conventional , a friendly youngman and an
unforgiving . husband . A complex character thus emerges from this indirect
presentation [ qi ].
II . Repetition of Minor Details
Hongloumeng
The confiscation of the property of the Jia family occurs in
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chapter 114 . Its gradual decline , however , takes place as the story
slowly progresses . In order to highlight the deterioration of their
finanial situation , the author arranges the use of ginseng in different
circumstances to document this decline . Ginseng is first mentioned in
chapter 11 when it is called for in a prescription for Ke -qing . In an
attempt to comfort her , Xifeng boasts that :
Did you and I moreover belong to a family that had
not the means to afford any ginseng , it would be
difficult to say how we could manage ; but were your
father and mother -in -law to hear that it 's good for
your recovery , not to mention two mace of ginseng a
day , but even two catties will be within their
means !
我們若是不能吃人參的人家，也難說了；你公公婆婆聽見治
得好，別說一日二錢人參，就是二斤也吃得起。 ( Cao , I ,
130 )
Less than a year later , when Jia Rui needs ginseng to save his
life and Lady Wang asks Xifeng to give him some , the latter declines by
saying that all whole ginseng has been used up . Though here the cause is
Xifeng 's own vengeance rather than the Jia family 's inability to afford
it , a sharp irony is provided when Xifeng finds herself in Jia Rui 's
situation in chapter 77 .
By that time , Xifeng has long been plagued with illness and needs
two taels of good ginseng for a formula of pills . A thorough search
turns up only ginseng of a very inferior quality . Grandma Jia , however ,
has stored away a large quantity of good ginseng and therefore provides
Page 128
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the two taels needed . But an examination by the doctor shows that her
ginseng is too old to be used at all .
This package of ginseng is certainly the very best .
But it is just too old . This thing is unlike others .
No matter how good it is , after a hundred years , it
turns itself into ashes . Now though this has not
turned into ash , it has turned into rotted wood , and




The situation is telling . The whole medicine reserve of the Rong branch
can no longer fill a formula with two taels of ginseng . The fortune of
the Jia clan is indeed far from the boastful assurance Xifeng formerly
gave to Keqing . This change in fortune , instead of being portrayed
directly , is brought out indirectly by minor details which is a kind of
qubi [ qi ].
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , the use of minor details to
illuminate a general situation is ubiquitous , especially in the
portrayal of the love between Tess and Angel . There are two times Angel
holds Tess to cross the river . The first time happens on a certain
Sunday morning when the four dairymaids plan to attend the church but
cannot cross the river without wetting their best Sunday clothes . Like a
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saviour , Angel helps them one by one . The whole situation centres upon
how the other three girls are "dazed " by this chance of "intimacy " with
him and how Angel himself casts eyes on Tess only , the last of the four .
The climatic moment is reached when Tess is seated in his arms and he
whispers :
Three Leahs to get one Rachel . (Hardy , 202 )
The second occasion is on their marriage night when Angel
sleepwalks into her room , picks her up , kisses her and carries her over
a racing river . In despair , Tess almost wants to jog him so that they
can fall to their deaths . But Angel , just as he behaved the first time ,
conquers the danger of turbulent water . This time , his movement is no
longer directed towards a Sunday church -- a place of peace and rest ,
but to the stillness of stone . He takes Tess and lays her in an "empty
stone coffin " in the "ruined choir ". Such an action is telling . Instead
of a girl highly desired by him as "Rachel " in his previous allusion ,
Tess , being " impure ", becomes dead in his eyes . When he puts her down ,
he also encoffins his love for her which is so revealing in the first
occasion . The fact that his change of heart can be so vividly portrayed
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Hongloumeng
Symbolism is also a very indirect form of art [ qi ]. By loading
certain characters or scenes with recurrent symbols , the author can
achieve his desired effect without direct commentary . In Hongloumeng ,
the symbolic jade pendant and golden locket have all along received too
much critical attention , I shall discuss , instead , the symbol of snow
associated with Xue Baochai .
There is no doubt that the author intends a symbolic link between
her surname "Xue "薛and its homophone snow (雪xue ) as he lets the
former novice of the Gourd Temple 葫蘆廟explain to Jia Yuchun 賈雨村:
the phrase "In a plenteous year , snow is very plentiful "豐年好大雪
refers to the Xue family of which Baochai is a member . Baochai 's
association with snow is also brought out in ringer 's 興兒description
of her and Daiyu :
For fear , that if we breathe too hard , we would blow
down Miss Lin , and if we breathe too warmly , we
would melt away Miss Xue .
是怕這氣兒大了，吹倒了林姑娘：氣兒暖了，又吹化了薛姑
娘。(Cao , III , 848 )
Such a description is no doubt exaggerated , but it does focus
attention on Baochai 's coldness and her symbolic link with snow . If red
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symbolizes passion , snow and its association with coldness suggest an
apparent lack of feeling . As I have mentioned before , Baochai ' s
unfeelingness can be seen from her response to the death of Golden and
Sanjie . On the other hand , snow which is white in colour indicates
simplicity and an absence of luxury . This is really what impresses
Grandma Jia when she comes to Baochai 's apartment :
The house , as soon as they entered , presented the
aspect of a snow cave . There was a total lack of
any object of ornament .... Grandma sighed , "This
child is too simple ! "
及進了房屋，雪洞一般，一色的玩器全無。賈母嘆道：『這
孩子太老實了！( Cao , II , 490 )
Baochai 's simplicity as symbolized by her "snovcave " echoes the couplet
written on her behalf .
To some her studied taciturnity might seem to savour
of duplicity ;
but she herself sav in conformity the means of
guarding her simplicity .
罕言寡語，人謂裝愚；隨分從時，自云守拙。 ( cao , I ,
96 )
Hence , indirectness [qi ] in terms of symbolism helps to
highlight what the realistic mode of the novel tries to express .
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , the colour red is of the first
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importance and symbolic significance [qi ]. It symbolizes death . After
Prince had been run down , Tess sprang forward and put her hand upon the
wound , with the only result that she became "splashed from face to skirt
with the crimson drops ." (Hardy ,71 ) As she seeks shelter one night
under some bushes after Angel has left her , she sees some dead
pheasants , "their rich plumage dabbled with blood ," (Hardy ,352 ) But it
is not just physical death associated with the colour red ; moral
damnation also counts . The inscription "THOU , SHALT , NOT , COMMIT ..."
(Hardy ,129 ) is in fact written by a man carrying "a tin pot of red
paint in his hand ". (Hardy ,128 )
Red is also the colour of sex . Alec who sees Tess as a sex object
is often associated with it . His house , for instance , "was of recent
erection -- indeed almost new -- and of the same rich red colour that
formed such a contrast with the everygreens of the lodge ." (Hardy , 77 )
He who has full lips " red and smooth " forces red roses and strawberries
on Tess . On the evening of the rape , Tess is first aware of his presence
at the dance when she sees "the red coal of a cigar ". (Hardy , 106 )
The symbolic meanings of red merge together at the end . When Tess
comes to an empty house to be "Let Furnished ", she climbs into a vast
bed with " crimson damask hangings ." (Hardy , 481 ) It is in this great
crimson closed -in bed that she finds what she has wanted -- consummation
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of her marriage with Angel [sex ]. Also in the same bed that she is being
discovered by the caretaker who reports to the police , leading to her
final arrest and hanging [death ].
So through the use of the colour symbol , Hardy is able to provide
hints and clues for the fate of his characters . Hence , this manner of
writing fits into the Chinese concept of qubi which is a form of
unexpectedness [qi ].
IV . The Use of Omen and Prophetic Poems
Hongloumeng
In Hongloumeng , we find examples of almost every kind of literary
composition , ranging from "fu ”, to elegy , to "shi " and "ci " , to couplets
and to riddles . There are also in it numerous references to scenes from
a large repertoire of plays or operatic dramas . What is truly remarkable
about them is that they are largely prophetic , commenting on the fate of
the characters indirectly [qi ]. For example , from the verses written
by Daiyu and Baoyu , we can sense the futility of their love and the
tragic death of Daiyu without the author giving us a piece of his mind
in a straightforward manner .
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The poem that is most prophetic of Daiyu 's coming death is her
famous "Flower Burial Song ". It is essentially an elegy dedicated to the
falling flowers and Daiyu , their identification . The parallel between
the two is pushed to the extreme in the concluding lines :
Here I am fair flowers to inter ; but mankind will
laugh at me as a fool
Who knows , who will , in years to come , commit me to
my grave !
Mark , and you 'll find the close of spring , and the
gradual decay of flowers ,
Resemble faithfully the time of death of maidens
ripe in years !
In a twinkle , spring time draws to a close , and
maidens wax in age .
Flowers fade and maidens die ; and of either nought
any more is known .
儂今葬花人笑痴，他年葬儂知是誰？試看春殘花漸落，便是
紅顏老死時。一朝春盡紅顏老，花落人亡兩不知！
(Cao , I , 323 )
The riddle Daiyu makes during the Chinese New Year foreshadows all her
worries about the uncertain marriage with Baoyu as well as the final
futility of this hope :
At count levee my smoke is in your sleeve .
Music and beds to other sorts I leave
My head burns through the night and through the day ,
And year by year my heart consumes away .
朝罷誰攜兩袖煙？琴邊衾里兩無緣
焦首朝朝還暮暮，煎心日日復年年……………….
(Cao , I , 259 )
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Moreover , Daiyu ' s tragic destiny is foretold by Baoyu ' s most
ambiguous attempt at composition , in which he gives vent to his
indignation and sorrow over the premature death of Skybright 晴雯.
Being the most beautiful of all the maids , Skybright resembles Daiyu
temperamentally and physically . An elegy to Skybright anticipates the
approach of Daiyu 's death which is caused by being denied a happy match
with Baoyu . A revision of two of the lines powerfully strikes home this
point :
"I know what ," said Baoyu . "I 've got a still better
solution . Why don 't we just say :
I by my rosy -misted casement seem most cruelly
afflicted, -
And you beneath the yellow earth seem most cruelly
ill -fated .
Daiyu momentarily changed colour .
寶玉道: 『我又有了，這一改恰就妥當了。莫若說: 『茜紗
窗下，我本無緣：黃土隴中，卿何薄命！』黛玉聽了，陡然
變色。(Cao , III , 1027 )
Like Daiyu , we as readers also recognize what is being presaged in
Baoyu ' s elegy . Thus , the use of prophetic poems [ qi ] establishes a
close association with the realistic mode [ zheng ] by leaving here and
there clues of the fate of the characters .
Tess of the D ’Urbervilles
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , since the major characters are not
genteel ladies and dandies , their fate cannot be foretold in the poems
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they make , Instead , each of the misfortunes in their life is heralded by
an omen which they themselves recognize and comment upon . Through this
devious way , Hardy gives hints and clues to his reader .
The fate of Tess offers a good example . When she first visits
Trantridge , Alec showers roses and strawberries upon her . A thorn from
the roses stabs her chin . Like all the folks in Blackmoor Vale , Tess
"was steeped in fancies and prefigurative superstitions ; she thought
this an ill omen -- the first she had noticed that day ." (Hardy , 84 )
When a letter arrives from Trantridge offering her a job , Tess has a
premonition that she ought not to go . Her mother asks her why she wants
to stay at home , she just replies , "I 'd rather not tell you why , mother ;
indeed , I don 't quite know why ." (Hardy , 86 )
At Talbothays , when she has consented to marry Angel , she admits
that they have seen each other before :
" Ah ! then I have seen you before this summer . . . ."
"Yes ; at that dance on the green ; but you would not
dance with me . 0 , I . hope that is of no ill - omen for
us now ! " ( Hardy , 255 )
As Tess tries on her wedding gown , she remembers the lines of a
ballad her mother used to sing about Queen Guenever 's robe :
That never would become that wife
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That had once done amiss .
(Hardy , 272 )
This ditty ironically forshadovs her future relationship with Angel that
Angel will not treat her as his wife because the white robe of innocence
has already turned into the chameleon robe of the queen .
The worst omen of all occurs when she and Angel leave Talbothays
on their wedding trip . A white cock flies up on to a fence and crows
three times in the middle of the afternoon . Tess is upset and interprets
it as ominous of the marriage though Mrs Crik comforts her that "It only
means a change in the weather , not what you think . 'tis impossible ! "
(Hardy , 282 ).
Like indirect characterization and symbolism , this use of omen in
Tess of the D 'Urbervilles saves the author a lot of direct commentary .
Hence , this devious manner of writing perfectly fits into the Chinese
concept of "qubi " [ qi ].
Zheng in terms of the ordinary is supposed to be a counterpart to
qi the unexpected . As "unexpectedness " springs from three areas :
coincidence , supernaturalism and indirectness , zheng supposedly involves
inevitability (vs . coincidence ), non -supernaturalism (vs .
supernaturalism ) and directness ( vs . indirectness ). The following
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section elucidates these three dimensions of zhen $ and their combination
with qi the unexpected .
A. Inevitability
Hongloumeng
Very often , the coincidences in Hongloumeng are linked with
inevitability in the presentation of a certain episode . There are two
tragic events in Hongloumeng . One is the downfall of the Grandview
Garden as a result of Lady Wang 's expelling Skybright and other maids
and Baochai 's moving out . Apparently , this event is triggered off by one
coincidence : Fool 傻大姐the maid of Grandma , happens to pick up an
embroidered pouch 繡春囊and gives it to Lady She who shows the bag to
Lady Wang . But even without this incident , the break up of the Garden
society proves to be inevitable if we can gather hints dropped by the
author from time to time .
Though being a paradise for youth and innocence (Hsia , 279 ), the
garden itself has had its own share of inglorious moments . Jostling for
power and status among the supporting cast appears to be the order of
the day . Witness , for instance , Crimson 's attempt to catch Baoyu 's
attention which at once arouses the other maids ' displeasure ; the
actresses ' conflict with their godmothers , Cook Liu 's skirmish with
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Chess which draws out alliances and leads to the incrimination of her
daughter , Fivey 柳五兒. The petty jealousies and rivalries form an
undercurrent that threatens to besmear the facade of the master and
mistresses ' blithe contentment . All these , coupled with Aroma 's counsel
to Lady Wang -- that Baoyu should be moved out of the garden --
inevitably hardens the Lady 's heart and the occurrence of a "purge "
becomes inevitable sooner or later .
Daiyu 's death forms the second tragic event in Hongloumeng .
Again , it is caused by Fool , who by accident , tells Daiyu the coming
marriage between Baoyu and Baohai . But even without her , this news will
still reach Daiyu in the future , and given the intensity of love she
shows for Baoyu , nothing other than death is bound to happen . The
inevitability of Daiyu 's "crying to death "淚畫而逝, has already been
foreshadowed in the myth of Stone -in -waiting and Crimson Pearl Herb as
well as the song suit of the "Red Chamber Dream ":
One was a flower from paradise ,
One a pure jade without spot or strain .
If each for the other one was not intended ,
Then why in this life did they meet again ?
And yet if fate had meant them for each other ,
Why was their earthly meeting all in vain ?
In vain were all her sighs and tears ,
In vain were all his anxious fears :










(Cao , I , 61 )
This mix of coincidence and inevitability is also in line with the
Western tradition of tragedy . Take , for instance , Macbeth . The play is
not just an inevitable result of Macbeth 's ambition or his accidental
meeting with the three witches but is , in fact , a combination of the
two .
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , this combination of coincidence [
qi ] and inevitability [ zheng ] also shows in the tragic relation
between Angel and Tess . Their final catastrophe seems to be caused by
many coincidences and incidents , such as Tess 's misdirected letter , the
chance reappearance of Alec and Tess 's failure to find Angel 's parents
at home . But even if everything were to run smoothly , Tess 's unhappiness
is still unavoidable , given Angel ' s obsession with purity and virginity .
As I have mentioned before , all along Angel is "in love " with an
idealized image . Once he discovers the gap between reality and
idealization , he will inevitably reject the "real " object of his love .
So as we see , in bringing out the final catastrophe , both novels ,
Chinese and English alike , depend on a close blend of inevitability [
zheng ] and coinidence [qi ]
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B . Non -supernaturalism
Though I have stressed the importance of the mythic mode [ gi ] in
Hongloumeng and Tess of the D'Urbervilles and how it integrates with the
mimetic - mode [ zheng ] of the narratives , the two novels , in their
mainstream , concentrate on a realistic presentation of their respective
society .
Honloumeng is mainly about a 18th century aristocratic family .
Though the tvo protagonists -- Baoyu and Daiyu -- have their mythical
origin , their daily behaviour is by no means "supernatural ". Like other
characters , they engage in daily chats , riddle -making and poetry
composing etc . Almost every page of Hongloumeng can give us a very
detailed and realistic depiction of people living at that time . Everyone
-- chamber -maids , kitchen -maids , young ladies and married vomen alike --
speak and behave in a manner befitting their contemporary society , an
excellent example being the case of Daiyu (a lady ) and Skybright (a
chambermaid ). Skybright has often been termed the "double " of Daiyu :
The most impotant part about the "double " [in
Hongloumeng ] has already been discussed in full by
Yu Pingbo . He says : "Skybright is the double of
Daiyu and Aroma is the double of Baochai ".
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但是影子說的最重要的部份內容事已被俞平伯道畫，這就是
他 的晴為 黛影 ，襲為 釵副的 意見。 (Wu , 61 )
Their physical resemblance is indeed striking . It is written that
Skybright has " a snaky waist , sloping shoulder and something of your
cousin Lin about the eyes . " 水蛇腰，削肩膀，眉目又有些像你的林妹妹(Cao ,
II , 960 ) Temperamentally , they share the same disgust for hyprocrisy ,
officialdom and servility . Both of them are highly esteemed by Baoyu .
Put aside these similarities , we still find that they are essentially
" different ". No matter how alike they are in temperament , appearance and
the esteem of Baoyu , one speaks with the accent and manner of a lady and
the other that of a chambermaid . It is such discrepancies that
realistically re - create an 18th century Chinese family in Hon loumeng .
Take , for instance , the girls ' reaction to the affair between Baoyu and
Aroma :
"What do you mean ' we '? " she said . " You two make me
feel ashamed for you , you really do . You needn ' t
think you deceive me . I know what goes on between
you when you think no one is looking . But when all ' s
said and done , in actual fact , when you come down to
it , you ' re not even a " Miss " by rights . By rights
you ' re no better than any of the rest of us . I don ' t
know where you get this ' we ' from . " Aroma blushed
with shame , until her face had become a dusky red
colour .




那里就稱上『我們了？』 (Cao , II , 373 )
She said , slapping Aroma familiarly on the shoulder .
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" My good sister - in - law , tell me all about it . It ' s
obvious that the two of you have been having an
argument . . . . Only a maid ? I always think of you
as my sister -in -law ."
一面說，一面拍著襲人的肩，笑道： 『好嫂子你告訴我。必
定是你兩個拌了咀了。…你說你是丫頭，我只拿你
當嫂子待。( Cao ， II ，375 )
Skybright rails against the two without making any attempt to conceal
her jealousy ; while Daiyu satirizes with a smiling face . Given the
tenacity of Daiyu ' s love for Baoyu , nothing would make her feel less
over this issue . But being an educated lady , she can only vent her envy
in sally rather than the straightforward reprisal of ' a chambermaid ,
Equally representative of their "class " is the different reaction
to slights and insults . One day , Lady Wang sends as a gift two old
clothes to Ripple . Knowing that Aroma often gets beautiful clothes
from the lady , Skybright scolds Ripple for withstanding this insult :
'Pooh ! ' said Skybright .' silly girl ! You don ' t know
much ! Those would be two dresses that she thought
weren ' t good enough to give to other person . I can ' t
see much honour in that ! '. . . . All of us here are
only maids ; none of us is supposed to be any higher
than the rest , you know . Why should she give someone
else the best and give me the left - oilers ? No , I ' m
sorry . I should have had to refuse , even if it meant
offending her . I couldn 't take a thing like that




沖撞了太太，我也不受這口軟氣！ ( Cao , II , 452 )
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When Daiyu knows she 's the last one to whom Mrs Chou brings the Palace
floyer , she jut sneers sardonically ;
" I thought as much ," said Daiyu sneeringly . " I get
the leavings when everyone else has had their pick ."
Zhou Rui ' s wife received this sally in silence , not
daring to retort .
黛玉冷笑這： 『我就知道別人不揀剩的也不給我。』周瑞家
的聽了，一聲兒不言語。 (Cao , I , 78 )
In a "Romantic novel ", Skybright may speak as gently as Daiyu or vice
versa . It is only in a realistic narrative that characters so similar to
each other can be at once so clearly distinguished and this gives rise
to a curious blend of the supernatural and the non -supernatural
[realistic description ] in Hongloumeng .
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , since the title character Tess is a
country girl , apart from the occasional crop up of folklore , omens and
mythical allusions , the main part of the novel takes place against the
rural background of Victorian England . There are a lot of expository
passages about milking , farming and harvesting , untinctured by any hue
of supernaturalism . The general condition of milking cons , for instance ,
is set in these paragraphes :
In general the cows were milked as they presented
themselves , without fancy or choice . But certain
cows still show a fondness for a particular pair of
hands , sometimes carrying this predilection so far
as to refuse to stand at all except to their
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favourite , the pail of a stranger being
unceremoniously kicked over . It was Dairy Crick 's
rule to insist on breaking down these partialities
and aversions by constant interchange , since
otherwise , in the event of a milkman or maid going
away from the dairy , he was placed in a difficulty .
The maids ' private aims , however , were the reverse
of the dairyman 's rule , the daily selection by each
damsel of the eight or ten cows to which their
willing udders surprisingly easy and effortless .
(Hardy , 177 )
C . Directness
There is no doubt that "indirectness " can add to the artistic
values of the book , should it be used appropriately . But with the
demands of artistic economy , directness [ zheng ] is used side by side
with it . For example , it is far more economical to have directly
summarized the background of a certain character than to introduce it
through symbol , omens , prophetic signs or manipulation of significant
details .
In Chapter 3 when Daiyu arrives and meets Grandma Jia for the
first time , in the midst of an emotional outburst of weeping and crying ,
the importance of Grandma Jia is economically and precisely pointed out
to the reader . [2 ]
Baoyu 's maid Crimson also has her family information directly
summed up in plain , matter -of -fact language in Chapter 24 :
The surname of Crimson had in fact been Lin , while
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her given name had been Hongyu ; out as the word Yu
improperly corresponded with the names of Baoyu and
Daiyu , she was , in due course , simply called
Crimson . She was an hereditary servant of the
mansion ; her father had latterly taken over the
charge of all matters connected with the farms in
every locality . Crimson came , at the age of
fourteen , into the mansion and worked in House of






(Cao , 1 , 285 )
In Tess of the D 'Urbervilles , characters , even the major ones ,
have their background directly brought out in front of the readers . The
aspiration of Angel Clare , for instance , is summarized in the following
paragraph :
Early association with country solitudes had bred in
him an unconquerable , and almost unreasonable ,
aversion to modern town life , he had wasted many
valuable years ; and having an acquaintance who was
starting on a thriving life as a colonial farmer , it
occurred to Angel that this might be a lead in the
right direction . Farming , either in the colonies ,
America , or at home . . . that was -a vocation .
(Hardy , 172 )
"Directness " can also clear up misinterpretation and
"unintentional ambiguity ". So it is used alongside with indirectness [
For example , Daiyu and Baoyu , the "star -crossed " lovers , are often
trapped in misunderstanding and cross -purposes . By directly showing us
how they actually feel for each other , the author can prevent needless
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and unintended ambiguities on the part of the reader . A good
illustration is in Chapter 29 when he is portraying the most intense of
quarrels that have broken out between Daiyu and Baoyu :
Baoyu , the fact is , had ever since his youth
developed a peculiar kind of mean and silly
propensity . Having moreover from tender infancy
frown up side by side with Daiyu , their hearts and
their feelings were in perfect harmony . . . from an
early period of his life , he fosters sentiments fo
love for her ; but as he could not very well give
utterance to them , he felt time and again elated ,
vexed and wont to exhaust every means to secretly
subject her heat into a test . Daiyu happened , on the
other hand , to possess a somewhat silly disposition ;
and she too frequently had recourse to feigned
sentiments to feel her way . And as she began to
conceal her true feelings and inclinations and to
dissemble , and he to conceal his true sentiments and
to dissemble , the two unrealities thus blending
together constituted eventually one reality . But it
was hardly to be expected that trifles would not be






總有一真” ，其間瑣瑣碎碎，難保不有。角之事。 ( Cao ,
1 , 352 )
By providing the inside views of the two lovers , the author sums
up very clearly the problems which beset their relationship . They are
both deeply in love with each other . But living as they are in an
aristocratic family of 18th century China , the force of tradition and
decorums has prevented them from openly confiding their love . Instead ,
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they try to test each other by means of pretense and indirection . Such a
tactic leads only to one end ; as each of them expects the other to see
through and beyond the misrepresentation of intent as obvious to
themselves , each mistakes the misrepresentation as truth itself . And
without the author 's direct intervention , we as readers may be mistaken
as well . So like inevitability vs . coincidence , supernaturalism vs .
non -supernaturalism , directness and indirectness also go hand in hand
with each other in both novels .
In Tess of the D 'Urbevilles , such a direct presentation of the
inner minds of the characters also occurs . For example , despite the
apparent unyieldingness of his decision , Angel in fact would have been
moved to stay with Tess , had she pleaded her case with him :
That was all she said on the matter . If Tess had
been artful , had she made a scene , fainted , wept
hysterically , in that lonely lane , notwithstanding
the fury of fastidiousness with which he was
possessed , he would probably not have withstood her .
(Hardy , 324 )
Conclusion
Qi in terms of unexpectedness , as I have mentioned at the
beginning , generates from supernaturalism (myth and legend ), coincidence
and indirectness . Indirectness reigns high in both Chinese and English
novels though there is no lack of direct description or authors '
commentry to elucidate a character 's inner state of mind and his
Page 149
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historlcal hackground ,Bqually esteemed is the use of coincidences vhich
help to enhance the "fatalistic " atmosphere of Hardy 's vorld .In
Hongloumeng , the are comparatively limited in number but more
diversified in use .The coincidence of "gold and jade marriage "
determines the outcome of Bao -chai -dai relationship vhile the similar
fate of the Zheng family forshadovs that of the Jia .Being indebted to
che classical Ming novel ,Hongloumeng subsumes the entire story undey
the mythical structure of the incarnation of the Stone -in -vaiting and
the crimson pearl Herb ,vith the real presence of the mythical fignres
closely interacted vith "realistic " characters . But in Tess of the
D'Urbervilles , myths and legends are used largely for the sake of
allusion ,perhaps due to the absence of a literary convention vhich
constructs its narrative on the scaffold of mythology .
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Chinese -Western comparative literature has been a major field of
interest only vithin the last two decades .［1 ］Etiemole has proposed
that one of the ney directions for comparatists should be tovards
Oriental literatures .［2 ］Eikewise , Robert Clements has suggested that
the three dimensions of comparative literature should be Nesterr
heritage ,Mast -Naet literature and World literature .〈dlements ,21 -42 〉
The first stage of Chinese -West comparative literature ,hovever ,has
consisted largely in the application of Western literary criticiss and
aesthetio standards to Eastern works . most of the result of these
studiss has tuaued out to be either arbitrery and compurichip
anzlogies or acowsatlond that Easterm ,or more speoifically Chinese
literature , has failed to achiave certain casthetic expectation of
"the reader ".(3)
The "cosmological gulf 'between China and the West is a fact and
could by itself cause faulty evaluation of literature form different
cultures .［4 ］Because of our "unconscious cultural analogizing ".
Fredrick Mote Pointed out , ve often fail to recognize this
cosmological gulf and ,henceforth , tend to categorize according to our
ovn cultral background phenomena which are "norms of human experience
per se '.(Mote ,5 )It was not long ago that Jonh J .Bishop , taking "the
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fiction of the west as a standard against which to measure works "in
Chinese literature , listed quite a few " limitations " of Chinese
fiction .( Bishop , 237 ) Bishop clshop that he vas not making a value
judgement but attempting to "localize and appraise the different
development in comparable genres of two distinct literatures ".(Bishop ,
237 ) But his pejortive description of the lack of unity in the
episodie plot . the violation of plausibility in presnting reality
through thre "mingling ornaturalism and supernaturaliam ", the "curious
absence of personality in style ",and the lackof psycholgical dopth
make people wcnder wheher chinese fiction has any artistic value at
all .(Bishop ,233 -44 )It is more didappinting that Bishop , after
pointing out the similar realistic trends in the fictions of these tvo
cultures , commentwd :
Yet in spite of the sinilar criging , Westerk
fiction , freeing itself early from the cdium of
immorality and confining itself to the crealm of
mundane fact , vas able to progress further in the
chosen direction and explore possidle byrcads .
Chinese fiction , on the other habd .····
hampered by anachronistic materials and stylistic
conventions , and unable to face frankly the
direction in which it tended , traveled more slowly
and fitfully along the same road toward realism
until the influence of Western models began to be
felt at the end of the nineteenth century .
( Bishop , 245 )
Bishop expilcitly showed his hisrarchical judgement and
overlooked the true merits of Chinese fictionAndrew Plaks
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cwenty years later justly reappraised in his "Full -length Hsiao -shuo
and the Western Novwl ; A Generic Reappraisal "(Plaks ,163 -76 )
As a matter of fact .application of Western literary
theories to Chinese works not only gives rise to bias and prejudices ,
but also to the neglect of a whole treasure of chinese literary
criticism such as Liu Xie 's 刘□Wenxin diaolung 文心雖龍,Zhongrong 's
钟□Shipin 诗品or the prefaces Writtan by Ming novelists like Bing
Mengchu and Feng Menglung .To reverse the trend , I purposedly Choose
to exsmplify a bipolar pair pair of Chinese oritioal concept -sheng /qi -
in discussing the six chinese and English novels .
As demonstrated in my intriduition , Zheng /qi , Whioh io
ambiguous in meanung , can be defioed as Orthodoxy /Anti -orthodoxy .
Historicity /Fictonalisation and Orlinary /Unexpectednese . By exenining
these three possible dinensions in the novels , I have indioated that
this sat of opposite valuss exists in both Chinese and English
litaratures . Nevertheless , sinoe every noery novel embodies different values
and perspeotives aocording to the culture and age in Which it
appeared ,the nature and combination of zheng /qi differ in each Work .
In Shuihu zhuan , its orthodox /anti -orthodox conflict is
presented through the opposite poles of Confucianism and ideologies
held by the outlaws ;[5 ]in Wuthering Heights ,this dilemms takes its
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form in the class struggle ,of hov an industris bourgeoisia
[Besthcliff ] outmaneovers the established class od yecmanry and landed
squire [the Barnshavsiand the Lintons ].[6 ]
Whereas in Sanguo yanyi , the tension betveen historicity and
fictionalization consists in smaterials tsken fron officia
historiogrphy against those fron folklong or the author 's
imagination ; A Tale of Two Cities sees a closer marriage of the two
historicity finds its artstic expression in fictionslization .
Zheng /qi , in terms of ordinaty and unexpectedness ;racoizss a
similar traatment in honglumeng and Tess of the D 'Urbervilles . Both
novels demonstrate the two dimensions of qi , namely "qi the mythioal ."
and "qi the ordinar ",the latter of which emcodies coincidences and
an lidirect , subtle mode of artistis azpression --"qubi ".
Nevertheless , the author of Hongloumeng , having cultivated his
literaty talent from the Chinese classical novels ,take them as his
midel in constructing the artistic framework of his book . Thus , it
gives tise to a curious assimilation fo the supernatural elements into
the reslistic details of the novel as in case of Jinghua yuan 镜花
缘，[7 ] on the other hanfd ,"qi the mythical " in Tess of the
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D 'Urbervilles is rarely presented in such a vay . It occurs in
allusions only .[8 ]
The disorepancies between Chinese and English novels , in terms
of zheng /qi ,can be traced bach to the different literary conventions
and situations approptiate to the revelant oulture and society . But
here I have not sought to discern the causes fot thetheir
differentiations because as I have mentiones in my introduction , the
ultimata aim of this thasis is to stimulate further studies in the
direction of a comprthensive theory for dealing with Chines and
Western narrative corpuses . By pointing out their differentiations , I
trust this aim has bean at least partially achieved
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Notes to Chanter One
1 . Since it is self -defaating for any attampt to translats the
terms 正 and 奇, I shall either transliterate them as zhang / qi or ,
for the convaniance of Wastarn readers , rander tieam into
"Orthodoxy /Antiorthodoxy ", "Historioity /Fiotionalization ","ordinary /
Unexpectadness " depending on the context . The English "aqivalanoas "
can by no means substitute these Chinase oritical terms whose
inclusivanass is ,in fact ,their speciality .Besides ,as the thasis is
a tentativs attempt ,the author purposadly extends the meanings of 正
/奇to see how far they oan go .As a result ,in Chapter Four ,ve see
that 正，as the opposite of 奇，comes to meam "non -supernaturalism ".
"indiraotness " and "Inevitaility ". which are not its aormal
connotations .
2 .I have chosen Viscent Yu -chung Shih 's translation for Wenxin
diaolung . As for translation of other quctations ,they are mostly
done by me unless otherwise stated .
3 . For example , Zhang Wjiu 張無咎has equated the tyo in his
prefaoe to Sansui pingyaozhuan 三遂平妖傳序："Novelists reegard
reality as zheng and fictionalization as qi ."小說家以真為正，以盧為
序。See Zhongguo litai xiaoshuo xuoa xuanzhu 中國歷代小說序跋遂注
[Selacted Annotation of the Prefaces and Aftervords in Chinase
Classical Novals ](Hucei :Changjiang Litarary Press ,1982 )86 .
4.The impossibillity of comparing every works of Chinese riotion
with its Westaru counterpart makes it neoessary to maka a choice . Here
I have deliberntaly ohcsen threo genres :Gothic [Wuthorin "Heishts
and Shuihu zhuann ]:Historical Noval [A Tale of Two Cities and Sangue
yanyi ];Domestio Tragedy [Tass of the D'Urbervillss and Honglcuneng
].The works of fiction salectad for each genre are relativeiy
rspresentative of the fiotion tradition of the two cultures .The three
Chinese novels were vrittan during the Ming and Ching Dynasties fameus
for the flourishing of fiotion whereas their English countarparts
helonged to the Viotorian period which marked the maturity of the
English novel form .
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Notes to Chapter Two
1 ."Binary opposition is the indispenable instrumert in setting
up the mode of Structuralisn ".in D .V . Fokkema 's Theorias of
Literature in the Tventieth Century . trans .Ying -hsiung Cheu ,at al .
<Hong Kong :The Chiness Univarsity Press ,1985 )77 .
2 .In Xie Xunzun 's 謝避駿shenhua yu Minzhu jingshen ,神話與民族
精神he makes the folloving commant on the morality -oriantad nature of
Chinese people :"What is vorth respecting ,according to the ideology
of ancient Chinese sociaty ,is not physieal pover but morality
Morality and not gods ganerates pover .As the manifastntion of
"Chinaseness ,myth in China is tinctured with hues of morality and
pragmatism .It is over -concerned with ethical behaviour and morality
is much esteemed . "在古代中國的社會意識裡,值得推崇的不是力，而是力所
體現出來的道德性質. . . . 力不是精神之力，而是倫理之力。. . . . 中國
神話作為中國精神的原始表像，也浸染著這一注重倫理和實用的色彩。對“德”
尊崇，為倫理行為過度關注。（Jinan :Shangdong Wanyi Pulioations , 1986 )
216 -17 .
3 .In The Doctrine of the Means ,it is written that "The Way of
the Superior man begins with the relations between husband and wifa ;
but at its utmost ,it reaches as far as heaven and earth "造端乎夫婦，
及其至也，察乎天地。( Hong Kong : New Asia Rasearch Unit , 1963 ) 55 , In
Mencius , it is aslo said that ," A man and woman living together in
the most incrotant of human relationship "男女居室，人之大偏也。
( Taipei : Taiwan Commreolal Prass , 1973 ) 247 .
4 . In Menoius , it is mentionad that "There are three ways of
being a bad son .The most serious is to have no heir "不孝有玉，無微為
大(Taipei :Taiwan Commereial Press ,1973 )293 .
5 .Hsia puts it claarly that in Shuihuzhuan ,woman "are punishad
nct merely for their malice and traachery ,in the last analysic ,they
are punishad for being women ....Precisely because of their sexual
puritanism ,these herese haber a subconscious hatred of women as their
vorst enemy ,as a teasing reminder of the unnaturalness of their
hereie self -sufficiency ."The Classical Chinese Nevel --A Critical
Intrcduction (New York :Coliumbia U.P .,1968 )105 -06 .See aslo Xun 's
A Good Woman Should Not Be Beautiful ",女子無容便是德and "
Shuihuzhuan : A Tale Told Among Robbers "水滸傳：強人說給強人聽的故事
in Shuihu zhuan de laili yu yishu 水滸傳的來歷與藝術[The Origin and
Art of Shuihu zhuan ](Hong Kong "Ming Pao ,1984 )29 -50 .
6 . See the end of Chapter 38 in Shuihuzhuan :" She curtsied and
hailed each respectfully .and started to sing .She interrupted Li Xui ,
who had begun boasting of his bold exeploits .The other three men
turned to listen to the girl .Li Kui jumped up and thrust two fingers
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Shi Naiyan , Shuihu changzhuan , vol , l ,(Hong Kong : Zhonghua
Bookstore , 1976 ) 610
7 . I have consulted J .H .Jackson 's Water Margin , Pearl Buoi 's
All Men are Brothers and Shapiro 's Outlays of the Marsh .The first
two are both based on Jin Shentan 's truncated text and accordingly
close abruptly at the climax of the story which renders them
unsuitable for my purpose .My own preference is for the untruncated
taxt , The Comelete Work of Shuihu zhuan [ 120 Chapters ]. Shapiro ' s
translation consists of 100 chapters .It is both the latest and the
most "complete "version of the three .But since still twenty chapters
are not included and some of the couplets and verses are left
untranslated , I have to use this version with additions and
mcdifications of my own .Quotations other than those from Shuihu shuan
are largely translated by me except for D .C .Lau ' s translation or
Mencius .
8 . Word on "The Way of deaven " are ubiquitous in The Dootrine of
the Mean .For example ,"Sincerity is the way of Heaven "□者，天之道
也。" The Way of Meaven and Earth is large and Substantial , high and
brilliant ,far -reaching and long -enduring .Large and suestantial ;this
is how it contains all things . High and orilliant ; this is how it
overspreads all things .Reaching far and continuing long ;this is how
it oerfects all things . " 天地之道、博也、厚也、高也、悠也……博學，
所以載物也；高明，所以覆物也；悠久，所以成物也。 < n . p . ; Wuchan
College ,1944 ) 141 -42 .
9 . He is first given this title in the audience of the "Goddess
of Ninth Heaven ."See Shi Naiyan ,Shuihu changzhuan ,vol .2 ,<Hong
Kong :Zhonghua Bookstore ,1976 )677 -80 .
10 .The origin of Li Kui is first mentioned by Lo the Immortal :
"I 've known for sometime that he is one of the stars of Heavenly
spirits . Because many people on earth behave too vickedly , as a
punishment to them , he was sent down to kill them .Would I dare go
against the will of Heaven and harm a man like that ?"貧道已知這人是
上界天殺星之數。為是下土□生作□太重，故罰他下來殺刀。吾亦安肯逆天，壞
了此人。 See Shi Naiyan ' s Shuihu changzhuan , vol . 2 ,< Hong Komg :
Zhonghua Bookstore , 1976 ) 887 .
11 .Yuan Xiaoqi 阮小七goes back to his native village and dies
at sixty years old : he " later lives up to sixty years old "後自□全六
十而亡After giving up the posts ,Li Ying 李應and Cai Jin 柴進live
As a rich man in their native prefecture . One is to “die without
Siffering illness ”無疾而終 and the other “die well ”俱得善終.
12 . Melvin R . Watson has stated two weaknesses of Ceoil ’s
Interpretation . He writes .”Wuthering Heights is not , I believe , a
Metaphysical dissertation in which the Heights and Thrushcross Grange
Are a microcosm and their ingabitants inly allegorical puppets whose
Wooden action serve to envison a Brontean universe ….She [Emily
Brinte ]was attempting something more concrete ,more closely related
To human experience than this …. But more important ,such an
Analtsis relegates Heatheliff to a position of less prominence than he
Occupies . See his “Tampest in the Soul :The Theme and Structure of
Wuthering Height ,”A wathering Heights Handbook , (new York :The
Odyssey Press , 1961 ) 84 - 85
13 . Heatheliff never lives at the Grange ,Even after his coming
Into prssession ,he simply lets it ti Lockwood . ButNelly is comically
Described by Lookwood as the Grange ’s “human fixture ”. To her the




1 . There is in fact no unanimous definition of the term . See ,for
Instance , the definition provided in the following studies ; Avrom
Fleisgmanm The English Historical Novel —Walter Scctt to Virginia
Woolf (Baltimore and London :The John Hopkins Press .1971 );Brander
Matthews , The Historical Novel and Other Bssays ,(New York :Cgarles
Scribner ’s Sons ,1941 );Geory Likacs , The HistoricalNovel ,(London ;
Merlin ,1962 ).
2 . Fir a discussion of Scott ’s novel , see John Marriott , English
History in English Fiction ,(London : Blackis and Sons ,1940 ).
3 .For details ,see my discussion on The Battle of Guandu which
Follows .
4 .As I have mentioned ,Sanguo yenyi canno ,strictly speaking ,
Be seen as “historical novel ”in the Western sense . But it is the
First Jiangshi xiaoshou 講史小說 and this spells out the divergent
literary convantion .Por details of Chinese and Hestere cieys or
Historical noval ,see Ma Youyuan 馬幼垣 ,”Zhonggui jiangshi xiaoshon
De zhutu yu neirong ”中國講史小說的主題與內客[The Themes and Conteat
In Chinese Histirical Novel ],Zhongguo xiaoshou jiga 中國小說集犒[On
Chineses Fiction ],(Taipei :Shipao wenhua Publications , 1973 ),As for
Definition on the Western historical novel , see the books mentioned
In note 1 .
5 . Since Wastern fiction of different periods manifest different
Characteristics , the “Westerncountarparts ”o am nov referring to ero
Restriotad to works of fiction I the 19th ceatury so as to be
Different form the works of the previous oentury , in which swrong
Emphasis is placed on historicity .
6 . I have cousulted Brawritt -Taylor ’s Romance of the Three
Kingdoms and Moss Robart ’s The Three Kingdoms and found that the
Latter has left out quite a number of episodes . In orderto maintain
The text intact , I chose taylor ’s verion with occasional additions
And modifications of my own .
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Notes to Chapter Four
. I have consulted both havkes , and Yang 'translation and hound
that the former version is more successful and vodely praised in the
Yest But havkes mada certain alterations . e . g ." Happy Red Court "
Yihong yuan 怡紅院is changed into Houes of Green Delights ". In orden
to be more faithful to the original text , I decided to use Havkes '
translation but with some modifcations and additions of my ovn .As
for translations other than Hongloumeng , they are mostly done by me
Unless otherwise stated
2 . Lady wang nov led Daiyu along a gallery , running from esat to
Veat ,vhich brought them out into the countryard bnhin grandmother
jia ' s apartments . Entering these by a back entrance , they found a
number of servants vaiting there . . . . Li wan brought in the cous ,
Ki - feng laid out the chopsticks , and Lady wang brought in the coup
Grandmother jia presided at the table ,王夫人遂揣寶玉穿過一個東西穿堂
, 便是賈母的後院了, 於是進入後房間- - 已有許多人在伺候……賈珠之妻李
氏摔杯, 熙鳳安著, 玉夫人進羹。賈母正面榻上獨坐。 see cao kueqin ,
Honglomeng ,vol .1 (Brijiang :People 's Press ,1964 )34
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Notes to Chapter Pive
1 . The first East -West International Comparative Literature
Conference was held in August , 1970 at Tamkang University ,Taipei ,
Taiwan .
2 . Rene Etiemble , The Crisis in Comparative Literature , trans
Hercert Weisinger and Georges Joyaug (East Lansing : Michigan State UP .
1966 ).
3 . In John L . Bishop 's article , "the reader of fiction "seems to
be a symnonym for "Western reader " John L ,Bishop ," Some Limitations
of Chinese Fietion ", Far Easter Quarterly , 22 (1956 ):237 -46
4 . Frederick Mote ,"The Cosmclogical Gulf Betveen China and the
West ", in Translation and Permanance , eds . david C . Buxbaum and
Frederick Mote (Hong Kong :Cathay Press , 1972 ).In this article , Mote
Pointed out the Iundamentally different explanation of the
relationship amcng exents - - " causality " in the West and
"synenronicity " in China -- which affect their different cosmic riew
5 . See Sun shuyu 's 孫□宇"Shuihu zhuan : A Tale Told Among
Rcbbers " in his book Shuihu zhuan "s Origin and Art (Hong Kong :Ming
P20 , 1984 ) 29 - 50 ,
6 . The term "industrial bourgeoisie "come from Terry Eagleton 's
book Myth of Pover . what she means by this term is that Heatheliff
in exploiting others , possesses the zggressicn and ruthlessness of and
ndustrial bourgeoisie . She says " In pitting himself against heth
yeomanry and large -seale agrarian capitalism , then Heatholiff is am
ndirect symbol of the aggressive industrial bourgeoisie of bmil
ronte ' s own time . . . ."(Bondon :Macmillan , 1988 ) 116 .
7 . In Hong Ioumeng , Ve see the presenee of mythical figures swch
is Taoist Vanitas Puddhist Man asattya Imnervioso among realistid
characters . It is the same in Jinghua yuan 鏡花緣. For instance
Cereals Fairy 百毅仙于goes dovn to the Red Dust when Tang Xiaoshan 唐
小山 ( the inxarnation of flower fairy 百花仙子 on earth ) , Lin Zhiyan
林之洋 and Daojiucong 多九公 are in danger
8 . See the section Tess of the D 'Urbervilles in Chapter Foun
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